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   HILEL KEMPLER 

 

   THE BOY FROM GRENADIERSTRASSE 

 

In Berlin 
 

 

Hillel Kempler was born in Berlin in 1925 to a Jewish family of Polish origin. They escaped Nazi 

Germany relatively early, in 1933, and reached Palestine, the future Israel. He overcame immigration 

difficulties, studied and worked as an electrician – a skill he also used during his military service in the 

Israel War of Independence, 1948, and later on. He proceeded from assisting in a vocational school's 

workshops to teaching and finally became the head of the vocational education department in the Tel 

Aviv municipality. Hillel married Esther in 1947. They had a son and a daughter. He passed away in 

2014.  

 

 

This text includes an interesting chapter about the passage of Hillel and his 

family through the Balkans. This is one of the reasons we publish this very 

interesting story about emigration, which is very actual today. (J.S.)" 

.  (Cf. “On Route”) 

 

THE BOY FROM GRENADIERSTRASSE 

 

In Berlin 
 

Chapter 1 

A loud noise woke Hillel from his sleep. His beloved mother Leibe stood at his bedside, 

clasping her hands in despair, murmuring “What now, what now?” Fanny, the eldest daughter 

in the family, was trying to calm her mother.  

From the source of the noise – sounds of furniture being smashed and howls of sharp pain — 

Hillel understood that something was happening in the flat below, apparently something very 

serious.  

Hillel is only seven years old, but he has sharp senses. His intelligence and comprehension are 

above average for his age. Fanny tries to calm him down, “Stay in bed, the noise will stop in a 

minute.” But how can he just lie there? The sight of his distraught mother pulled him out of 

bed. All five children and Herta their maid were walking around the apartment, with no idea 

what to do. Father David was nowhere to be seen. Hillel’s older brother Izzie wanted to open 

the front door to see what was going on down below.  
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Izzie was already 14, and his curiosity overpowered his natural fear. Mother was against the 

idea. Herta planted herself firmly in front of the door and didn’t let him open it. “They’ll kill 

you", she shouted hysterically. Their arguing and the confrontation near the front door 

continued.  

Slowly the noise died down outside. There were sounds of people walking on broken glass, 

groans of pain, sobbing. Izzie managed to open the door. He hesitated a bit, walked to the 

railing and peaked down the stairwell. Mother also recovered her composure and took a peak. 

The stairwell was covered with a thick “porridge” of blood and broken glass. Ms. Zisapel, the 

owner of the restaurant, stood at the doorway of her apartment, sobbing. She seemed to have 

run out of strength to shout.  

Ms. Schmidt, the concierge, was the first one who dared enter the Zisapels’ apartment. Three 

rooms in the large apartment functioned as a restaurant and bar. Mr. Zisapel sat on the floor, 

leaning against the wall, his head was bleeding and he mumbled incoherently. The two sons, 

aged 17 and 18, lay on the floor, unconscious. On the walls, at the height of a person standing, 

there were large bloodstains, with hair stuck to them. Below these stains were large pools of 

blood that spread over the entire floor.  

Mrs. Schmidt knew exactly what happened. A brown-uniformed gang shook the front gate 

violently. She was forced to open the gate for them — otherwise they would have broken it 

down. They rushed in, taking several stairs at a time, and stormed the restaurant door. 

Mrs. Schmidt shut herself in her concierge apartment. Through the peephole in the door she 

saw them break down the door, and then heard the shouting. She heard the heads of the three 

men hurled at the walls like hammers pounding. She could not understand how they were 

alive.  

Mrs. Schmidt overcame her fears and apprehension and entered the Zisapels’ apartment. After 

all, in her position, she was responsible for the building, and a job must be done whatever the 

conditions, that was how she was raised. Mother and Fanny also went in to help. Several other 

neighbors joined them. They poured water on the heads of the three men, who slowly returned 

to consciousness. The neighbors tore up strips of sheets, bandaged the men’s heads, and 

stopped their bleeding. Izzie wanted to get in too, but was overcome by nausea and vomited at 

the doorway.    

Mother is calling the first-aid station. There is no answer. For ten minutes she continues to try 

to get through to them. She hears the purr-purr at the other end, but no one picks up the 

phone. She tries to call a taxi station. It’s quiet, no answer. She dials again and again, to no 

avail. This is strange – in this large orderly city of Berlin, all the emergency services seem to 

have fallen asleep and can’t be woken. 

Mr. Zisapel, a healthy, able-bodied man, decides to walk to the nearest hospital, just ten 

minutes away. His two sons accompany him, one on each side, his wife walks behind. They 

slowly make their way to the hospital.  It is as if hidden powers move the body in times of 

trouble, otherwise it is incomprehensible how the three of them manage to cover such a 

distance.  

The next morning, Mrs. Schmidt summoned the police. As the person responsible for the 

building, she was required to report the incident. Everything had to be recorded in the 

building’s journal. The police officer from the local police station came reluctantly, scanned 

the devastation and blood stains, and listened to the concierge’s account. It was as he was 

oblivious to the Zisapels. From the hospital they had managed to get a taxi to take them home. 

The three men were standing there with their heads wrapped in bloody bandages. Mr. Zisapel 

is trying to say something to the officer, who silences him, annoyed. “Enough, alright, I 

already understand what happened here. A fight between family members shouldn’t reach 

such proportions. It’s uncivil of you to disturb your neighbors’ rest like that. To tell you the 

truth, I should arrest the three of you, but this time I’ll let it go. Make sure that it doesn’t 
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happen again." The record in the police log states: "Time 0200, 36 Grenadierstrasse. Family 

Zisapel. Fight between the father and two sons who were drunk. Received a warning." 

Hillel knows what tension is. But what happened two nights ago was a new experience for 

him. It was only the next morning, when he woke up and saw his mother’s red-rimmed eyes, 

and the tension in Fanny’s face, that he understood that something had happened. Over the 

course of the day he heard parts of the story from Fanny and Izzie. A picture of the incident 

formed in his young mind.  

 

 

The Bakery Shop. At the entrance (from the right): Gusti, Miri, Mother and Hillel in a 

baby carriage 

 

Later in the evening, Father locked the doors of the bakery shop that was located in the 

building across the street. In the bakery behind the shop, he prepared the ingredients for 

dough for the employees who were supposed to arrive the next morning. He performed his 

duties like an automaton. His mind was not on his work. He was unnerved by his own chilling 

thoughts. For a week, since the Nazis came to power, brown-uniformed groups were causing 

committions in the streets, hitting every old man with a beard or Jewish dress, breaking 

storefront windows, and looting the contents of stores. Only two days earlier had he been 

saved from torture by a miracle. When he was walking down the main street, he was attacked 

by three young men who extended a lit candle toward his beard. Father had a short, finely 

groomed beard, not like the thick, unruly beards of most of the Jews on the street. 

Grenadierstrasse and the adjacent streets were the residential center and hub of activity of the 

Osttjuden, Jews who had moved to Germany from Poland after WWI. The edges of his beard 

caught fire, but then, the miracle happened.  

“Come over here quickly. Leave that stinking kike alone,” an older man called out to the 

group. Also in a brown uniform, he seemed to be their commander. Father thought that the 

older man recognized him, but because of his pain he didn’t dwell on this thought. He used 

his hands to beat out the fire. The burn on his chin was painful, but the pain was bearable. He 

quickly made his way home. He was afraid to go to the nearby clinic. He recalled the horror 

stories he had heard about the “medical treatment” Jews received at the clinic: factures that 

were “set” with a fierce jerk, burnt beards that were plucked from chins together with skin, 

and other stories. On his way home, he met Mr. Meyer who filtered through his teeth, “Be 

careful Mr. Kempler, you’re taking a risk,” before continuing on his way. Father did not 

understand whether it was a threat or a friendly warning,  
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Mr Meyer, a factory worker and devoted communist, was a regular visitor to the bakery shop. 

He had an important job. Twice a week, and sometimes even three times a week, a group of 

about 20 Jewish communists would meet in the bakery shop. Father’s cakes were very 

delicious. His cheesecake and apple strudel made the bakery well known throughout the area. 

There were always several tables in the corner of the bakery shop that were spaced closely 

together, and several more could be added if necessary. To be honest, Father was not so keen 

on this group – he didn’t understand the issues that they were arguing about. They used lofty 

words like revolution, proletarian, Marx, Engels, and others. He had heard none of these 

words in the Cheder where he studied in Poland, which was his only university. They never 

appeared in his prayer books, either. But business is business, and after all, they were good 

customers. The members of the group were polite and courteous, they lowered their voices so 

that their discussions wouldn’t disturb the rest of the clientele, and they paid for their orders 

immediately and in cash.  

Frequently, when one of them didn’t have enough money to pay, they passed a hat that 

immediately filled up with cash, even more than the required sum. They were genuinely good 

people, willing to extend their assistance to anyone. Whenever the steibel where Father 

prayed collected money for someone who was ill or for some other charitable purpose, and 

they heard about it from Father, they immediately passed around their hat, and brought the 

money they collected to one of the steibel’s treasurers. “We wish him good health,” they 

would add. But when they were asked to make a donation to repair a piece of furniture in the 

steibel or replace its lamps, they were adamant. “We have no business with your God. You 

are deluding the public. Religion is the opium of the masses. We will not help you deceive 

people.” That was their response. 

Mr. Meyer was the communist party’s representative to the group. He was a member of the 

party council in Berlin, where he was considered one of the rising stars. He was honest, an 

idealist, a gifted speaker, and extremely knowledgeable. He could quote entire sections from 

the Communist Manifesto or Marx’s Capital. He would lecture to the members of the group. 

He spoke very quietly, and everyone would crowd around, hanging on to his every word. 

Father didn’t like these lectures. They were “hours of loss,” he would say. “People sit and 

don’t order anything in those hours.” In the end, though, he was compensated. They 

intuitively understood that they were taking advantage of the bakery shop, and when the 

lecture was over, Anna the waitress would be immediately flooded with orders. She would 

hardly be able to carry the brimming trays to their tables. Father’s face, which had been stern 

only moments ago, now changed. Everyone understood. Mr. Meyer, whose political party 

gained the use of a quasi-clubhouse at no charge, was also happy.   

Hillel loved the members of this group. He would walk among them and listen to their stories. 

He didn’t understand a word, but he was enthralled by their manner, and the passion and 

human warmth they radiated. Some of them were his “friends,” He loved to play dominoes 

and they loved to play with him. He was a six/seven year old child playing against adults, and 

most of the time, he “beat them.” He was overjoyed to hear their praises. 

Suddenly Father seemed to awake from a dream. There was a loud noise from outside. There 

was shouting: “Where is that communist Kempler? We’ll show him who the German people 

are and how strong they are. Comintern spy!” Feet kicked at the front door, shaking it, the 

door was about to crash in. At the back entrance to the bakery shop, where the sacks of flour 

and sugar were delivered, appeared Mrs. Heinz. She was the concierge of the building and she 

loved the Kemplers. Mother and Father loved her, too. She was an elderly, honest, loyal 

widow. She always took care of the building and looked out for the tenants, making sure that 

the building was clean and that the common fixtures were in working order. She forcefully 

grabbed Father’s hand and with a fear of death in her eyes, she whispered, “Come with me.” 

Shocked and frightened, he ran out with her. Behind her concierge apartment was a shed 

where wood was stored. It was April, the beginning of spring, so there was hardly any 

kindling, but it was enough to conceal Father.  
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The bakery shop door collapsed under the impact of all the banging and kicking. A gang of 

brown-shirts burst inside like a raging storm. “Where’s the Jew? Where’s the Communist?” 

they screamed. When they failed to find Father, they unleashed their anger on the bakery shop 

interior. Furnishing, dishes, the coffee and ice-cream machines – everything was destroyed in 

a matter of minutes.  

Mrs. Heinz, who had managed to close the back doorway after they ran out, opened the 

buildung's main gate. “He’s not here. He ran away this afternoon,” she shouted at one of the 

vandals who looked like the ringleader. She received two resounding slaps to her cheeks in 

response. Blood poured from her nose. She was silent, understood that she would be risking 

her life if she said anything more. 

The next day, Father was taken to a hiding place. Mr. Meyer arranged it.   

For two days now, Mr. Meyer had been walking around wearing a brown uniform and shiny 

boots. The day after the Nazis came to power, Mr. Meyer showed up at the SA office and 

asked to speak to the commander. “You understand, Herr Commander,” he said, “I was a 

member of the communist party but I never believed in their ideology. You know what it’s 

like to be out of work, with two children at home. Those Jewish capitalists caused the terrible 

inflation and destroyed any chance for us German workers to make a living. We were on the 

brink of starvation. The communist party helped me in my hour of need. We received 

vouchers for food. In the winter, we received a half a wagon of coal. The children received 

clothing and shoes for winter.”  

“My wife also received a warm coat, he continued. “I attended meetings, demonstrations, but 

I did it because I was forced to, to make them like me. They proposed that I serve as the 

communist propagandist among Jewish communists. It was an excellent arrangement for me. 

Imagine that every time I came to the kike’s bakery shop, where the Jewish group would 

meet, I would even leave with a package of cakes and sweets. Outstanding cakes. The 

children enjoyed them and so did my wife. From time to time, among the cakes, we found 

tickets to the circus, the zoo, and weekend trips to the lakes. The Jew apparently wanted me 

around. Now that’s over.”  

“I believe that the Fuhrer will put everything in order, and throw out the kikes. We’ll have 

work and we won’t have to demean ourselves to every thieving Jew.” Obviously Mr. Meyer 

did not tell the commander that he had come to him following an order from above. A 

messenger had shown up in his home in the middle of the night, informing him that the party 

was going underground and that he should immediately obtain a place for himself in the new 

establishment.  

Two days later, the authorities notified the local commander that Mr. Meyer’s file had been 

checked. He was a low-level communist activist like thousands of others and posed no risk. 

He should be allowed to repent his actions. They might even want to use his skills to persuade 

thousands of communists to shift their loyalties to the right place – the National Socialist 

Party. For now, he would not be assigned any job, but he should be sworn in and given a 

uniform.  

A distant relative of Mr Meyer was a farmer who owned a small farm, not far from Berlin; he 

had five acres of orchards, he also grew vegetables, and had a pig sty and a chicken coop. He 

worked hard all his life. None of his four children wanted to remain in the village and they all 

moved away to Berlin. In the summer, he supplied vegetables and fruits to Jewish sellers in 

the market. In the early autumn, he would barter.  

He would come to our street on a wagon that was loaded with chopped bundles of kindling 

wood. For a bucket of potato peels he would give you a bundle of kindling. The peels, which 

were food for his pigs, were stored in a large pit at the edge of his farm. It was a bit smelly, 

but neither he nor his pigs minded the smell.  
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Mr. Meyer spoke with his relative. The persuasive factor was an envelope containing 500 

marks that Fanny had brought over to him. In the evening, as daylight faded, he appeared on 

the street with his wagon loaded with empty boxes. Father was shaven and dressed in 

farmers’ clothes, a thick scarf wrapped around his neck and chin. He quickly climbed into the 

wagon, and they were soon on their way. The two horses easily pulled the cart as it 

disappeared at the end of the street.  

 

Chapter 2 

Fanny is 19 years old. For two years now she has been a member of the Zionist youth 

movement Blau-Weiss. Since she finished high schools, she has dedicated herself to the youth 

movement. Eretz Yisrael, Jewish farmers, blossoming of the desert, draining the swampland 

— these all ignited her imagination. Ze’ev the counselor (“madrich”) and Baruch the Jewish 

National Fund emissary (“shaliach”), who had arrived from Israel only a short while ago, 

discussed organizing training (“hachshara”) groups that would make preparations to 

immigrate to Palestine. Hillel’s parents were not very happy with their daughter’s activities in 

the movement, but smiled and made light of the matter. Fanny would soon fall in love, find a 

young man to marry, and all these youthful dreams would disappear. At home, Fanny spoke 

of her activities in the youth movement. She brought male and female friends home, some of 

whom her parents recognized. They were, like Fanny, the children of their acquaintances and 

relatives that were also excited by the movement’s ideas. Occasionally, other youngsters 

would also come to the house, the children of Jewish families who had lived in Germany for 

decades. Even though they were members of the same movement, and subscribed to the same 

ideas – these youngsters behaved differently. They were reserved, and extremely courteous. 

They discussed movement affairs with almost mystic faith. Theirs was no youthful 

exuberance, it was the solemnity of adults. To Hillel’s mother it seemed as if they were 

patronizing toward their OstJuden friends, but she never gave any hint of her opinion. Fanny 

was friendly toward everyone. She had a natural talent for making friends with young and 

older people alike. Through her voice and her smile, she managed to “loosen” the somewhat 

rigid conduct of these “Germanized” movement members. 

The parents were aware of everything that went on in the movement, including the fact that 

Fanny was “preparing” Gusty, her sister, three years her junior, to join the movement. There 

was only one thing that was kept a secret from the parents: Not even the smallest hint was 

leaked about the upcoming preparations for hachshara and Aliya. The movement counselors 

knew that this was a project that had to be meticulously planned. The right spirit had to be 

cultivated, a lot of money had to be collected to build a convenient foundation for the 

hachshara camp. Parents should think of the hacshara as a sophisticated scout camp that was 

as comfortable as possible. This would minimize their objections and prevent any damge to 

the relations between the youngsters and their parents. There was no rush, there was time.  

They made plans, but they had no idea what each next day held for them.  

That same evening, after Father rode off hidden in the farmer’s wagon, Fanny rushed over to 

Baruch the counselor’s apartment. Baruch had a small apartment in the vicinity of Unter den 

Linden, two rooms and a bathroom. The apartment was originally planned as servants’ 

quarters. It was located in an affluent residential neighborhood. Most of the residents were 

pure Aryans who belonged to the upper class. The Jewish families who lived there were not 

considered Jews by their neighbors – They were all German. They celebrated Christmas in 

splendor. The Christmas trees that the Jews ordered were no less majestic than those of their 

Aryan neighbors. At Easter, they all traveled. The fact that the Jews never attended church on 

Sunday was their own business. No one urged them to go. The priest of the nearby Protestant 

church would smile forgivingly when he heard that Mr Neumann, the bank manager, or Mr. 

Martin, the machinery exporter, occasionally visit the great synagogue. It’s a matter of faith, 

he would say, there’s nothing in that that casts aspersions on their German citizenship. The 
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vast majority of the Jewish families in that neighborhood didn’t even know what the inside of 

a synagogue looked like.  

At the time, the location of Baruch’s apartment was lucky for him and for the movement. The 

street was quiet and peaceful. No gangs of Nazis wandered there: They had enough “to 

occupy themselves” in the Jewish neighborhoods, in the industrial neighborhoods, and 

commercial centers. They even received an explicit order to stay out of the Aryan section of 

town, where peace and quiet should be maintained.  

No one noticed that Baruch lived in that area. The landlord took Baruch’s rent off the books.  

The police clearance certificate that Baruch showed him, indicating that he had no criminal 

record, was enough, and he was asked no more questions. Baruch would pay his rent in cash 

on the first of every month, and everything proceeded smoothly.  

Like the other movement leaders, Baruch was shocked by the events. The movement’s 

clubhouse had been destroyed. Awful stories flowed in about members’ families who were 

attacked. There was no one to go to for help. The police ignored calls for assistance, and 

whenever the police did arrive, they only made the matters worse. Baruch heard that a carton 

of garlic had been dumped outside the police station on Alexanderplatz. No Jew dared enter 

the station. They knew that the first Jew to step through the door would be accused of 

provocation, of bringing the rotten garlic to the station: Everyone knew that the stinking Jews 

loved to eat garlic.  

Baruch couldn’t do much for Fanny but he made one thing very clear to her – Father had to 

leave Germany as soon as possible. If he was caught, he would be sent to one of the 

concentration camps that were being constructed those days. It’s possible that because he was 

labeled a communist, he would be immediately murdered when he was caught, in a supposed 

accident. Baruch explained that it would be better for Father to go to Palestine. “You see,’ he 

said, “we’ve been saying that for years: Palestine is our only place. The situation here proves 

that. Your mother and the children will also have to emmigrate. But your father must go, first 

of all. His life is in danger.” 

Baruch had no answer for the question of how they could obtain a certificate to enter 

Palestine. The British, who had the mandate over Palestine, were allowing entry to very few 

Jews. The limited quota for 1933 was almost entirely filled and there was already a long 

waiting list for next year. They had to find another way. He advised Fanny to go to the British 

consulate the next morning and find out what could be done. “Maybe money might help,” he 

hinted. 

 

 

Chapter 3  

The British consulate in Berlin appeared to be under siege. Hundreds of people, mainly 

women, stood before the locked gate. A gang of Brownshirts was also on site to taunt and hurl 

insults at those waiting on line. There were no physical injuries yet, as if some semblance of 

respect for women remained in their subconscious. The few men in the crowd of women 

shook with fear, cowered and stooped low, trying to hide in the crowd. From time to time, the 

gate would open and a group of people would be allowed into the building. Fanny was 

determined and adamant. Politely but resolutely she made her way to the gate, making 

progress by exploiting any little move or change in the position of the women in the crowd.  

With her charming smile, she addressed the receptionist, requested an entry permit to 

Palestine for Father. He’s in danger, she said quietly, without disclosing any details. She 

didn’t want to give the clerk any formal reason to deny her request. The serious, official-

looking clerk responded almost automatically, “I’m sorry, the quota for Palestine has long 

since been exceeded. You don’t have a chance.” All Fanny’s attempts to pursue the 

conversation, so that she might find some way after all, failed. Finally, she had an idea – 
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perhaps it was possible to obtain a visa to Great Britain? The clerk was embarrassed. He 

wasn’t ready for that question. After pondering her request, he responded: “On that issue, you 

must apply to the Deputy Consul, Mr. Johnson.”  

It was not easy to get an appointment with Mr. Johnson. They tried to put her off to the next 

day but she insistent. “I must see him today,” she demanded. Mr. Johnson listened to her 

without speaking. This young girl fascinated him, with her smile and the way she presented 

her request. She described everything that had transpired that night. The only thing she 

skipped was the part about the Communists. Why should she make waves, she thought to 

herself. Mr. Johnson put his pipe in his mouth, contemplated for a few moments, as if he was 

searching for the words for his reply. “Look here, young lady, with all my sympathy for you 

and your story, we cannot help you. I have government orders not to allow German refugees 

into England. Understand, there are thousands of refugees who are knocking on our gates. We 

can’t take them all in. And we can’t give priority to any of them. That would be unfair, and as 

you know, fairness is at the top of our values. In addition, according to information that we 

have, the storm will pass quickly. The new government has given young Germans an outlet 

for their frustrations, an outlet for expressing their anger at the former government, and 

especially at the Jews who were its primary supporters. I am sure that the situation will settle 

down in two or three weeks, and you father will be able to return quietly to his home, like 

thousands of other refugees. Meanwhile, your father is, after all, safe. Have some patience, 

my dear, and everything will turn out for the best.” Fanny was in no hurry to leave her seat. 

“Perhaps you can find some immediate solution after all. I’m afraid that Father will be 

caught.”  

Mr. Johnson was impressed by the young woman and her determination. He asked his 

secretary to bring him a file, which he perused as he contemplated and then asked, “Do you 

have any money?” And immediately added, as if he were caught in crime, “not for me or my 

colleague, of course. This would be money for a bond.” He explained to Fanny that in the UK 

it was possible to obtain a tourist visa to Palestine for one month. He, Mr. Johnson, would 

make sure that such a permit would be transferred to Berlin for Father. But, with all due 

respect for Fanny and her family, he needed collateral to guarantee that Father would leave 

Palestine after one month. He believed that Father would then be able to return quietly to 

Germany, but it was no matter to him if he moved to any other country entirely. The 

important thing was to honor his obligation to leave Palestine.  

The bond was significant. Five thousand marks had to be deposited in the Consulate’s 

treasury. The British government was not willing to risk tourists circumventing the law and 

remaining in Palestine. Presumably no one would give up such a substantial sum simply to 

remain in Palestine. When the person left the country, the security deposit would be refunded 

to him.  

Fanny had no idea if her parents had that sum of money in cash, but she didn’t hesitate. “Of 

course,” she cried happily, “we will bring the money. Please do it as quickly as possible.”  

Father was well-to-do but he was not a rich man. The business was profitable but still, their 

bank account did not contain such a sum. Mother tried to get money from other sources, take 

out a loan, sell property. No one could help. Who would give you these days cash, the very 

thing that might save one’s life? Property? It might be destroyed tomorrow, without leaving a 

trace.   

They found a solution in a German pawnshop in a quiet working-class suburb outside the city. 

Mother had an expensive Persian fur coat and a diamond necklace. Father had bought them 

several years earlier, when business prospered. The pawnbroker was willing to lend them 

15% of the value of the goods. Mother didn’t bargain too much. The sum she received, 

together with their bank account would be enough for the security deposit and travel 

expenses. She gave no thought to how the family would survive after Father’s departure. God 

is great, she supposed.  
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Father did not say goodbye to the children. Only Mother and Fanny accompanied him to the 

train station in a remote suburb. A small leather satchel that was prepared for Father 

contained his passport with the visa, a train ticket to Trieste, the port of departure, a boat 

ticket from Trieste to Jaffa, and several hundred marks for his initial expenses. He also took a 

large suitcase with clothes and a hamper of food “so he wouldn’t have to waste money to buy 

expensive food,” Mother thought. Mother was always practical.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The Kemplers in Berlin. From the left: Father David, Hillel, Izzie, Fanny, Miri, Mother 

Ahuva and Gusty. 

 

One hour remained until the train would leave the station. Father didn’t know what he would 

do, or what awaited him in Palestine. Fanny told him everything that she had heard, 

everything that her counselors in the movement explained to her. If Father was unable to be a 

pioneer, or work in a village, and this is probably what would happen, he could open a 

business, a bakery shop. After all, he had a lot of experience in that. People will want cakes in 

Palestine, too, and Father was an expert. The thought of his return to Germany never crossed 

their minds, it would be crazy. Mother and Fanny had to find a way to obtain a refund of the 

security deposit without Father leaving Palestine. It was an enormous sum and it would 

eventually be missed.  

They agreed that Father would take several weeks to check all the options in Palestine and 

then decide what to do. If he decided that it would be feasible to open a business, he would 

write the family, and Mother would then contact a professional to disassemble all the 

machines in the bakery, pack them and ship them to Palestine. Mother would have to take 

care of the sale of the rest of the equipment in the bakery, and especially the furniture in the 

apartment. “Remember,” Father stressed,” our guest room, the large clock, and the carpets are 

worth a fortune. There are only three sets like it in all of Berlin.”    

Mother would, of course, have to get permits for herself and the five children to enter 

Palestine. Fanny, who had been silent all this time, intervened, “Only for the three younger 

ones. There’s no need to take care of Gusty and me. We will come to Palestine as pioneers 

with Aliyat Hanoar movement.” The parents said nothing. They understood that Fanny was 

right. In any case, there was no point arguing with her about it at that moment.  
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Chapter 4 

The bakery employees helped mother clean up the shambles in the bakery and the shop. 

Broken furniture was placed in the corner. Piles of broken glass were removed to the garbage 

receptacles in the yard. The German baker and his assistant hammered thick wooden boards 

to the broken storefront window. The front door was also repaired, and the premises could be 

locked. The employees understood that they no longer had a job, but they still remained for 

several days to help. Mother managed to collect some of the debts owed by some major 

customers – cafes and baked goods shops that had become famous because of Father’s cakes. 

The five workers received their wages from Mother and left with tears in their eyes. The 

business was gone, although Mother still had physical control of the premises.  

Several days went by. Every day brought with it new rumors and horror stories. Friends and 

relatives discussed the situation day and night, trying to devise some solution. People had 

different, sometimes contradictory, opinions and ideas. Some wanted to leave Germany at any 

cost, to any possible destination. The Germans did not prevent Jews from leaving; on the 

contrary, they even encouraged them. This was written on the walls of homes, and large signs 

posted at street corners called, “Jews, Leave!” “Jews, Go to Palestine!” Germany’s gates were 

open, but there was nowhere to go. The gates of all the countries of the world were locked. 

They were afraid of being inundated by Jewish refugees. Here and there, a Jewish family 

managed to find refuge in some country. Other argued that patience was needed. This bad 

wave would pass, the rioters would settle down, they would get tired of their commotions, 

and the lives of the Jewish communities would return to normal. And what about those who 

suffered, who were injured, or whose property was damaged? Well, what can you say, it is the 

fate of the Jewish people. Catastrophes happen in every generation, people are hurt, and the 

victims are forced to pay the price.  

The three younger children remained at home, and did not return to school. Fanny and Gusty 

were busy at the Movement. They eagerly began to study Hebrew. They heard lectures on the 

kibbutz economy, took courses in handicrafts, especially in cooking and sewing. The lessons 

took place almost in secret. The location of the lessons was changed with great frequency. 

The Movement leadership leased a farm where it planned to set up the hachshara training 

camp. According to one opinion, the farm should be in Germany to make it easier for the 

younger members to adjust, but the majority actually wanted to set up the camp in a 

neighboring country, if and when a permit could be obtained. Like everything else in life, the 

leaders reached a compromise: training would begin in a German village and would then 

continue outside Germany. France was the most probably location. The two young girls 

waited only for a sign - a sign to leave.  

Mother didn’t sit on her hands either. No word had arrived from Father yet, but her intuition 

told her that she would have to ship the equipment and the machines to Palestine. She began 

to inquire about packing and maritime shipping. She inquired about shipping fees, and 

packing methods. Some advised her to pack everything in a large wooden container that could 

also holdpart of the home furnishings, in addition to the machines. But she followed the 

advice of an old customs agent who told her that Jaffa had a primitive port and ships did not 

have direct access to the piers, so the contents of the ship had to be first unloaded into small 

boats that could tie to the pier. It would be impossible to unload such a heavy container from 

the ship. “You machines are very heavy, and if you concentrate them in a single container, 

they will not be able to be unloaded at Jaffa port,” he claimed. He suggested packing all the 

equipment in not-too-large cartons that could be transported from the ship to the shore.  

Meanwhile, Mother also decided to take steps to ensure the family’s livelihood. Over time she 

had learned some of the secrets of baking. With the help of Herta the maid, who remained 

loyal to the family, she operated the small bakery appliances and baked cakes in the bakery. 

Not as elaborate as the ones that Father made, but good enough to find a market for them.  
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The front door to the business remained locked, and everything was conducted through the 

back door. Mrs. Heinz, the concierge who had saved Father on the night of the riot, 

cooperated and made nothing of the trouble she went to, opening and locking the gate several 

times a day. Of course, Mother compensated her for her efforts.  

In the evenings, after the young children had gone to bed, Mother would walk back and forth 

in the apartment. She had no patience for anything, neither for any type of handiwork nor for 

reading. She had no interest in the daily newspaper that continued to arrive every morning. 

“It’s full of lies anyway,” she thought. She even lost her interest in the large volume of 

"Tseno Ureno" – the book of Jewish legends and stories of wisdom that she so loved to read 

and afterwards recount to the children.               

She would sit on one of the twelve leather-upholstered chairs that surrounded the long 

mahogany table. She would stare at the majestic sideboard, carved with lion heads, the silver 

candle sticks and the large menorah in the center, the glass hutch, with silver vessels arranged 

side by side, the grand piano that stood out, shiny and black. More than anything, she would 

stare at the one piece of furniture that was “alive,” the large grandfather’s clock. The glass 

case was as tall as a man and contained the complex workings of the clock – the gear train, 
the springs, the two bronze chains with bottle-shaped weights hanging from them, with the 

pendulum swinging between them. All the parts of the clock were made of shiny bronze and 

were visible from three sides.  

The clock’s springs had to be wound once every two weeks. What sounds that clock would 

make! It was Father’s job to wind the clock. He never allowed anyone else to do that. Very 

carefully, he would open the clock’s door. The children would stop whatever they were doing 

or playing. He would gently wind the springs, lift the right weight at its base and with a little 

push, he would start the pendulum swinging. When the clock struck, the ceremony would 

end. But now the clock stood there like a dead body, the pendulum was not swinging, the 

escapement made no ticking sound, and the hands of the clock did not move. It never crossed 

Mother’s mind to try to operate the clock. She didn’t know how, and could think of no reason 

to do so.  

 

Chapter 5 

A commotion on the street started at dawn. Several dozen members of the Brownshirt troops 

closed off the street from both sides. Thick wooden boards were unloaded from a truck that 

parked virtually opposite the closed bakery shop door. Laborers started to erect a stage there. 

The residents were required to come out to the street and wait. The owners of the fruit and 

vegetable stalls were ordered to open up their stands and pile on their stalls boxes of fruits and 

vegetables that had been delivered to the street the night before. No one understood what was 

happening. The Nazis were very aggressive in their conduct. No one would have dared to 

disobey anyway. They did not touch anyone. Some of the men still wore beards – they were 

ready to risk their lives rather than shave their beard. But this morning, the Nazis didn’t even 

try to hurt them. People were ordered to stand on the sidewalk along the street and wait. After 

three hours of waiting, the stage was ready. Large movie projectors were set up, pointing in 

all directions. People still had no idea what was going on. Several people who tried to leave 

the street in the direction of Bülowplatz were hurled back by a rain of insults and curses: 

“Dirty Jew, stay in your filth, don’t pollute the city streets.”  

The Nazis started to create order on the sidewalks. They spread out along the sidewalks and 

ordered the people to take up a position. In the first row, they put the bearded men, men 

whose ritual fringes hung over their trousers, women with head coverings, carrying baskets of 

vegetables. Out of nowhere dozens of yarmulkes and streimels were brought and placed on 

the men who seemed to fit the part. The children pushed their way through the adults and 

were ordered to highlight their yarmulkes and side curls. The loudspeakers roared: “Clap your 

hands!” People didn’t understand, they looked at each other in amazement. The Nazis stood 
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behind the rows of Jews, as if hiding behind them, and began to push the Jews and goad them 

on, “Yes, clap your hands, harder, like you used to.” Slowly the Jews began to understand 

what was required of them. Hands were lifted high and the noise of hands clapping began to 

fill the air. “Harder, harder,” the loudspeakers thundered, and were drowned out by the 

clapping hands. An open car drove through the street. Two high-ranking uniformed men, with 

numerous decorations on their chests, stood up and looked at the sight. From time to time 

they stopped and beckoned to the Nazis in the last rows to change the order, place a man with 

a larger streimel here, surround this woman with a lot of children there. “Have them crowd 

around her and look at her as if she is their mother.” No one, including the children, was 

allowed to move from their place.  

Sounds of a band were coming from beyond Bülowplatz. The sounds slowly became louder 

and closer. The band appeared at the corner of the street: drums, trumpets, a large band, like 

the firemen’s band. The people standing on the sidewalks could not believe their eyes: The 

drums were decorated in red ribbons, a small red flag waved from every trumpet. People 

carrying banners with the symbol of the hammer and sickle flanked the band on both sides 

and in front of it. All the marchers wore white shirts and red ties. Because of the shock or 

surprise, the movie extras didn’t recognize the melody that the band was playing. Yes, it was 

the Internationale. The loudspeakers roared, “Clap your hands,” and the extras immediately 

obeyed. The thunder of the applause shook the street. Military units marched behind the band, 

all wearing white shirts and red ties. Huge red flags waved back and forth. From time to time, 

on command, they raised their fists in the air. Signs suddenly cropped up in between the 

Jewish extras on the sidewalks: “The residents of the street welcome the Communist Party,” 

“Long Live the Comintern,” and “Down with the Bourgeoisie.” The marchers reached the end 

of the street and walked back, without playing or waving their flags. The street was silent. 

The loudspeakers continued to spew out orders:  

“We are filming the parade. When the band appears at the street corner, you must begin to 

clap your hands very loudly and do not stop until the parade ends. You must smile. Children 

will wave their hands. If you do not follow the orders properly, we will repeat the parade 

again and again, even until it is night. You have been warned.”  

The parade was repeated several times. Every time the band appeared at the beginning of the 

street, the Nazis would disappear behind the Jewish extras. They were not supposed to appear 

in the film. In the late afternoon, a signal was given to let everyone go. The Nazis quickly 

disappeared and only few crew members remained to disassemble the stage. Just a few days 

later, “proof” of the close collusion between the Jews of Berlin and the Communists was 

shown in movie theaters around the world.    

 

 

Chapter 6 

Hillel wandered around the house doing nothing. The school they attended at the beginning of 

the year was a mixed school for Jews and Germans. Three times a week in the afternoon he 

attended a kind of Cheder. Mother was afraid to send him to school. The German children 

bullied the Jewish children who suffered from insults, curses, and beatings. The German 

teachers saw nothing and heard nothing. Even when Hillel, bleeding, asked his teacher for 

protection, his teacher did nothing. “Go home and your Mother will wash the dirst off you, 

and don’t foul the classroom furniture with your blood.” That was answer he received on the 

last day that he attended school.  
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First day at school with a "Zuckertüte" 

 

Classes in Cheder were also suspended. The rabbi teacher with the thick beard, whom all the 

children loved, disappeared one evening. Neighbors saw him walking on the street at dusk, 

when a car stopped next to him. Three young men burst out of the car and began to beat him 

with batons and finally threw him into the car. No one knew where the man had been taken. 

At the police station, where his wife ran for help, all they did was shout at her. We can’t 

watch every single dirty Jew. He must have found himself another, prettier woman, and ran 

away with her. The teacher’s wife was well known as a wise, devoted wife, but she was not 

blessed with beauty. There was no other teacher to continue the school in the Cheder.  

Izzie studied with the same teacher. Togeher with a friend, Issie received private lessons in 

Talmud and Jewish law. He also wandered around bored. Since Father left, Izzie stopped 

saying his prayers or wearing his phylacteries (tefillin). He felt no need or obligation to do so. 

Mother was aware of this but she ignored it. She had other worries. Subconsciously she may 

have felt that Izzie was right. Mother was an observant woman. On Saturdays she would go to 

the synagogue. Their home and business were strictly kosher. She had special sets of dishes 

and pots and pans for Passover. None of the children would ever dare to use meat dishes for 

milk or the opposite. They knew that Mother would be very angry. She believed in God but 

also feared God. As the rioting became fiercer, cracks appeared in her faith. She was afraid to 

say anything aloud but the rumors and thoughts of the detainees, murder, torture, and looting 

posed a question for her: Where was God? She was unnerved by such heretical thoughts, she 

was afraid that she would be punished for them. After all, the world is full of God’s greatness, 

who was she to challenge His deeds. But Mother’s work and worries pushed such thoughts 

out of her consciousness.  
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From time to time, Izzie and Hillel would go down to the street. They couldn’t be cooped up 

in the house any more. Through the back door, they would enter the bakery where Mother and 

Herta were busy baking. There was nothing for them to do there. Actually Izzie could have 

helped but Mother didn’t know how to use his help.  

The two would walk around among the stalls of the small market on Bülowplatz, listen to the 

conversations and arguments between the sellers and buyers. Izzie would happily agree to 

help a stall owner lift a box, or help an old woman carry her basket home. He never asked for 

anything in return, but he sometimes would receive some coins for his services. He didn’t 

need the money – whenever he needed money, he would get it from Mother, despite the 

difficult situation at home.  

At the end of the square, not far from the stalls, was a lone stall. A German weiner seller 

made is his regular spot. He had sausages of various kinds, thin ones and thick ones, long 

ones and short ones, light-colored ones and blood-red ones. He had a fire on a small burner 

where he heated up the sausages. Their smell wafted through the air. Jews, children and 

adults, would give the stall a wide berth, and stared at it with disgust. The sausages were 

made of pork, and how could any Jew be indifferent to that?  

Lately, Izzie began to come closer to the sausage stand, as if accidentally. At first he would 

look down to avoid looking at the pile of unkosher meat. His nose would inhale the spicy 

smell and his mouth would water. He would glance to the sides, to see if any of his 

acquaintenaces or friends was watching him, and would quickly walk away. Sometimes he 

had Hillel join him in these sorties. Hillel had wanted to get closer to this stand for a long 

time now. The smell would tease him, but he knew that it was forbidden, strictly and 

absolutely forbidden. You’re not allowed to talk about pork or look at it – that was how he 

was brought up at home and that is what the rabbi teacher said. It’s forbidden and you don’t 

ask any questions about it.  

Izzie made a decision. “Come,” he said to Hillel, “I’ll give you something.” They walked 

quickly in the direction of the stand. Izzie looked to the left and to the right, and said to the 

sausage seller, “Two sausages in buns with mustard.” They quickly left the area, the buns still 

wrapped up in paper and their hearts beating wildly. In the next yard they both stood and took 

a bite of the sausage. Nothing happened. They didn’t choke, they were not struck by 

lightening. No hole in the earth opened up to swallow them. The hot dog was delicious and 

mouth-watering. They quietly agreed not to talk about it.  

 

Chapter 7  

A letter from Father arrived. He rented a small room in a suburb of Tel Aviv. The economic 

situation in Palestine was rather difficult. It was difficult to find work in his profession but he 

still decided to stay. He would borrow money to open up a business. After all, once, after 

WWI, when they came to Germany from Poland, he did it and was very successful. He hoped 

that this time he would be successful, too. He asked Mother to send the machines and 

equipment by sea, sell the contents of their apartment, and find a way to obtain a permit to 

Palestine. He knew it was not easy but he trusted her to manage. He was aware of and 

appreciated her talents, her energy, and her abilities.  

Shipping the equipment was not a problem. The old German machinist dismantled the 

machines, marked each part and recorded the items on a separate sheet of paper that he 

attached to each machine. There were mixing and kneading machines, machines for grinding 

coffee and nuts, a machine that cut dough into portions, electric graters and sieves, a large ice-

cream machine, and all the ancillary equipment: copper containers and bowls of all sizes, 

dozens of baking tins, transmission systems with leather belts to activate the machines, 

electric motors, and more. In the last minute, Mother also decided to send the gas baking 

oven. It wasn’t large, she thought, but until they build a stone oven over there, it could be 

used for baking. The customs agent arranged for everything to be packed and shipped.  
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At the British Consulate, they didn’t even want to discuss Mother’s request. “My dear 

woman,” the clerk said to her, “Your husband committed to leave Palestine within a month. It 

has already been three months and according to our information, he is still there. Under these 

circumstances we cannot allow you to go there. There is not even a chance that we will 

discuss your request. First make sure that your husband respects the law and the trust placed 

in him.” He hinted that the British Consulates in neighboring countries would similarly refuse 

her request. They were aware of the situation.        

A description of the dangers that Father faced or her being alone with five children – these 

didn’t help Mother’s cause. She tried to explain the financial logic of Father being able to 

contribute to the local economy of Palestine as an entrepreneur and professional. She did not 

understand that the British administration of Palestine was not interested in developing the 

country’s economy. Disappointed and embarrassed, she exited the office. She didn’t even 

mention the bond. She deluded herself into believing that she could approach a different clerk 

in a few days, a clerk that was more understanding and responsive.  

Mr. Johnson, the Deputy Consul, whom she finally managed to meet, was the toughtest. He 

remembered the young woman who had managed to “extort” the tourist visa from him. He 

was displeased that the promise was not kept. And he was especially angered when Mother 

reminded him of what he had said to Fanny, “In a few weeks, the situation in Germany will 

settle down and life will return to normal.” The woman had some nerve, he tought, are we 

responsible for what is happening here? He added that the five thousand mark bond would be 

forfeited unless Father leaves Palestine in the next few weeks.   

The situation was dire. It was clear to Mother that she couldn’t stay in Berlin. She understood 

that she had to reach Palestine at any price. But how? She had no idea how she could manage 

this.  

In discussions with friends and relatives, the option of illegally crossing the border was 

mentioned. Theoretically, it was possible to travel overland to Palestine. It was easier to 

illegally cross a land border than to travel by ship, as ships were conveniently subject to 

Mandatory police inspections. The idea was to apply for transit permit through European 

countries, Turkey, Syria, and Lebanon. From there, there was no choice but to cross the 

border illegally. It was a crazy idea. How could a woman with three small children do such a 

thing? And obtain transit permits for all the countries on the way? And what if they get caught 

and are thrown into prison? There were many doubts and misgivings, but there didn’t seem to 

be any other option.  

They asked Barush the Jewish National Fund emissary, for his opinion. He hesitated. “In 

principle,” he said, “It is possible. Young people could certainly do it, although it’s possible 

that they might get caught.” He even was able to tell them about young people from Eastern 

Europe who managed to cross the border. Some of them were caught, tried, and deported 

back to their country. He wasn’t willing to take such a difficult experience on his own 

conscience. But if Mother was willing and ready to take the risk – who was he to stop her?  

Mother decided. She would take the children and leave.    

Several friends of the family helped with the preparations. They discussed the chances of 

getting temporary residence or transit permits in Central European countries. According to 

rumors, these countries made it very difficult for Jewish refugees from Germany to pass 

through their territories. It was clear that the only option was to cross Turkey on the way to 

Syria and Lebanon. Mother’s passport already had several entry and exit stamps into 

Czechoslovakia, from her occasional trips to the healing springs in Karslbad. There was a 

good chance that she would be permitted temporary residence with the children in this resort.  

There was a logical justification for it.  

The Hungarian Consultate turned her down outright. They understood the situation but can’t 

afford to accept Jews who are trying to flee Germany, and in this specific case they were 

certainly unwilling to take the risk. A woman alone with three children. What would happen 
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if she is unable to continue her travels and is stuck in Hungary? Who would take care of 

them? They would be a burden to the government.  

Mother had no problem traveling to Poland. With her Polish passport, she didn’t need any 

permit. But how would she continue from there? Would the Austrians let her travel through 

their country? She had already heard that the Austrians were very strict on this point.  

She came up with a shrewd idea. If she gets a permit to Yugoslavia, the Hungarians might 

soften up and allow her to pass through Hungary. The clerk at the Yugoslavian Consulate 

gave her the familiar response – Sorry. She would not give up until she reached the Consul 

himself. She had to argue fiercely for an audience. His secretary refused to understand how 

this Jewish woman, who was told how busy the Consul was and that he doesn’t deal 

personally with transit permits, insisted on her demand to see the Consul.  

The Consul was kind. He explained what she had already been informed by the Hungarian 

Consulate – they’re not willing to take the risk of her remaining in the country with her 

children. Mother’s eyes welled up with tears. Another chance gone. What would she do? She 

no longer said a word. She only looked at the man, her eyes begging. The silent look seemed 

to have an effect on the man. He was moved. All kinds of thoughts ran through his mind. 

Candidly he explained his own personal problem. He did not have the authority to approve a 

case like hers. According to his isntructions from Belgrade, he was instructed to refuse even 

to young people without children. But, he continued quietly, he would take the risk. If Mother 

could obtain collateral or guarantors in Yugoslavia, who would guarantee that she left 

Yugoslavia for Hungary, or in the worst case, would assume responsibility for the family’s 

livelihood as long as they stay in Yugoslavia – he would recommend that a transit permit be 

issued to her.  

There was a sliver of hope for a solution, but how could this be accomplished? It was clear 

that the only organization that could give a bond like that was the Jewish community in 

Yugoslavia. But how could she contact them? At the Jewish community offices in Berlin she 

discovered that the man who headed the Belgrade community was a warm-hearted Jew who 

was an agent of the Dutch company, Phillips. A connection to this man had to be found. 

Mother obtained the name and telephone number of Mr. Spitzer, the Phillips agent in 

Belgrade from the company’s agent in Berlin.  

Mother had never made such a long telephone conversation, and an overseas call at that. She 

described her situation to Mr. Spitzer. He was the only one who could help her now. She 

promised that she would do everything possible to leave Yugoslavia as soon as possible and 

would not be a burden to his community. Mr. Spitzer was very attentive. Mother had the 

feeling that he understood her. But, he had to consult with the other committee members. He 

would certainly give her an answer as soon as possible. He didn’t know when but he would 

telephone her. He was given their telephone number at home.  

The telephone rang that evening, about four hours after Mother’s call. Mr. Spitzer was on the 

line. Mother’s heart almost stopped beating. If he had an answer so quickly, it must be bad, 

she thought. She sat down on the chair. Mr. Spitzer spoke quickly as if he was afraid of any 

delay. He had spoken with several committee members and despite the qualms of some of 

them, he decided to make the final decision and give her a guarantee. He would write the 

letter the next morning and would even have a notary public certify of his signature and the 

signatures of two committee members to prevent any delay. He would send the letter 

immediately by express mail.  

The Yugoslavian Consul opened his eyes wide with surprise. Although it was his own 

suggestion, he couldn’t believe that the woman would obtain such an impressive guarantee. It 

explicitly stated that the Jewish community of Belgrade guarantees that Mrs. Kempler and her 

three children would leave the soverign territory of Yugoslavia within several weeks, and no 

later than one month. If there is any delay in their departure from Yugoslavia, the Jewish 

community will guarantee all their living, accommodation and medical expenses for their 
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entire stay in Yugoslavia, for an unlimited time. The Jewish community also guaranteed to 

finance the family’s travel tickets to any destination in the world, if necessary. The letter and 

the signatures were certified by a respected public notary in Belgrade.  

The entry permit for Yugoslavia was stamped with a large seal that covered almost an entire 

page of the passport. Alongside the large stamp were two smaller round stamps, the seal of 

the consulate in Berlin and the personal seal of the Consul, all in dark red ink. The Consul 

shook Mother’s hands warmly. “I respect your courage and your perseverance,” he told her, 

“and wish you luck on your way to Palestine.” Shaking, Mother clasped the passport to her 

heart. She mumbled some words of thanks. As if in a fog, Mother exited the building, and the 

clerk who only days ago refused to handle her affairs, now smiled at her wholeheartedly and 

wished her good luck. Only when she was back on the street did she regain her composure. 

She knew that she had overcome one hurden, but there were many more ahead of her. Don’t 

despair, she said to herself, but don’t become euphoric either.    

She went immediately to the Hungarian Consulate. At first the clerk didn’t understand why 

she had returned to him. After all, only several days ago he made it clear to her that she had 

no chance of getting any permit whatsoever. She was given the explanations and it had 

seemed as if she had understood them. And here she was, again. Even when she removed her 

passport stampled with the Yugoslavian permit, he was slow to understand the connection. So 

what, he said, go to Yugoslavia. Slowly, he understood her plan. This woman managed to 

squash his arguments. The permit and the copy of the letter from the Jewish community in 

Belgrade made it clear that there was no risk in granting a transit permit for Hungary. 

Embarrased, he accompanied her to the Consul’s office, for him to decide. The Consul was 

also embarrassed. He knew that the woman was right. He understood that it would be 

inhumane to refuse her request. He pondered. Personally, he was willing to approve her 

request but he was afraid. He wasn’t sure what his superiors in Budapest would have to say 

about this. He decided. “I will recommend it,” he said, “But I must get the approval of my 

superiors. You will have an answer in two days.”  

During all those days of tense hassles regarding the permits, Mother forgot an important issue 

- the sale of the furniture in the apartment. Now she had two free days. She was sure that she 

would be successful and would be able to begin the journey. She started to ask around for 

potential buyers. The large trading company where they had purchased the furniture for the 

guest room, was closed. The owners had disappeared. It was rumoured that they managed to 

escape to France. The magnificent furniture sets that adorned the large showroom and filled 

the warehouses were confiscated. “The furniture was confiscated on behalf of the German 

children whose parents suffered at the hands of the underhanded Jewish gangs” – said a sign 

that had been pasted onto the storefront window. Several Jewish merchants to whom Mother 

was referred, rejected her with a rue smile – Who buys furniture these days? The owner of a 

German trading company in the city’s aristocratic western section, stared at her with 

compassion. No German family would buy furniture from Jews these days, even if you give it 

away for free. He suggested that she pack her furniture and ship it to Palestine. Mother had 

already thought of this option, but she rejected it out of hand. From shipping the bakery shop 

equipment she knew that this would cost a fortune, and she had limited resources. And even if 

she does decide to ship it, where would she store the furniture in Palestine? After all, Fanny 

told her that many people in Palestine live in tents and the heat is very powerfu, and all her 

expensive mahogany furniture would fall apart.  

She tried to appeal to some German families that she knew. None was willing to buy the 

furniture, even at 10% of its value. She tried to sell single items, but there was no response for 

that either. Someone, a man once considered a friend but now tried to avoid Mother, told her 

angrily, “After all, all your things will stay here and we’ll get it for free. Why should we pay 

for it?” Fanny, with her enchanting smile, also tried but to no avail. The money that Mother 

was supposed to have received from the sale of the furniture was already counted in the 

budget for the travels, and now Mother was apprehensive about another problem – how to 

finance the journey.  
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The answer from Budapest was positive but reserved. Mother received a transit permit to stay 

in Hungary for 48 hours. The permit was valid for 15 days from its date of issue. A race 

against time had begun. Arrangements at the Czechoslovakian Consulate were completed 

with relative ease. Although the clerk did not put much faith in the story of a woman traveling 

to Karlsbad with her three children for rest in the current times, he decided to look the other 

way. Mother was all ready to point to the two other permits stamped in her passport, which 

would effectively refute her original story of traveling for a rest. Luckily there was no need 

for that. The old entry permits to Czechoslovakia in her passport were enough for the clerk to 

grant his formal approval. This time, formality was on their side.  

 

Chapter 8  

Fanny and Gusty were busy all day with the Movement. They only returned in the evening to 

sleep at home. Mother wasn’t worried about Fanny, she knew that her two feet were planted 

firmly on the ground. She would manage in any situation. But she did worry about Gusty, 

only a young girl of 16, with no life experience, who would be alone in this crazy violence-

ridden world.  

Gusty, initially very calm and assured about her group in the Movement, also became 

apprehensive. Who would she turn to if she needed help, who could she consult with, who 

would support her? Even the enthusiastic descriptions of Palestine, the kibbutz, the Carmel 

and Gilboah mountains, the blossoming of the desert and other things began to lose some of 

their glamor, and appeared less alluring. And who guaranteed that she would reach Palestine? 

Maybe the British would not permit their entry and she would remain out of touch with her 

family. And what would happen if Mother and the children fail to reach Palestine, how would 

she find them? And where would Father be? Would he be able to stay in Palestine alone? 

How would she find Fanny? Fanny would also be in a situation similar to her own.   

Gusty’s depression had a debilitating effect on Mother, she began to feel guilty, as if she were 

abandoning her daughter. She couldn’t sleep at night, one nightmare chased another. She 

discussed it with Fanny. Fanny was very confident that Gusty would overcome these fears, 

adjust to her group and become busy with the hachshara activities. “Don’t worry, Mother, 

everything will be alright. After all, I’ll be around and I’ll be able to support her.”  

In a conversation with the Movement counselors, Mother was assured that Gusty would be 

assigned to the first group of her peers that would leave for hachshara and receive certificates 

for Palestine. In any case of a problem, Gusty would be added to Fanny’s group, despite the 

age differences. Fanny announced that she would leave Berlin only after it was certain that 

Gusty had settled into a place. Mother was not happy but she was somewhat placated.  

Two large suitcases were packed with clothes for Mother and the children for the trip. Two 

suitcases were also packed for Fanny and Gusty, one for each.  

Several days before their trip, when it became clear that there was no chance of selling any of 

the contents of the apartment, Mother decided that she would nonetheless ship some boxes to 

Palestine. The customs agent brought two wooden crates. Mother also looked longingly at 

thewoven straw chest that every self-respecting Jewish family prepared for its daughter’s 

trousseau. It was already filled with sheets and blanket covers, tablecloths and towels, and 

other items of clothing. Everyone in the family knew that the chest was for Fanny. The 

customs agent said that he thought that the chest would withstand the ordeal of customs, and 

the transport on the train ad ship. A menorah and silver candle-sticks were the first to be 

packed. Another pair of copper candle-sticks, silver goblets and the silver bsamim tower for 

Havdalah, two leather-bound prayer books for the holidays, a black leather book cover 

imprinted with Father’s name in golden letters in the center, and a reddish-brown leather book 

cover for Mother, with her name, in the same letters; a series of Mishna books bound in black 

leather, and of course, the thick volume of "Tseno Ureno." The last one was Mother’s book, it 
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contained her entire spiritual world. In the long winter evenings she would tell the children 

the stories and legends she read from this book and they would drink in her stories thirstily.  

And the pictures. Family pictures in frames and unframed, large ones and small ones, the 

children growing up. She would look at the pictures and her eyes would well up. She 

hesitated – taken them all and then maybe there would be no room for the important things. 

She set the pictures aside, and then took them in her hands again. Finally, a large portion of 

the pictures were packed. Her heart wouldn’t let her leave them.  

And the clothes. Her dresses and Father’s suits, heavy winter coats. The crates were brimming 

beyond their capacity and she began another selection. She removed some of the items, 

leaving only the most important things. Stylish kitchen ware, dinner services and pure silver 

cutlery were packed in towels. She even wanted to ship several copper pots, but there was no 

more room. On top of everything, she pushed on bedding, several pillows and down blankets. 

The customs agent was not so happy about Mother’s packing skills. He suggested that he 

would bring another crate, at an additional fee, of course. His suggestion was rejected.  

The day before Mother and the three children set out on their journey, Fanny and Gusty 

moved to a temporary residence that had been prepared by the Movement counselors. It was 

only until they left for the hachshara camp, they were assured. Mrs. Schmidt the concierge 

was asked to collect the keys to the apartment. She walked through the rooms, looked at the 

furniture, the kitchen equipment, the numerous clothes scattered all around. She was told that 

she could take anything she liked, as if it wasn’t already obvious to her. She quickly returned 

to her own apartment to record the event in the building’s log. She would then report to the 

building’s owners.  

Only few friends saw them off at the train station. Noisy goodbye ceremonies were not 

desired. Their destination was Prague, the capital of Czechoslovakia, where Mother was 

supposed to find out about the options to travel to Bulgaria or Greece. Just to be on the safe 

side, not to awaken any sleeping devils, it was decided that they would first go to Karlsbad, 

according to the permit, and then – they would continue.  

Tears and crying. Everyone was crying. Even Fanny broke down, hugged her brothers and 

sisters, and Mother. Hillel, who had been trying to act like a man these past few weeks, burst 

out in tears. He understood that something very serious was about to happen. He understood 

that from that moment on, he no longer hand a home.  

In effect, the family was thrown on the street. Izzie and Miri, the youngest sister, also cried. It 

could not be prevented.   
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Hillel and Miri when life in Berlin was still calm 

 

On Route 

 

Chapter 1  

The train arrived at Karslbad in the evening. Mother was very tense until they reached the 

border control. She was afraid that if there was a delay, the border might be closed for her and 

the children. The Czech border policemen were actually kind. They carefully checked her 

passport and permit, looked at Mother and back again at her picture in the passport, smiled 

understandingly and wished her a pleasant stay in Karlsbad or anywhere else she was 

planning to visit. Intuitively they could dintinguish regular travelers from the refugees fleeing 

from Germany.  

Mother knew the hotel from her previous trips. The front desk clerk even remembered her. 

The hotel was almost empty. Usually at this time of year, all the rooms would be occupied: 

Most of the guests were typically Jews from Germany, Poland, and Austria. This year, no one 

had any inclination to travel for rest and recuperation. Mother took a single room for the four 

of them. The clerk thought that that was going too far – four in two beds? The hotel manager 

had to decide. But he looked at Mother and the children and understood immediately: They 

weren’t here for the rest. He grumbled but allowed it. The passport was taken for the record. 

Mother could retrieve it the next morning at the local police station. In the not-so-distant past, 

no one would have taken such care with formalities. The clerk would merely record the 

guest’s name and passport number and hand the passport back to the guest.  

Mother decided to stay there for two or three days. She was very tired after the enormous 

stress of the last few months had dissipated. The children also needed some respite. They 
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walked around the city streets that were almost devoid of tourists, they peeked into the 

magnificent baths, most of which were locked, sat in the parks and the playgrounds. In the 

afternoon, the children found things to occupy themselves so that Mother could rest. They 

understood that she was in sore need of it.  

The trip to Prague was not very long. They left early in the morning so that they would have 

time for some errands later in the day. The address of the Jewish community offices was 

written in a small notebook that contained all the information they needed for their journey. 

Mother decided that she would not be shy, she would not act as if she was a dignified woman 

come to rest. She would try to be frugal with their expenses and receive advice on contacts 

and assistance in accommodations from the community members. The family had become 

refugees and it was something that had to be accepted. She had no idea about the expenses 

that she would have later in the journey and how long her funds would last.  

At the Greek Consulate, she was rejected outright. They were not willing to accept refugees, 

and in any case, their border with Turkey was very problematic. Violent border clashes 

erupted from time to time, and there was no chance that she would travel from Greece to 

Turkey. No, Mother should look for a different solution. She was not even given the 

opportunity to explain her special situation.  

She similarly received little encouragement at the Bulgarian Consulate. They were not willing 

to accept refugees. Their country was poor and could not handle refugees. Furthermore, they 

no longer believe the German refugees. Several dozen of them who had recently received 

transit permits, never left the country. There was not way they could be located. They were 

probably hiding in the homes of local Jews. They don’t want to hurt the rights of their own 

Jewish citizens but they weren’t interested in any more than the Jews they already have. And 

any way, they generally don’t grant permits in countries that don’t border on Bulgaria. She 

should try Belgrade, where she was supposed to go. Mother’s spirits were low. She hadn’t 

expected a lot, but the answer she received weighed on her heavily.  

A member of the Jewish community met the family at the community offices in late 

afternoon. He heard their story, tried to encourage them, suggested that he take Mother and 

the children to see the city and its sites. “The city is very beautiful,” he said, “there are sites of 

Jewish history, views, palaces. When you reach Palestine, and I am sure that you will, it 

won’t be so easy for you to come back and visit these beautiful sites. The children will 

remember these places all their lives. Even in difficult times, they deserve some entertainment 

and enjoyment.” 

Hillel would remember the tour forever. The man was nice and did everything he could to 

entertain the children and interest them. His family had lived in Prague for generations. He 

told them stories and legends. In the ancient Altneushul synagogue, he sat on the Maharal’s 

seat (Rabbi Yehudah Loew ben Bezalel) and told them one of the most magical stories about 

the Golem and his actions. In his fruitful imagination, Hillel saw the Maharal’s face and 

dignified beard, he imagined the Maharal sending the Golem of Prague to defend the Jewish 

homes that were under attack. He saw, as if it were happening in front of his eyes, the Golem 

and his enormous body, covered in body armor from head to toe, marching down the streets 

of Berlin, striking at the gangs right and left. Hillel almost shouted, “Mother, if we had the 

Golem of Prague in Berlin, he would have protected us and banished all the Nazi gangs. We 

wouldn’t have had to escape and Father would have come home.” She looked at him with 

compassion. How this little seven-year-old weaves together imagination and reality! 

Initially Mother hesitated to enter the Old Jewish Cemetery with the children. “A cemetery is 

no place for a child,” she said to their escort, but she was persuaded that it was both important 

and expedient. Instead of talking about the dead, the man spoke about the living. In front of 

the large tombs, he described the people and the families they represented, he told stories of 

wisdom and heroism of the people who had lived in Prague hundreds of years ago. It was as if 

an entire city with houses, institutions, activities, and problems, was there in the cemetery. “It 
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wasn’t frightening at all,” Miri declared as they left the cemetary, and Mother concurred with 

a nod.   

The electric trams, with their thick network that was spread throughout the city, took the 

visitors from site to site. Squares, monuments, beautiful palaces, statues. The children were 

interested in everything. Their escort, who had a wonderful talent for description and story-

telling, transformed every silent pile of stone into a living, breathing body. Mother also 

enjoyed herself immensely.  

They had lunch in a restaurant in the Jewish quarter. Their escort insisted on paying for the 

meal and for the numerous rides on the tram. After lunch he had a surprise for them: a three-

hour excursion on a boat that took them along the river that crosses the city. The boat was full 

of children who were on summer vacation from school. Their cries of joy overpowered the 

sound coming from the loudspeaker: someone was making an effort to describe the various 

sites visible on the river banks. Hillel tried to mix in with the children but he got tired of 

trying. He didn’t understand one word of their language and they didn’t understand him. Izzie 

also made an effort, and tried using facial expressions and hand festures. The older children, 

Izzie’s age, knew a few words in German and some contact was made, but this was gone as 

soon as they disembarked.  

When they parted in the evening, the man hugged the children and kissed Mother’s hand and 

thanked the family for the tour. Yes, he thanked them. It was an experience for him, he said, 

to see how they learned about, understood, and enjoyed the city’s sites and its Jewish past.  

 

Chapter 2  

The date of their travel to Budapest had to be confirmed with the Hungarian Consulate. Even 

this simple procedure took a long time. The passport was taken for inspection, and the family 

was instructed to wait. What else was there to check, Mother wanted to ask, but she said 

nothing. She was afraid that her question would annoy one of the clerks and would delay 

them further or, God forbid, cause their permit to be revoked. A brief interrogation, the same 

questions all over again. Mother was instructed to buy and show them the tickets to Budapest 

and from there to Belgrade. She dragged the children along to the train station and returned 

with the tickets. She received her passport, after receiving yet another warning that she was 

required to leave Hungary within 48 hours.  

They took a night train to Budapest. The train had sleeper cars, but they were too expensive. 

The family made do with seats in the second-class carriage. These were upholstered seats that 

you could fall asleep in. Each cabin had six seats. The train wasn’t full and two seats in their 

cabin remained empty. They tried to figure out how they would sleep. Hillel had an idea. 

Above the benches, along them, were shelves made of net to hold packages. He would climb 

up and sleep in one of these nets. If Miri wanted to, she could sleep in the second one. He had 

noticed the shelves the moment they entered the cabin – they reminded him of the hammock 

the family used to swing in when they vacationed in the woods. But more than he was 

thinking about a solution for sleeping, he wanted the amusement of swinging in the net. Miri 

didn’t want to climb up and she settled down with Izzie on one bench, with their heads at 

opposite ends and feet touching. It was not so comfortable but it was possible to fall asleep. 

The border police officer inspected the passport. It was already early morning, the beginning 

of dawn appeared in the east. He wrote the precise time on the permit. He spoke no German 

and pointed with his finger to the time he wrote. There was no need for words, it was all clear. 

How strict, how cruel, thought Mother, but she remained silent.  

They left the two large suitcases at the train station luggage storage and took only their small 

bags with them. They could manage without the suitcases for one night. They went straight to 

the nearest police station to register as required.   
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From the moment they arrived in Budapest they were struck with fear, a lack of confidence, 

they felt as if they were being followed, as if someone was looking for an excuse to harass 

them. There was no overt indication of this feeling, but you can’t really argue with feelings.  

They found a room in a cheap hotel near the train station and left their things there, intending 

to go to the Yugoslavian Consulate. According to procedure, a final entry permit to a 

destination country could be issued only in the country you leave for the destination country. 

It was ten in the morning. The hotel clerk, who spoke a little German, gave Mother the 

address of the Consulate. He was very kind. He explained the location and marked the 

walking route on a city map. “But Madam,” he added with a smile, “Today is Sunday and the 

Consulate is closed. They will only be open tomorrow.” Mother completely lost track of the 

days, she hadn’t thoughout about that.  

The children wanted to go for a walk. Izzie remembered that he had studied about Budapest in 

his geography lessons, and the city was described as a collection of palaces and monuments. 

He remembered that it also had an ancient fortress that protected the city. Hillel and Miri 

immediately wanted to take a trip on the river. “Like Prague,” they said. Off they went. Izzie 

assumed the role of their guide. The map was in Hungarian, but the hotel clerk also gave them 

a guide in German, with all of the sites marked. Hillel took the map into his hands. He knew 

how to read. Although he only had gone to school for half of the year, he quickly learned how 

to read. When he walked on the streets of Berlin, he liked to decipher the street and store 

signs. He would stop near a newsstand and read the headlines. Sometimes he would be 

confused by the occasional headline in Gothic letters: He saw that the letters were similar to 

the ones he knew, yet different. Sometimes he even managed to read some words written in 

those Gothic letters. He would add the letters he knew to the unfamiliar letters and try to solve 

the riddle. He was thrilled when he managed to decipher a word.  

Hillel held the map. The letters were familiar, but he couldn’t understand what the words 

meant. Izzie explained that these were street names and they didn’t have to have any meaning. 

Hillel wouldn’t accept this explanation and he tried to read the letters and prononounce the 

words. He couldn’t do it. He couldn’t prononounce the strange letter combinations. He gave 

the map back to Izzie. “You lead, he said. “I’ll know how to take us back to the hotel.” 

Everyone knew that he was right. Hillel had a rare sense of orientation: he would know the 

way to a place after going there once. Even in Berlin everyone knew that Hillel would never 

get lost, he would always find his way back home. Even on their first day in Prague, Hillel 

was the only one who managed to bring them to their room without asking anyone for 

directions.  

They walked along the river, looked at the palaces, rested in the parks. They didn’t take a boat 

trip. It was Sunday and there was a long line at the piers. They couldn’t ask for details in any 

case. The Hungarian language had a strange sound to it, they felt. Not even Polish, which 

Mother spoked, helped them communicate. They took a bus across the large bridge and 

reached the fortress. They were tired. They sat down on one of the benches in the Fishermen’s 

Bastion and looked at the view: a green island in the middle of the river, a series of bridges, 

sailboats and river boats. From time to time a horn was sounded by one of the boats, warning 

other boats in its vicinity. The pastoral scene was good for Mother. She was calm. Her 

bitterness toward the Hungarian authorities diminished a bit. What a little rest and a panorama 

can do!       

The entire family was at the Yugoslavian Consulate even before the gates were opened. The 

clerk looked in the passport, perused the paperwork in his file, and without a word stamped 

another large red stamp in the passport. “Gute Reise!” he said in broken German, and handed 

Mother the passport.  

The train to Belgrade was supposed to leave in the evening. The hotel clerk had inquired by 

telephone. “Don’t you have any more luggage” he asked, aware that the family had arrived at 

the hotel with a few handbags. Of course we do, said Mother, they are in the train station. 

They could see the clerk thinking. He knew that they arrived from Prague, and now they are 
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continuing to Belgrade. They quickly understood that the luggage was stored in the northern 

train station, but the train to Belgrade leaves from the southern train station. The two stations 

were far from each other. Mother was shocked. She had no idea, no one had told her about 

this problem. She had purchased the tickets in Prague, and apparently no one there was 

familiar with the train system in Budapest.  

Troubled thoughts ran through her mind. If they were late for the train they might exceed the 

approved time limit, and then what would happen? Would they be put into jail? Maybe they 

would be returned under guard to Germany. The hotel clerk tried to clam her, it wasn’t late, 

there was enough time. He took the initiative, called the bell-hop to bring a trolley, instructed 

Izzie to take the luggage tickets, and he sent both of them to the northern train station.  

It was not that far. They returned with the luggage about thirty minutes later. The hotel clerk 

ordered a tax for them and made sure to tie the suitcases on the taxi’s roof. “You are an 

angel,” Mother mumbled repeatedly. He refused to accept any tip. He hinted to the bell-hop to 

leave so that no tip would be given to him, either. Hillel and Miri received some postcards of 

the city. “As a keepsake,” he said. Mother couldn’t get over the difference in treatment.  

 

Chapter 3 

The train arrived in Belgrade after midnight. The conductor told them that the train’s 

destination is Istanbul, and from there, the train will return to Paris. If only we could continue 

at least until Istanbul, Izzie thought to himself, we would shorten our hassles and get closer to 

Palestine. Thinking this, he had no idea how many years it would be until he reached the 

desired goal.  

They spent the rest of the night at the train station. The first-class waiting room had 

comfortable armchairs. The station clerk ignored the second-class tickets they held in their 

hands and allowed them to rest in the upholstered chairs. They all fell asleep in a wink, 

Mother included.  

They washed themselves and got organized in the bathroom. The waiting room was empty, 

and Mother indicated to Hillel and to Izzie to go into the women’s room. It was more 

convenient getting ready for the day together.  

Mother wondered what she should do. Rent a room in a hotel and then go to the community 

offices, or perhaps go straight to the offices and present them with a fait accompli. It was 

audacious, she thought, to appear suddenly with her children and suitcases. Maybe they 

weren’t ready to take us in yet, and the community’s letter of assurance to care for them was 

meant only to appease the authorities and should be used only for a time of real need. On the 

other hand, she felt in sore need of support, and advice, even on where to rent a room. In a 

hotel or perhaps in a private home? She thought that maybe it would be best to telephone the 

community offices and try to find out. She recalled her telephone conversation with Mr. 

Spitzer, his warm, balanced tone, and especially their second conversation, when he informed 

her of the community’s decision. She made up her mind. She would call him directly, at his 

office. She would wait until ten o’clock. She didn’t want to surprise him as soon as he entered 

his office.  

They spent the next several hours in waiting in the regular waiting room, the one for all 

passengers. Early in the morning, when they finished getting organized, the station clerk had 

ordered them out of the first-class waiting room.    

Mr. Spitzer was in his office. He was surprised to hear that the family was already at the city 

train station. “Why didn’t you inform me of your arrival in advance?” he asked. “We would 

have made arrangements.” He thought for a moment and continued, “Wait there at the station, 

I will take care of everything.”  
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The uniformed driver who showed up at the station did not have to look very far. He easily 

identified the family that stood waiting in a corner. He introduced himself as Emil. Mr. 

Spitzer sent him.  

Near the community offices, in the center of the city, was a large Jewish restaurant 

surrounded by a large, well-kept garden. Emil brought the family there, gave Mother four 

vouchers and said, “This is for your lunch. After lunch, wait for me in the garden. Don’t 

worry about the suitcases, I’ll take care of them.” 

They waited in the garden for several hours. Mother began to worry. If she had only known 

how Emil was running around the city to find them a place to live, she wouldn’t have been so 

worried.  

He brought them to an apartment in a quiet side street, very close to the river that crosses the 

city. The landlord, a widow who was not Jewish, rented one of the three rooms of her 

apartment. Another room functioned as the kitchen, dining room, and bathroom. A dark 

curtain blocked out one of the corners of the room, and a large wooden tub there indicated the 

use of this space. Everything looked clean and orderly. A double bed was on one side of the 

room, and a narrow couch on the other side. The woman brought in another folding bed, 

which Hillel insisted was for him. He always looked for anything unusual in any situation. 

Mother started to ask about the rent, but Emil immediately hushed her. “It’s taken care of,” he 

said and gave no further explanation.  

Toward evening, Mr. Spitzer arrived. He apologized for being very occupied by his business, 

but he wanted to see if everything was alright. From his briefcase he drew out a bundle of 

vouchers for the restaurant and several weekly tram passes. “The landlord will make you 

breakfast. Eat your lunch and dinner at the restaurant where you ate today. Tomorrow evening 

I would like to see you in the community offices and then we’ll discuss the situation.” He 

spoke with a determination that you couldn’t challenge. Mother was embarrassed, she 

blushed. She had gotten used to the idea of receiving help, but to such an extent? Mr. Spitzer 

understood what she was thinking, he didn’t want to cause her further discomfort. He lightly 

stoked the children’s heads, said goodbye, and left. Mother thought that his voice was a bit 

shaky.  

The next day was free for them in all respects. They had no obligations and no need to make 

any plans. Even if Mother wanted to do something, she didn’t know what to do. Her 

apprehensions about the rest of their journey were somewhat relieved. Everything seemed 

brighter, rosier. In early evening they met Mr. Spitzer in the community offices. They didn’t 

stay there – Mrs. Spitzer invited them to her home. She wanted to meet the family that her 

husband had told her so much about. They spent three hours at the Spitzers, talking. Their two 

girls, whose ages were close to Miri and Hillel’s ages, were also allowed to join them. The 

four children quickly tired of the conversation and went to the children’s room that was full of 

games and candy. The children could not speak with each other but body language and hand 

gestures solved the problem.  

They asked Mother questions, and she answered them. She told them about her family, and 

she heard the story of the Spitzer family. The atmosphere was warm. They treated each other 

as family members who hadn’t seen each other for a long while. Gradually, in the course of 

the conversation, Mother received an answer to the question that had been bothering her for 

the last two days: What motivates Mr. Spitzer to care for her and her children with such love? 

After all, they’re strangers, there are no family ties binding them.  

In the telephone conversation from Berlin to Belgrade, Mother had described the family’s life 

in brief but with emphasis on the key points; how they established themselves financially 

after coming to Berlin as refugees at the end of the First World War; their status when the 

Nazis rose to power; her and Father’s hard work; the fall, when Father was forced to flee and 

leave everything behind; her decision to leave with the three youngest children on a journey 
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to an unfamiliar world, an adventure without any guarantee of success, subject to the dangers 

of detention, imprisonment, and even a danger to their lives.  

During that conversation, scenes from his life rushed past Mr. Spitzer. He suddenly found a 

great similarity in the lives of the two families. His family, originally from Slovakia, lost all 

its property in the First World War. He arrived in Belgrade penniless. He took any job that 

was available. In the evenings, he studied. Not organized studies, but he registered for and 

took every available course in electricity, a profession that capitvated him. He was hired by 

Phillips and after a series of promotions he was now the company’s authorized in all of 

Yugoslavia.  

When he had put the receiver down, a horrible thought split his head. The very same thing 

could have happened to his family, too! Who could guarantee that Serbian natioanlists 

wouldn’t do in Belgrade what their colleagues did in Berlin? He spontaneously decided to 

help the family as best as he could.  

He told Mother that the same day, he tried to obtain information about the available travel 

options for the remainder of the journey. As a rule, all the countries in the region had shut 

their doors to Jewish refugees. Even innovent tourists, who were not Jews, encountered 

problems. There were not many options when, according to Mother, she had little chance of 

entering Palestine legally. In Syria or Lebanon, the borders appeared to offer some chance of 

crossing them illegally. The problem was how to get there. He wouldn’t advice Mother to 

apply directly to the consultates of these countries because such a request might create 

resistence that would be difficult to overcome. She must wait patiently and hope for success.     

Neither did he forget the children. Schools were closed, children were on vacation but the 

community organized summer school for children over Bar-Mitzvah age – studies of Judaism, 

Zionism, and even Hebrew language studies. He offered Izzie to attend the summer school as 

long as he was in Belgrade. Izzie wasn’t so keen on the idea, after all he didn’t understand the 

local language and didn’t know how he would fit in with the other kids. But Mr. Spitzer, in a 

fatherly tone, persuaded him that it was for the best.  

Their days developed into a routine. In the morning Izzie left for school while Mother and the 

two younger children went for a walk in the streets, without a specific aim. Hillel would lead 

them. He knew the vicinity of their apartment very well by now. He could even lead Mother 

to Mr. Spitzer’s office, which was very far away from this neighborhood, very easily. He was 

in goof spirits and one day, he mischievously made the wrong turn intentionally and declared 

that he had lost his way. Miri was scared. Mother tried to read the street signs but the names 

meant nothing to her. She wanted to ask passersby for assistance, but they didn’t understand 

her. Only after ten minutes of deception did Hillel “suddenly” discover the right direction, 

and they quickly returned to their room. Mother guessed that Hillel did it on purpose and she 

was angry. At first, he denied the prank, but eventually he confessed. He wanted to see if 

Mother could find her way on her own.  

The city was decorated with flags, colored lights, and images of King Alexander and his son 

Peter. Izzie brought the explanation from school: In two days, the tenth birthday of crown 

prince Peter will be celebrated. According to the King’s orders, the day was a holiday for the 

entire country. Alcoholic beverages would be distributed for free in the city squares, and 

candy for children would also be distributed. Travel on the tram would also be free that day. 

Ceremonies would be held for various population groups.  

On the way to their room, as they walked along the river, they saw three white boats, flags 

strung to the length and breadth of the vessels and up to the masts. They heard that there 

would be festivities on the shore in the evening.  

Rows upon rows of colored lights lit up the three boats in the evening. The lights made the 

number 10 on the mast of the boat in the center. On the shore, an orchestra was playing. 

Fireworks were launched from one of the boats. The noise of the fireworks was heard for a 

long time – they looked like stars in a rainbow of colors and multi-colored rays of fire. People 
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were clapping and shouting. People broke out in folk dances. Hillel never saw such joy in his 

life. He liked it very much.  

In the morning, Mother allowed Hille and Miri to walk along the river by themselves. 

Workers were cleaning up the site, dismantling the stage. In one corner, near the wall of a 

building, the workers had made a pile of broken chairs. A group of drunken men had 

destroyed them during the night. Hillel noticed a man walking around the pile, looking left 

and right, drawing closer and then walking away. Suddenly the man crouched, pawed through 

the pile, and removed parts of a chair – legs, seat, and back. He stood up, tied it all up using a 

piece of string he took out of his shirt, and he walked away. Two policemen appeared from 

nowhere, with batons in their hands. They must have seen what Hillel saw. A whistle was 

blown with force, the man looked back, threw the bundle away and then started to run. The 

police officers were faster than him and they mercilessly beat the man with their batons. He 

screamed in pain, and cried, he begged for them to leave him alone, but they wouldn’t stop. 

Blood poured from his head. He lay there, unconscious. A police car came around the corner, 

the two police officers threw him into the car like a bag of rags. The two children ran home to 

their room. Miri was crying. Hillel was also on the verge of tears, but he made an effort to 

control himself. They told Mother. At first she didn’t believe their story, but the children’s 

emotional state convinced her that they were speaking the truth.    

That day, they didn’t take their regular walk. Hillel sat on the steps of the building and 

different thoughts ran through his head. He remembered the night that the Zisapels were 

beaten by the Nazis, and stories that he heard of Jews being beaten on the streets of Berlin. 

The police here were doing the exact same thing, he thought. Only the uniforms were 

different. He understands that the man wanted to steal the broken chair parts, and the police 

men punished him for that. But such a punishment? The chair was broken anyway, and they 

almost killed him with their beating. He thought about the birthday celebrations for the 

Prince. So what if he’s the son of a king? Was it necessary to make such noise, did everyone 

have to dance and sing in the streets? His own birthday was celebrated at home, only with his 

family. Hillel started to connect the fesitivites to the theft. There was probably so much 

money expended on the festivities, and this poor man merely took a broken chair. Where is 

the justice, where is the justice, he began to ask himself.    

Justice was an issue that had recently began to bother Hillel. He looked for the justice in all 

the events they were recently involved in. Who did wrong to whom and why, and why don’t 

people intervene on behalf of the victim. In his childish-mature imagination, he dreamed of 

situations in which he, Hillel, would come to the rescue a child who was being beaten by his 

friends, he would snatch the baton out of the hands of a bully who was beating and old man 

and make him run away. He imagined himself wearing the knight’s armor that he once saw in 

a museum, holding a long sword, defending a group of Jews who had been pushed into a train 

wagon. He suddently felt a sense of superiority and satisfaction—he would be the hero who 

would save the weak innocents.     

 

Chapter 4 

Meanwhile more refugees from Germany were concentrating in Belgrade, young couples with 

no children and single adults. Their meeting place was the park near the Jewish community 

offices. They exchanged information and ideas. Some wanted to emmigrate to Palestine, 

others wanted to find a way to South America. Although it was rumored that emmigrating to 

South America was a reasonable possibility, reality did not prove this to be the case.   

The community clerks advised the refugees to refrain from organizing as a group or initiating 

any collective action. The clerks assumed that as long as the transit permit requests were for 

individuals or couples, the obstacles could be overcome, but if the authorities of the 

neighboring states realize that the refugees are organizing in groups, they would enforce more 

stringent restrictions.  
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Among the refugees there was one family that stood out: parents and a son who was about 

Izzie’s age. They had escaped from Hungary, spoke only Hungarian, and communications 

were based solely on body language and hand gestures. According to a rumor, the father had 

fought with a gang, members of the anti-Semitic Horty party, who tried to set fire to his store 

in a small town where they lived. The father wounded one of the gang and managed to scare 

them off. The village police officer told him explicitly to flee, otherwise he would be killed. 

He, the police officer, would not be able to protect him. In one day he packed his belongings, 

left his store in the hands of a friend, in hope that one day he would receive the fruits of his 

labor, took his family and went to Budapest. Traveling from Hungary to Yugoslavia was still 

relatively easy and they reached Belgrade in a few days, going straight to the offices of the 

Jewish community. The family wasn’t thinking of emmigrating to Palestine, they wanted to 

go to Argentina. There, they heard, Jewish immigrants could manage.  

The couple made a fine impression at the Argentine Consulate. They were a young couple, 

well-bodied and intelligent. The Consulate agreed to issue an entry permit, but then it 

emerged that the couple had a son. Processing of their file was suspended and they were told 

that unfortunately they couldn’t issue permits for families with children. All the couplde’s 

pleadings didn’t help. An order from higher up prevented the Consul from deviating from 

procedures. They were advised to leave their son in Belgrade, and go to Buenas Aires without 

him – maybe there they would be able to convince the authorities to issue an entry permit for 

their son. They deliberated for several days. The community clerks assured the parents that 

they would care for the boy and for all his needs. The couple made up their minds – they 

would leave their son with the community representatives and go, and hopefully they would 

obtain an entry permit for their son there.  

The parents decided to say goodbye to their son at the community offices rather than take him 

to the train station. It was a difficult sight. The parents cried, the boy cried, and everyone 

present joined in the sobbing. Hillel, with his childish sense of justice, was angry with the 

parents. How could they leave their son behind and go?  

Two more weeks passed before Mr. Spitzer informed them that a solution seemed to be 

emerging. With the help of friends and businessmen with whom he had ties, he managed to 

convince the Bulgarian Consul to permit the family’s transit through Bulgaria. He stipulated 

only one condition: Mother would first have to obtain an entry permit into Turkey, so that she 

wouldn’t remain trapped in Bulgaria.  

During those two weeks, they had already inquired about transit options through Turkey. 

They received strong hints that they had to pay, “grease some palms.” Someone in the 

Consulate would need to receive a considerable sum to arrange for the transit permits. Mother 

removed several hundred marks from her rapidly shrinking roll of banknotes. With a sense of 

gratitude and trepidation she thought that she might have had to fund their extended stay in 

Belgrade out of her own money.  

When Mother received the permit into Turkey, she was also given a note with an address in 

Istanbul. “If you need assistance, go there,” she was told.  

Mr. Spitzer and Mother went to the Bulgarian Consulate. They were immediately ushered in 

to the Consul. It seemed as if they were getting priority treatment. The Consul inspected the 

Turkish permit, and confirmed that it was in order. When he perused the sheet of paper listing 

the children’s details, he raised one eyebrow and said – I was told that you are traveling with 

three children, but according to this information I see that one of the three is no longer a child. 

He is a young man and according to our definitions, he does not belong in the category of 

juveniles.  

Mother was shocked. So was Mr. Spitzer. The Consul started to page through a pile of 

documents, he called his secretary, and she brought him more papers. It seemed as if he was 

in some distress. He finished reading and blurted, “I’ll give you the transit permit. The case is 
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borderline, it can be interpreted differently. I hope that our border police won’t give you any 

trouble.”  

The entire Spitzer family came to the train station to see the family off. Mrs. Spitzer brought a 

basket with food and a large bag of candy “for the ride,” she said.  

The Bulgarian border police did give them trouble, and how. The policeman looked at the 

family, checked the passport, shook his head ‘no,’ and descended from the train carriage. He 

returned with an officer several minutes later. The officer spoke German. “I’m sorry,” he said. 

“This permit is not in order. The Consul shouldn’t have issued it. The passport is also not in 

order. The young man needs a separate passport of his own. We consider him an adult.” He 

asked them to step off the train. At first, Mother tried to refuse but the policeman’s 

threatening gestures convinced her that there was no way she could object. She tried to 

persuade the officer that the train would depart, and where would that leave her and the 

children. He understood. “I’m sorry,” he said. “You will have to return to Belgrade.” He 

explained that a boy who is fourteen or older is considered an independent adult in Bulgaria, 

and according to government policy, such young people were not permitted into the country, 

not even for transit purposes. Such a young man might remain in the country and pose a 

security risk, a source of social agitation. This policy had only been recently determined, in 

response to the events in Germany and the wave of refugees, including political refugees, that 

was anticipated to try to enter his country.  

For half a day they waited at the border station until the train to Belgrade arrived. Mother’s 

heart pounded. What would happen if the Yugoslavian border police, several hundreds of 

meters away, would not let them return to Belgrade? At least that fear proved to be 

unwarranted. The policeman looked at the passport, looked at the exit stamp that was issued 

less than one day earlier, and he allowed their return. The train conductor demanded payment 

for the ride to Belgrade. He was not interested in what happened, he argued, his job was to 

demand a valid ticket from every passenger. There was no choice, four new tickets were 

purchased on the spot.  

Mr. Spitzer  at first didn’t understand where Mother was calling from. He was sure that she 

was already in Sophia. She explained their situation, choking down her tears.  

Emil the driver quickly came to the train station, loaded their suitcases and picked up the four 

of them, taking them directly to the familiar apartment. The landlady was ssurprised to see her 

former boarders, who had said goodbye only one day earlier, back in her place.   

Mother was dejected. Izzie walked around feeling guilty as if it was his fault that the family 

was stuck in Belgrade. Mr. Spitzer had an idea, a difficult one, but he thought it was the only 

solution under the circumstaces. He deliberated how and whether to propose the idea to 

Mother and the children.  

After several days, he decided on a course of action. He took Izzie on some tours around the 

city. He explained that it was because the boy couldn’t attend summer school any more, and 

since he traveled a lot all over the city on business anyway, Izzie could accompany him, to 

help Izzie pass the time. As if unintentionally, the trips included many visits to trading houses 

and showrooms of furniture and carepentry workshops where furniture was made. Mr. Spitzer 

would discuss the carpentry trade with Izzie, about how it could be acquired, and how it could 

help you get along in life.  

On one of these trips, Mr. Spitzer suddenly remembered that he had to go on an urgent 

business trip where he couldn’t take Izzie. He suggested to Izzie to wait for him in one of the 

small carpentry shops and watch the work process. The furniture made by the small workshop 

was beautiful. Only the workshop owner and five laborers worked there. Izzie walked around 

the machines, and tracked the pieces of wood that gradually became part of a complete piece 

of furniture. He asked one of the workers if he could help, and his wish was granted. In the 

evening, he told Mother all about his day.  
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The family received another invitation to dine with the Spitzers. The younger children went 

off to their games after dinner, as before. In the course of their conversation, Spitzer returned 

again and again to describe how he learned a trade and how it helped him get ahead in life. 

Mr. Spitzer casually asked Mother if she didn’t think that Izzie, too, should learn some 

profession. It could certainly help in the future, especially since Palestine is a developing 

country, tradesmen of all kinds would certainly be in demand. Mother agreed but in their 

present situation, she said, she saw no practical option for that. But maybe there is one, 

suggested Mr. Spitzer, as if he had just thought of the idea. To the best of his knowledge, 

there were no factories in Palestine where a person could learn a trade, but in Belgrade, 

apprenticeships were an established practice. In his recents trips around the city with Izzie, he 

got the feeling that this profession interested him. Maybe Izzie would agree to remain in 

Belgrade, learn to become a carpenter, and then immigrate to Palestine as a professional. 

Mother was astonished – “Leave Izzie here on his own?” 

Listening to the conversation, Izzie felt torn in two. Working with wood had begun to appeal 

to him, he imagined himself creating ornamented, carved cupboards and breakfronts with his 

own hands, with lacquer and shellac. On the other hand, how could he stay in a strange city 

alone without his family, without Mother’s support and care?  

Of course, Mr. Spitzer added, as if he was thinking out loud, this arrangement would also 

solve the issue of traveling to Bulgaria. The Bulgarians would have no excuse to cancel the 

permit that they issued.  

For several nights, Mother tossed and turned at night. Her face was swollen from crying. Izzie 

couldn’t fall asleep either. The children understood the gravity of the situation and they 

walked around the house on tip-toe, did everything that Mother asked them, or anything that 

they thought she might ask them to do.  Mrs. Spitzer came to visit them in their room. She 

took Mother for a walk along the river. She explained to Mother the details of the plan that 

she herself has become personally involved in. The owner of a small carpentry shop, a Jew 

who was known in the community to be an honest, fair person, was willing to take Izzie under 

his wing. The boy would live with him as a member of his family, and would work in the 

shop as an apprentice. He would receive pocket money for his personal expenses. After he 

studied and attained a reasonable mastery of the Serbian language, he would also be sent to 

vocational classes in the evening to learn the theoretical knowledge required for the 

profession. After two years, he would earn a professional certificate and then an entry permit 

to Palestine could be arranged for him. By then, the fact that Father had not left Palestine 

would no longer be relevant and the British Consulate in Belgrade would no longer refer to 

the matter. Of course, she added, our home will be open to Izzie, and we will offer the boy 

our counsel and assistance on any question he might have.  

Mother and Izzie discussed the issue for many hours. The children also participated in the 

conversations. They all were undecided. It would be difficult to leave Izzie alone in Belgrade, 

and it would be difficult for all of them to remain there with no chance of being reunited with 

Father and their two older sisters.  

When a decision was made, Mother tried to act as quickly as possible. She visited the 

carpenter’s home. Mother shed many tears with the carpenter’s wife who promised to treat the 

boy like her own son. The carpenter himself also made a good impression on Mother. She 

became used to the idea.  

The next day, Emil the driver transferred Izzie’s few items of clothing to his new home. Mrs. 

Spitzer took him on a shopping trip, bought him some new clothes, work clothes and work 

shoes. She even bought him an alarm clock, so that he could awake in the morning without 

anyone’s help. Mr. Spitzer himself went to the consulate without Mother to renew the 

family’s transit permit.  

Mother went to the Polish Consulate to order a new, individual passport for Izzie. She 

explained the situation, signed some forms. Izzie was there, too, and he signed the forms as 
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well. A thick red line was drawn through Izzie’s name on Mother’s passport, and he was 

assured that he would receive his new passport in a few months. Meanwhile he received a 

provisional document that confirmed that a passport was being issued in his name.  

As expected, the parting was difficult. Izzie’s “foster mother” also came to the train station. 

She hugged him and tried to soothe him. She was crying, too. Izzie was aware that a chapter 

in his life had ended and a new period was beginning, but he was not sure how he would 

survive in it.  

 

Chapter 5 

There was a great commotion at the train station in Sophia. Passengers with their belongings 

were pushing their way off and onto the train. There was no order. Passengers who tried to 

alight were pushed back into the carriages by passengers trying to board. The train whistle 

blew – everyone was afraid that the train might leave before they managed to board or alight. 

For Mother, this time it was more difficult. Until now, Izzie had helped her carry the suitcases 

and the handbags. Although the suitcases no longer contained his clothes and they were 

lighter, they were still heavy enough. Hillel and Miri couldn’t help much. They tried to carry 

one suitcase together, but they couldn’t manage.  

A handsome young man who stood on the platform watching the committion, stepped up to 

help them. He motioned for them to pass the suitcases and the children to him through the 

train window. One by one, they handed over the two suitcases, and then the handbags, and 

then Hillel and Miri climbed on the window sill and fell directly into the young man’s arms. 

Released of the luggage, Mother managed to pave a way through the crowd and step off the 

train.  

The broad square in front of the train station was the site of a market. Fruits, vegetables, eggs, 

chicken and pigs were displayed on the famers’ wagons, on stands, and on carpets spread on 

the ground. Many pigs, both small and large, wallowed in the mud in the square. From time to 

time, one of the pigs would break the rope that bound him to a wagon or stand, and the farmer 

would race after it. In a hysterical chase, the pig would overturn piles of vegetables, run over 

baskets of eggs. The commotion was enormous, but surprisingly no onw was angry. Even the 

pig’s owner who ran after it, had a smile on his face, as if he knew that sooner or later he 

would catch the escapee. He also knew that his colleagues would help him tie the pig down 

and return it to its place.  

Mother’s eyes searched for a taxi. No such thing was seen in the square. She had the name of 

a small hotel that the community clerk in Belgrade had recommended. She had been told that 

the hotel was not far from the train station, but how could she get there? There was no way 

that she could move an inch with all her belongings. She didn’t speak the language. The  

language did have a familiar sound to it, it reminded her a little of Polish, but she didn’t 

understand a word.         

A horse and wagon emerged at the other end of the square. Without asking his mother or 

saying a word, Hillel jumped up toward it. He felt as if salvation had come. He ran alongside 

the wagon, shouting in German in order to attract the driver’s attention. At first, the driver 

didn’t understand what the small child wanted from him, but Hillel’s gestures, motioning to 

the train and then the station, made it clear what he wanted. From the elevated position, the 

driver noticed Mother and Miri standing near the suitcases, and he aimed his horse in their 

direction.  

The clerk at the hotel spoke German fluently. He had learned the language in high school. A 

fold-away bed was brought into the room for Hillel. The hotel was extremely modest, the 

rooms shared a bathroom at the end of the hall, but it was not a problem for them. As long as 

they had a place to stay until they continued their journey.  
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According to the procedure, their transit permit had to be updated at the Turkish Consulate. It 

was already late, so the task was postponed to the next day. The hotel clerk was kind, he 

understood who his new guests were and guessed where they were heading. He knew that 

Jewish refugees from Germany had one of two destinations: South America or Palestine. 

Mother asked him for the information they needed for the remainder of their journey. She 

hesitated whether to disclose the direction of their travels. She was especially fearful about 

telling him about her plans to cross the border illegally. Who knows whom he could pass the 

information on to, she thought. She might become the target of police surveillance even 

before she gets close to the Syrian border. And the Turks might regret their decision and 

cancel the permit that they already issued. Her experience of the past few weeks generated 

anxiety and an utter lack of confidence in anything having to do with the remainder of their 

journey. She remembered the folk saying, even an innocent cat can spoil many great plans.  

The hotel clerk explained to Mother that Sophia had no Syrian Consulate. To the best of his 

knowledge, all Syrian affairs were conducted through the French Embassy, since France had a 

mandate over Syria and Lebanon. He didn’t recommend that she go to the French Embassy in 

Sophia about a transit permit to Syria. Bulgaria and Syria had no common issues, and he 

didn’t think that they would help her. He thought that she would be better off turning to the 

French Consulate in Istanbul. Turky and Syria had extensive commercial ties and a lot of 

traffic crossed the borders between the two countries. And in general, he winked, Istanbul has 

many possibilities and you can find a solution to any problem there, he hinted to them without 

elaborating.  

The Turkish Consulate was located on the main street, in an ordinary office building. Among 

the numerous signs at the building’s entrance was a sign with the crescent and the star. A 

security guard wearing loose-fitting trousers that created a kind of sack hanging between his 

legs, a red turban on his head and a dagger in a pouch hanging from his belt, stood at the door. 

Hillel stared at the guard’s attire. It was strange to see a man in such funny trousers, and a 

cloth turban on his head. He wanted to stay there awhile, finger the guard’s clothes and touch 

his dagger, but Mother pulled hime awat sharply.  

The clerk she was directed to studied her passport. She motioned to him that she wanted a 

stamp on her permit – she held her palm closed as if she was using a stamp, and gestured as if 

she was stamping the passport. The clerk stood up, left the room, and returned ten minutes 

later. He was holding the open passport in his hand. From the corner of her eye Mother could 

see that there was another stamp in it that she hadn’t seen before. The clerk closed the 

passport, placed it in his desk drawer and gestured that she had to return in a week for her 

passport. She was shocked. “A week?” a cry escaped from her lips. The clerk was not upset. 

He held his arms up to the sides as if to say – there’s nothing I can do about it. Mother looked 

to the left and the right, for some solution to appear. Tears rolled down her cheeks. Hillel and 

Miri didn’t understand why Mother was so upset. They attached themselves firmly to her 

sides in fear. 

Slowly Mother regained her composure. Her minds started to search for a solution. Under no 

circumstances did she wish to remain in Sophia for another week. Time was starting to weigh 

heavily on her. They had already been on route for several weeks, and they weren’t even 

close to the place where the purpose of their journey would be tested – would they or 

wouldn’t they be able to cross the border into Palestine.  

Mother had an idea. “Fifty? one hundred? perhaps two hundred?” she mumbled to herself. 

From her experience at the Turkish Consulte in Belgrade, she understood that she needed 

money, a bribe, but she had no idea how much it would take. She didn’t want to give him too 

much, but was afraid that if she offered too little, the clerk would ignore her. With her fingers 

shaking, she checked her wallet. She peeked inside and chose a fifty mark note. She used an 

old envelope to conceal the cash, and handed it to the clerk. He looked at the note, leaned 

back in his chair, sat up straight, tapped on his desk with his fingertips. Mother looked at him 

with apprehension. He said something, as if to himself, and raised two fingers. She didn’t 
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understand if he meant two banknotes or perhaps he was hinting that two people had to share 

the money and the amount was insufficient. She decided to take the risk. She folded up 

another fifty-mark note and slid it over to the clerk. His face lit up. He stood up and started to 

leave. A minute later, he returned and gestured to Mother to return the next morning.  

The hotel clerk listed to Mother’s story and told her that she acted wisely. “That’s the custom 

in Turkey and you have to get used to it.” He proudly added, “In Bulgaria, a thing like that 

couldn’t happen. No one here would dare to accept or ask for a bribe.”  

The stamped and certified passport was returned the next morning as promised. The three 

immediately went to the train station to purchase tickets to Istanbul. The train would leave 

only the next afternoon. It was a slow train that stopped in all the cities on the way. The trip 

would take twenty hours, but what mattered to Mother was that the fare was half the fare of 

the faster train.  

When they left the hotel, the clerk said, “Good luck at the border crossing to Palestine.” He 

understood more than he had been told.   

 

Chapter 6   

The train trip was not a very pleasant one. The hard wooden benches made it impossible for 

anyone to sleep, and the large carriage had no designated place for luggage. Passengers 

alighted and debarked, and their packages were squeezed into all possible spaces. Sometimes 

there was no room left to stretch your feet. One time, a large basket overhead became loose, 

and the vegetables spilled down on them like rain. No one had any appetite at all. Only the 

thermos bottle was frequently used and refilled at the stations wherever the train stopped.  

Their small hotel was on a side street, not far from the Gold Bazaar of Istanbul’s Old City. 

They reached the hotel by carriage, received their room, and immediately went to sleep. They 

didn’t even have the strength to eat. Noticing their condition, the owner of the small hotel 

finally convinced them to have a glass of very sweet tea.  

The next morning, they didn’t go to the French Consulate. Mother’s instincts told her that she 

would encounter problems there and would not be successful. She decided to postpone her 

mission one more day, and would rest and recuperate from the trip before going there. There 

was also another reason for the postponement: For several days now she had been 

deliberating with herself, turning over in her mind, and trying to devise a reasonable 

explanation for her request for a travel permit for Syria. Until now, she had always had a 

logical explanation for requesting a travel permits for the neighboring country, but what could 

she say now? She couldn’t reveal her plan to cross the border illegally into Palestine. She 

studied the maps she had purchased before she left Berlin and found it difficult to come up 

with a compelling explanation. Several bizarre ideas passed through her mind – she rejected 

them all. In the evening, she decided to adopt an idea that she had already rejected several 

times before. It seemed to her that it was, after all, the most reasonable thing she could tell 

them.  

She went to the British Consulate rather than the French Consulate and applied for a tourist 

visa to Egypt: She was traveling in the region with her children and would like to visit 

Egypt’s antiquities and the pyramids near Cairo. She planned on staying there one week, but 

to be on the safe side, she was applying for a two-week visa. The lethargic clerk looked at her 

with an unfocused stare. He couldn’t recall the last time he had a request for a tourist visa to 

Egypt. He knew that there was some tourism to Egypt, but it usually came from Western 

Europe or the United States, not from here, Istanbul. And for a woman with two children, yet? 

He reflected: He would have to refer her application to the Consul. She would have an answer 

in two days.  

Gentlemanly sentiments came over the drowsy British clerk. He began to imagine Mother as 

an affluent, curious woman who was giving her children a progressive education, traveling 
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with them to show them the wonders of the world, teaching them to explore and discover the 

world’s treasures. A woman such as this should be encouraged, he thought, and her efforts 

should be eased as much as possible. This was the picture he painted for the Consul, when he 

broached the matter. The Consul was persuaded, and he granted the visa.  

With her passport bearing the temporary visa to Egypt, Mother went to the French Consulate. 

She repeated her story about a tour of Egypt’s sites, but despite the Egyptian visa, which had 

been issued only the previous day, her story was received with some skepticism. They asked 

Mother why she wasn’t sailing directly to Port Said. After all, ships left Istanbul regularly to 

that destination. Mother cooly explained that she wanted to visit the excavations at Baalbek 

and to see Beirut, which she heard had wonderful tourist sites. She was told that her 

application would be checked and it would take several days.  

Of course, their check confirmed their suspicions. The name of the hotel that she was 

obligated to furnish was not the kind typically frequented by tourists. The sum of money she 

declared similarly did not speak of affluent means. And in addition there was the matter of the 

timing of her trip. It was obviously to them that her aim was to reach Palestine – they had no 

need for proof. Her application was denied. Sorry, they said, we can’t approve your 

application. They didn’t even try to soften their answer.  

That day, she dazedly walked the streets of the Old City with her children. The children were 

quiet – they knew that their mother was dejected and they tried not to make it more difficult 

for her. In the evening, Mother remembered that somone at the Turkish Consulate in Belgrade 

gave her an address. “If you ever need help, contact them,” she was told. She had kept the 

note in her wallet.  

The address was in the new city. They crossed the bridge that spanned the Golden Horn on 

foot, took a tram, and found the place only after an exhausting search. It was a carpet store. 

Mother showed them the note that she had received and was told to wait. Meanwhile, she was 

shown a variety of carpets. The staff explained to her the advantages of each of them, the 

differences between them, and their prices. Mother didn’t understand what was going on – 

she wasn’t there to buy a carpet.  

A woman emerged from the depths of the store and beckoned to Mother and the children to 

follow her. Two men were seated in the expansive living room into which they were shown. 

One spoke broken but comprehensible German. He asked Mother why she had come and she 

explained her situation. How could they help her, she asked. There was silence. The woman 

reappeared, carrying glasses of tea and unfamiliar sweets on a brass platter: they were blocks 

of halva, lokum (Turkish delight), and nuts in honey. Hillel tasted them and liked them. 

“They’re delicious,” he whispered to Miri, who hesitated whether or not to take a bite of the 

strange delicacies.  

The two men conversed in Turkish. The woman urged Mother, “Drink, drink. Taste the 

sweets, it’s healthy.” Mother drank the tea and tasted the sweets. She also found them tasty.  

The German speaker explained to Mother that they were owners of a serious business, they 

traded in carpets in the Orient, Persia, Iraq, and Syria. They exported and sold to countries in 

Western Europe, too. They were honest, upright merchants. The note she brought from 

Belgrade was from a relative of theirs who worked in Belgrade, who asked them to do their 

best to help the woman and her children. At that moment, they didn’t know how they could 

help her. They obviously had no influence to make the French Consulate in the city change its 

mind, especially since the refusal was reasonable. If Mother was contemplating some illegal 

act, like crossing the border illegally, then they would not be part of it. Seeing Mother’s face 

crumble, about to burst into tears, he quickly added that although they could not be part of 

anything illegal, he was willing to check whether any of the truckers who transported his 

merchandise could offer a solution. In any case, in order to keep his business out of the 

matter, he asked her not to come to the store again. If and when a solution is found, someone 

would come to her at the hotel. In any case, he added, should Mother find herself mixed up 
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with the police in any way, she should never speak of any connection to him. If anyone asks 

him, he will deny ever having met her. Mother gave him the address of the hotel, and he 

parted from her, warning her, “You never met me.”   

They walked out to the street, wandering around aimlessly. The shop windows in the city 

center reminded them of the western cities they had passed, even though the streets were not 

as clean. Fashionable women’s attire was displayed alongside long, black dresses; colorful 

scarves alongside dark veils. Most of the women they passed on the street wore black and 

their faces were covered. Here and there was a woman who was fashionably dressed, with no 

veil: Men would turn their heads to look at them. Men on their own or in small groups walked 

around with strings of yellow amber beads in their hands, their fingers incessantly playing 

with the beads and manipulating them on the strings. Young male shop assistants stood at 

shop entrances, trying to persuade them to enter. They didn’t understand what the young men 

were saying, but their gestures movements and facial expressions clarified their intentions. 

And the carpets – there was so many carpet stores. Small stores and large emporiums, small 

carpets, and carpets that were several meters long and wide.  

Many types and thicknesses, many kinds of patterns and colors, floor carpets and wall rugs, 

Persian carpets and locally made carpets. It was a celebration of the arts of the Orient for 

anyone who had the peace of mind to enjoy it. They reminded Mother of the carpets she had 

left behind in their apartment in Berlin. She remembered every detail of the pattern on the 

large carpet in their dining room. The magnificent display made no impression on Mother, 

she was too preoccupied for things like that, but somehow, something happened deep in her 

unconscious – the colors and the shapes helped her calm down a bit. She looked at the 

children and their responses. Miri was drawn by the clothing stores, and specifically to those 

that displayed black dresses and veils made of simple cloth, silk, or lace. She stood next to a 

store full of luggage and wallets and refused to move. There were leather suitcases bound 

with straps and shiny metal buckles, wallets in different styles and different materials, 

ordinary leather, snake leather, suede, and embroidered cloth. She compared their shabby 

valises and Mother’s faded wallet to those in the window. She imagined Mother entering the 

store and buying new luggage, a little girl’s dream.  

Hillel wasn’t interested in the shop windows. His eyes quickly darted left and right. 

Everything was so new and strange. Even the tram that passed them on the street seemed 

different from those he knew. In the vortex of traffic, among the cars and the busses, there 

were donkeys loaded with sacks and cans, packages and wooden crates, with their handlers 

beside them. The donkeys, without any qualms, were leaving their droppings in the street. 

One handler collected the droppings with a shovel and a wooden board, and then loaded them 

into sacks on the donkey’s back. Hillel thought that the handler was a street cleaner. He was 

familiar with the street cleaners on Grenadierstrasse, but they worked with long brooms and 

collected all the garbage on the street. Here, he noticed, they only collected the donkey and 

horse dung.   

He saw policemen striding in pairs, their uniforms sparkling, wooden batons dangling from 

their belts, and red turbans on their heads. He noticed how people cleared the way for them, 

he felt how they feared the policemen. The store assistants who stood in the doorways and 

urged passersby to come in, would disappear when the policemen appeared in the distance.   

Hillel wasn’t afraid. He saw no reason to be afraid. On one of the street corners, his mother 

caught her breath when Hillel walked up to a policeman in order to look at his uniform and 

baton from up close. She yanked on his hand to pull him away and continued with the 

children on both sides of her. Only after she turned the corner did she stop near a store 

window and cautioned Hillel, “Never do that again! Don’t we have enough trouble? Stay 

away from policemen and other people in uniform. You mustn’t make them notice our 

presence.” She had a good reason for her fears.  

They approached the Golden Horn. The bridge spanning the Golden Horn had prominent 

arches. Mother heard rumors that the bridge opened from time to time to allow large ships 
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through the bay. She didn’t know when it happened, or whether the bridge opened at regular 

times. Passersby didn’t understand her language. A shop assistant standing at the entrance to 

his store understood what she was asking. He gestured toward the bridge and used his hands 

to show a bridge opening. On a piece of paper he wrote the number “9,” and with another 

gesture, they understood that he meant “the next day.” Mother was pleased that she had 

managed to communicate even though she didn’t know the language.  

At eight o’clock the next morning they were already stationed near the bridge. She was not 

sure whether to stand on the Old City side or cross over to the other side. In the end, she 

decided to remain where she was, to be on the safe side: whatever happens, she would be in 

the vicinity of the hotel.  

The sight was interesting: ships blew their horns, bells were heard on the shores, and they 

heard horns of cars whose drivers wanted to cross the bridge before it lifted but were stoped. 

It all created a horrific noise. The crunching of wood beams and squeaking of axles was 

audible as the middle sections of the bridge slowly lifted toward the shore. Police boats in the 

bay allowed the ships to proceed only when both sections of the bridge stood upright as 

soldiers. The bridge remained open for one whole hour. Agitated drivers hinked on their car 

horns to create a thunderous racket. Wagon owners and horse and donkey riders added to the 

din, but the bridge operators were adamant. At 10 o’clock, the reverse process began. The 

policemen in the police boats cued the ships to move away from the dangerous area, and the 

sections of the bridge began to descend slowly, until they once again connected the two parts 

of the city.  

When Mother returned to the hotel at noon, she was told that a man and a young boy came 

looking for her. They said that they would return in early evening and that she was to wait for 

them. Mother understood that they came about her travels to Syria, and yet something made 

her apprehensive. Maybe they were disguised policemen who had come to interrogate her, 

maybe her plan had been somehow discovered and she would be arrested together with the 

children. Logic told her that she had nothing to fear, and yet, she did. 

The young boy spoke broken German. He introduced Said, the man with him, as a truck 

driver, and asked them to come out to the street with them. It was more comfortable to talk in 

a public place, among the passersby, he said.            

Hillel looked at Said, especially at his loose-fitting trousers. The sack between his legs almost 

reached the floor. Hillel wanted to laugh, it was a very funny sight, he thought. What is he 

hiding in that sack, he wondered. Naughty thoughts popped up in his head, he wanted to touch 

the sack and feel what it contained but he didn’t dare. He understood that a serious, probably 

fateful, conversation was about the take place between Mother and Said.  

The young boy acted as the interpreter. He explained that Said drives a truck on the route 

between Istanbul and Haleb. He transports crates of dried fruit, nuts, olives and other things to 

Haleb and he returns with carpets, fabric and traditional clothing. He heard that Mother wants 

to cross into Syria with the children. His license and especially his acquaintance with the 

border police makes it possible for him to cross the border without hindrance. Strangers, of 

course, need a transit permit, which Mother does not have, as he understands. He never 

participated in any smuggling but when he heard about Mother’s problem, he felt sorry for 

her and under the right circumstances he would be willing to take the risk and take them 

across the border.  

The trip on the truck takes several days, and the conditions are difficult. Said measured up 

Mother and looked at Hillel and Miri. He clearly had experience in smuggling and was a 

professional in this field. He decided that the three would be able to manage the ordeals of the 

trip and that he would not have any problems, at least in that respect.  

The young boy continued to interpret. The condition is that Mother tells the hotel owner that 

they are returning to Sophia from where they had arrived, since they were unable to obtain an 

entry permit to Syria. They would have to coordinate the date they would leave the hotel with 
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the time that a train left Istanbul for Sophia, in order to hide their tracks and any traces of 

their travel in the opposite direction. And of course there was the matter of payment. The 

young boy named a sum that was immediately converted into its value in marks. “A thousand 

marks,” Mother mumbled to herself. She was no longer sure that her funds would be enough 

for the remainder of the journey and the border crossing into Palestine. Said noticed her 

discomfort and said some words in Turkish. The young boy translated them immediately – the 

sum included the trip in the truck to Haleb and all food and accommodation expenses.  

Said, it seemed, wanted to help Mother to accept his offer and he suggested that Mother give 

him her answer the next day, at the same time and place. Said was certain that her answer 

would be yes. As if Mother had a choice.  

Said demanded one half of the sum in advance, and Mother would also have to prove that she 

had the balance in her wallet before they left the city. Just to be on the safe side.  

 

Chapter 7 

The designated date was approaching. The young German-speaking boy notified Mother of 

the time that the train would leave for Sophia. Their suitcases were packed. The young boy 

appeared with a carriage about two hours before the departure time. He brought the family to 

a large warehouse, where piles of various foodstuffs filled the entire area. Said, who loaded 

the truck with the help of two porters, showed the family a cavity between the crates where 

the three of them could lie down. Seeing that Mother had grown pale, the young man quickly 

explained that whenever the truck traveled on the highways, the children in the back could sit 

up, on top of the crates, and look around. But when the truck entered a residential area, the 

children would have to slip into their hiding place. Mother could sit by the driver after she put 

on a traditional back dress and covered her face with a veil.  

That night, they slept in the warehouse, on mats that had been spread on the floor. When it 

was almost evening, Said brought them pita bread, olives, and white cheese, as well as a 

large, sweet watermelon.  

The truck left the warehouse at dawn. Mother put on the dress that Said had brought for her, 

and covered half of her face with the veil. The children were also given appropriate clothing. 

Miri was given a dress that reached her feet, and Hillel wore a loose shirt made of rough 

material, and patched trousers. Outside the city, the children were allowed to come out of 

their hiding place. Said had prepared a kind of burrow among the crates where they could sit 

without fear of falling down when the truck swerved on the sharp turns in the road. He used 

blankets to pad the seats. He seemed to be making an effort to make the trip as easy for them 

as he could. They crossed the Dardanelles by ferry. During the crossing, the children slipped 

back into their hiding place.  

The long journey along Turkey’s southern shores had begun. At first, the trip in the truck was 

an amusement for the children, something out of the ordinary, but being tossed from side to 

side gradually had an effect on them. Mother wanted to change places with the children, and 

have them sit up front with the driver, to give them some change, but Said would not allow it. 

He adamantly insisted that Mother sit in the driver’s cabin and not in the back of the truck. 

Sometimes, when they had a long distance to travel in unpopulated areas, Said let one of the 

children join them up front and sit on Mother’s lap. It was very uncomfortable, there was no 

where to move around in the small space, but it was Said that decided and established facts.  

They rode that way for four days. In the nights they stayed at inns, sleeping in their clothes on 

mats on the floor. Women and children had rugs that were separate from those of the men. It 

was barely possible to wash their hands and faces in the morning. And their toilet? They 

preferred to use the open field.  

As they neared the Syrian border, Mother had to join the children in the hiding place. Said 

once again checked the sturdiness of the crates, to ensure that they wouldn’t crash in on them 
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when the truck rocked back and forth. He spread several more blankets in the hiding place, 

and the three of them lay down. He concealed the opening with some sacks, opened three 

crates of figs and spread their contents on the sacks. The camouflage was perfect.  

The truck raised no suspicions at the border crossing. Said showed the police his license for 

the truck, and the policeman, who was drowsing in the afternoon heat, hardly gave him a 

glance. He recognized Said from his many trips. He took a bag of fruit from Said and set it 

down beside him, gesturing to Said to proceed.  

It was late at night when they reached Haleb. At the entrance to the city, Said demanded and 

was given the second half of his fee. He brought them to a filthy pension, took one suitcase 

off the truck, and drove off. The second suitcase remained in the truck. Being so tired, neither 

Mother nor the children noticed.  

An old Arab brought them glasses of sweet tea and indicated for them to lie on the mats. At 

first he did not notice that his guests were not Arabs. When he noticed, he was shocked. It 

was the first time that he had European guests, and what’s more, the woman and children had 

no man accompanying them.    

Mother and the children slept late the next morning. They were tired, their bodies ached from 

the truck’s swaying. The noise and commotion outside did not disturb them, until the old 

Arab started to shake Hillel to wake him. He did not dare touch Mother or Miri. There was a 

complete lack of communication between them – and even body language wasn’t working. Of 

everything that Mother was telling him, he only understood two words: Beirut and Jews. He 

used his hands to indicate to them to sit and wait. He returned accompanied by a man wearing 

a European suit and red turban on his head. The old Arab pointed to him and said “Yahud, 

yahud.” Mother’s eyes shone in relief. The man spoke French: he didn’t understand Mother, 

but he did identify the sounds of the German language. He said something to the old Arab in 

Arabic and did not move. He looked at mother, he looked at the children. His mind starting 

working and he didn’t need too much time to understand their mysterious presence. They 

must be Jewish refugees from Germany, he thought, but how did they get here?  

The old Arab returned with another, younger, man who introduced himself in German. He 

was Mr. Hakim, a Jew who lived in Haleb. Mother wanted to say something but she became 

so emotional that she couldn’t say a word. She suddenly burst into loud, heart-wrenching 

sobs. She was unable to control herself. All the tension and frustration of the last few days 

erupted. Hillel and Miri became frightened at the sight of their Mother, and also burst into 

tears. An Arab woman gave them cold water to drink, sat them down on braided straw stools 

and tried to calm them down. The men stood around them, not knowing how to respond.  

They slowly calmed down. Mother gave a very brief account of their travels, and ended in a 

request for assistance. Mr. Hakim hesitated very little; he asked no more questions. He took 

the old Arab aside to the corner of the room and thrust a handful of banknotes in his hand; A 

few words were exchanged and he was instructed, “You don’t know anything, you never saw 

the woman and her children in your life. Don’t say one word to anyone. Your wife must keep 

her silence, too.” The old man nodded, he clearly understood the situation. The sum of money 

was significant for him, so he did not mind keeping his mouth closed.  

They were taken to Mr. Hakim’s house in a carriage. A spacious room with carpets and 

pillows scattered everywhere, had been cleared for their use. Mrs. Hakim handed them clean 

towels and bathrobes and showed them where the showers were. Bathed and freshened, they 

sat down to eat. By now, their appetite had returned. During the days in the truck they had 

hardly taken a bite. Said would bring them pitas, olives, salted white cheese and watermelon, 

but they hardly touched them. After their meal, Mrs. Hakim spread white sheets on the rugs, 

and they lay down to rest. Not a word was exchanged. Only their glances crosses, and their 

smiles reflected their high state of emotion.    

Mr. Hakim returned home toward the evening. They all sat on the balcony and he began to 

ask questions. He was interested in every detail. When he heard that Izzie had remained in 
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Belgrade, his eyes filled with tears. He told his wife, and she quickly left the room, loath to 

have Mother notice her emotions. He nodded as he listened to Mother’s plans to illegally 

cross the border into Palestine. He was aware of Jews who came to Syria from southern 

Russia, Persia and Afghanistan on their way to Palestine. The Jewish community in Haleb 

typically extended their assistance in making connections, giving advice and even money. But 

they never had heard of refugees from Western Europe who attempted this route. He was full 

of admiration for Mother, for her courage and her determination.  

Mother and the children remained in Mr. Hakim’s house until he was able to arrange the rest 

of their journey. He asked them not to leave the house so that they would not be observed on 

the street: the city was small and their foreignness would stand out.  The gendarmeria might 

hear about them and take interest.  

Mr. Hakim brought them two simple yet sturdy valises and suggested that mother unpack her 

shabby suitcase and throw it away. Mrs. Hakim offered some new clothes, a veil and a black 

dress for mother, something better and more appropriate than what she had received from 

Said. The children also received new clothes: they were Arab-looking but nice and the sizes 

were reasonable. All their belongings were packed in the two valises, but Mother wouldn’t 

give up her large, faded purse, which she considered a kind of good luck charm for the 

journey.  

 

Chapter 8  

The small bus left for Beirut early in the morning. Mr. Hakim gave Mother the tickets and 

handed her two notes – one in Arabic to the driver of the carriage or taxi, to take them to the 

address he had written, and the second in French, for a Jewish restaurant owner who was 

supposed to help them cross the border. Mr. Hakim explained that the restaurant owner has 

ties to a group of experienced smugglers. He was not entirely above board, he explained, he 

was doing it for the money, but he was the only one who could be trusted: after all he was a 

Jew and would not fail them. Mrs. Hakim had prepared two baskets full of food and drinks, 

and gave them to the children. Kisses, tears, goodbyes. Mother seemed to come back to life, 

her confidence recovered. She could already imagine herself meeting Father again.  

The bus was crowded. There were four rows of benches, two along the sides of the bus and 

two more in the middle. People climbed in from the back of the bus. It looked as if a truck 

had been adapted to the more respectable role of a bus. People sat pressed tightly against each 

other, with baskets and packages between their feet and on their knees. Wooden crates, tins of 

oil, and even a coop brimming with squawking chickens, were tied to the roof.  

Mother and the children sat on the bench along the side of the bus, behind the driver, a 

relatively comfortable spot. Mr. Hakim didn’t forget to thrust a fifty-lira note in the driver’s 

hand — “so you should have a pleasurable ride taking my guests,” he said. The system 

apparently worked. At every stop along the way, the driver made sure to bring them a jug of 

cold water. When Miri didn’t feel so well, and wanted to vomit because of the swaying of the 

bus, he stopped the bus at the side of the road and let Mother take care of her. He even offered 

her a lemon that he drew out from someplace. The entire row of passengers was forced to 

move away from the side of the bus when Mother and Miri needed to go to the bathroom.  

Some of the passengers muttered complaints about the spoiled foreigners. The driver silenced 

them with a roar. His status on the bus was like a captain of a ship.  

Miri felt better, and Mother was in a good mood. These last few days in Haleb had had a 

positive effect on her. Hillel’s appetite for mischief also returned. The road winded through 

mountains and valleys. The bus would climb to the top of a mountain and plunge down the 

other side at a precarious angle. Long sections of the road abutted terrifying precipices. It 

seemed that they were going to plunge down the mountain any moment when the driver 

suddenly swerved to the side, stopped, backed up and then proceeded again. The road was so 

narrow that it was impossible for the driver to make the turn without maneuvering back and 
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forth several times. Hillel would squeal with glee to amuse Mother and Miri. When he went 

too far, the other passengers silenced him, until they reached another exciting place in the 

road.        

When the sea appeared in the distance, the journey turned into a true nightmare. The road 

wound like a snake slithering down steps. The bus would go forward until it reached a curve, 

then back up and go forward again, until the next curve. There were two places where the 

driver asked all the passengers to step off the bus, and the driver continued alone. Several of 

the men directed him, holding large rocks in their hands, ready to hurl them under the bus’s 

wheels if it became imperative to stop the bus. Here and there, remains of destroyed cars were 

visible, a reminder of all the people who did not reach their destination. Hearts pounded and 

the terrifying ascent appeared to be over. The driver’s hands shook, and he needed a short 

break to get his bearings.  

They continued on their way. The sea was on their right, just opposite them but a long way 

below. From a distance, it seemed that a gigantic boulder was about to crash directly into the 

sea. They thought that the bus was about to crash into the mountain, there didn’t seem to be 

any way to avoid it. A shout escaped from Hillel’s mouth, this time he really was frightened. 

Mother sat petrified, she pressed the children close to her body, waiting for the crash. They 

were so terrified that they couldn’t see the simple logic that the driver knew what he was 

doing. After all, he wasn’t trying to commit suicide or kill his passengers after the long 

journey they had already made. When they approached the mountain, the rest of the road 

became visible. They weren’t relaxed yet, but the immediate threat of a crash had passed. 

They could see that there was what looked like a long balcony, several meters long, carved on 

the side of the mountain. They couldn’t see the end of balcony, only the sea on the right and 

the sea at the end of the platform. Only when they came closer could they see that the balcony 

curved around the mountain. The road continued to wind until finally the giant boulder 

disappeared from sight, and the road opened up into a plain.   

A carriage brought them to a restaurant. It was not far from the bus stop. Mr. Cohen, the 

owner of the restaurant, studied the note that he was handed, looked at the woman and her 

children, and saw how tired they were. In the Yiddish he learned in his childhood growing up 

in Jerusalem, he said, “Come with me.” They rode together in a carriage for a long time, 

passing through streets flooded with light, between banks and trading offices, shop windows; 

cafes contained crowds of men only, sitting on small stools, drinking small cups of coffee and 

holding pipes in their mouths that were connected to bottles of bubbling water. The streets 

gradually became darker, and the houses became smaller and more dilapidated. A stench 

arose from the puddles on the street, where the sewage flowed freely.  

They reached their destination. A large wooden gate in the wall had a smaller opening for 

people. They entered a large courtyard with a well and a trough for animals in its center. The 

courtyard was surrounded on three sides by many rooms. Hens cackled, a donkey tied by a 

rope to an iron ring in the wall brayed hoarsely. The sight was not a pleasant one.  

The woman who opened the gate for them directed them to one of the rooms. It was covered 

with mats, and the blankets and pillows gave off a smell of perspiration. The woman brought 

them glass of tea, pitas and olives, and left. In his broken Yiddish, Mr. Cohen said to Mother, 

“You will sleep here tonight. Tomorrow we will talk.”  

The flies and mosquitoes attacked them all night and they were unable to fall asleep. In the 

morning, their faces and hands were swollen with mosquito bites. Women and children began 

to come out of the rooms. The women took pails to the well and filled as many jugs, jars and 

pots with water as they were able. The trough also filled with water. With hand gestures, 

mother asked for some pails of water to bathe. She was given a rusty tin, with the top cut off, 

and she understood that she was to leave it in her room. Somehow they managed to wash their 

face and hands. The woman who had welcomed them the night before brought them food 

again. This time she added cucumbers and tomatoes to the pitas and olives, and a steaming 

jug of coffee. When the woman saw how the children spat out the coffee, she quickly brought 
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them some tea. She placed an earthenware jug full of water and a cup in the corner of the 

room and indicated with her hands that it should stay there.  

It was late afternoon by the time Mr. Cohen returned. Mother was already worried, she was 

unable to talk to anyone, she didn’t even know where she was. When she tried to go out to the 

street with the children and look around, she was not permitted. The Arab woman, who 

understood Mother’s intention, stood at the gate to stop her from leaving.  

Mr. Cohen came, sat down on a small stool in the corner of the room, and got immediately 

down to business. He was willing to smuggle them across the border to Palestine. It would 

cost money. He was putting himself, his business, and his family in danger and he deserved a 

fair reward for that. He also had to pay the smugglers. He wanted to know if mother had the 

money to pay for everything. He cited a figure in Lebanese lira and helped her convert it into 

German marks. The sum was over 1900 marks. Mother paled in horror. He also paled. He was 

afraid that if the woman was unable to pay, he would face a dilemma – he didn’t want to 

smuggle them out of the country without getting a fee, but his conscience wouldn’t let him 

leave them on their own in this foreign city. He asked her how much she had. She opened her 

wallet and took out a packet of banknotes wrapped in a brown paper bag, tied up with a 

string. She counted the notes. He brightened up when he saw that she had 1800 marks, and 

said that, under the circumstances, since he understood her difficult position, he would take 

the sum that she had. She was afraid to refuse; she didn’t know whether he would throw her 

out on the street or whether his conscience would stop him from abandoning her. She tried to 

convince him to take less money so that she wouldn’t be left without a penny. He was a tough 

negotiator – with great pains he took another 50 marks off his fee.  

He wanted the entire amount immediately. Once again, Mother hesited. She knew that the 

moment the money disappeared into his pocket, she and the children would be at his mercy, 

and she already understood that he wasn’t a saint. But this time, nothing would help. When 

she insisted that she would only give him one half of the sum in advance, he threatened to 

take her to town and leave her to her fate and to the police. After all, she had been smuggled 

into the country, who knew what else could happen. She yielded and gave him the money. 

The fifty-mark note that remained was all her possessions in the world.  

After the money changed hands, Mr. Cohen changed his attitude. He spoke gently, he became 

a completely different person. He smiled to the children and even tried, unsuccessfully, to 

make them laugh. How money can change people’s attitudes, Mother thought. Mr. Cohen 

explained to Mother that he was connected to a group of fishermen who would bring her to 

Palestine. There were many difficult issues that needed to be solved, he told her, and they 

couldn’t rush him if they didn’t want the entire operation to fail. “Speed is the devil‘s doing,” 

he repeated the frequently used Arab proverb. Meanwhile, Mother and the children had to 

stay in the courtyard and under no circumstances should they leave or be seen outside. They 

were conspicuous and any rumors about their presence could easily reach the ears of the 

Lebanese gendarmeria and then, he stressed, it would be bad for all of them. When he noticed 

that their faces and hands were full of mosquito bites, he promised to bring them a bottle of 

repellent and a spray gun. The smell was not pleasant but at least it would keep the flies and 

the mosquitoes away. He also promised to bring them newspapers, to help relieve boredom.  

 

Chapter 9  

The children were bored. They tried to play with the Arab children in the courtyard, but they 

didn’t seem to have anything in common. The Arab children, dressed in rags, tended to chase 

the chickens and roll around in the muddy earth around the well. They would throw rocks at 

the clay wall that surrounded the courtyard or aimed rocks at tin cans that they placed at the 

center of the courtyard. Every strike sounded like a gunshot. Mother, who was trying to get 

used to their new situation, jumped at every “boom.” She couldn’t get used to it.   
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Hillel found a source of amusement. There was a donkey at the corner of the yard. Hille saw 

how the Arab children jumped on the donkey, and how they would kick it with their bare feet, 

and then pull one another off the donkey straight into the mud. Hillel didn’t dare to join these 

games: He gagged at the very thought of close contact with their filthy bodies and clothes. 

And rolling around in the mud? No, that wasn’t for him, even though he was bored. On the 

other hand, the idea of riding the donkey appealed to him; sitting straight and digging his 

heels in the donkey’s backside. He would wait until none of the Arab children were in the 

courtyard or until they were preoccupied with something else, and then he would walk up to 

the donkey and try to mount it.  

At first, he couldn’t do it. The donkey’s back was his shoulder height. He observed how the 

Arabs, even those much smaller than him, would grab the animal’s back and with an easy 

hop, would jump up, lie on their stomach, twist around to transfer one leg to the other side, 

and sit up. It looked simple, but he couldn’t do it. He was heavy and stiff, and for some 

reason, the donkey had no patience for him. Hillel only placed his hand on the donkey’s back 

to have the donkey immediately move and turned around, or even kick him. Hillel asked Miri 

to hold the bridle so that the donkey couldn’t move, but she was afraid. Once he managed to 

convince her to help him. She held the bridle but as soon as Hillel’s hands touched the 

donkey’s back, it lifted up his head and quicly stepped backward. The bridle slipped out of 

Miri’s hands, and she fell on the ground into the mud and started crying. She refused to come 

close to the donkey ever again.  

Hillel didn’t give up. He would push the donkey and make it stand near a large crate so that 

the donkey couldn’t move and he would be able to stand on the crate to climb on the donkey’s 

back. He still couldn’t do it. An Arab child who observed his attempts called his friends. They 

stood from afar and burst into laughter every time Hillel tried and failed to sit on the donkey’s 

back. This only increased Hillel’s determination, and he kept on trying. He found a small 

wooden box, pushed the donkey up against the crate, put the box to the other side of the 

donkey, and climbed on the box. The box gave Hillel more height, maybe too much height.  

When Hillel jumped up on the donkey’s back, he didn’t land on the animal’s back - he had 

jumped clear through to the crate on the other side. He was so bruised by this attempt that he 

stopped trying, but not for long. He repeated his efforts, but had no success.  

The next day, Hillel woke up and decided that he had to ride the donkey, whatever it took. 

Whatever the little Arabs could do, he could do, too. The donkey stood quietly in his corner, 

chewing on straw. From time to time it would swing its tail to remove the flies. Hillel 

approached the animal and with a daring leap, his hands touched the donkey’s back and he 

immediately lay down with his stomach on the animal’s back. At first he was confused, he 

couldn’t believe that he succeeded, but he quickly came to his senses. He twisted his body 

like he the Arabs had done, and pulled both of his feet down, one on either side of the donkey, 

and sat up. Hillel’s victory cry woke mother up – she was afraid that something had happened 

to him. When she saw him sitting straight on the donkey’s back, she didn’t know whether to 

be angry or laugh. She ran straight out to him and put a hot kiss on his forehead. The child 

also deserves some happiness, she thought to herself.  

When it happened, they were completely surprised. It was dark, and a small oil lamp cast a 

yellow light around them. Miri and Mother had shaken out the floor mats to prepare for the 

night. A cart stopped outside and Mr. Cohen entered the courtyard, followed by four people: 

three men and a woman, carrying backpacks. Mother looked at Mr. Cohen, as if to ask who 

they were. It quickly became clear that the four were a couple who escaped from Germany 

and two young halutzim [pioneers] from Poland who had no patience to wait for their 

certificate and decided to go to Palestine by land. They, too, found their way to Mr. Cohen’s 

restaurant.  

That night, no one slept, not even the children. They all sat and talked. They told their stories 

to each other and recounted their experiences, both the difficult and the pleasant accounts. 

From time to time, Mother spoke in Polish, when she didn’t want the children to understand 
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something she was saying. They understood that Mr. Cohen was gathering a group to cross 

the border together.  

There was a friendlier atmosphere in the house. There were people to talk with, they could 

reminisce and plan the future. The large age difference between Mother and the four youth 

was no obstacle. They were happy to listen to her advice, and their refreshing optimism 

cheered her up.  

Hillel wandered around the rooms, looking for something to do, some amusement. In one 

corner, under a pile of blankets, he discovered a book in German. On its hard cover was a 

picture of a man on a beach, sitting under a palm tree. The name of the book was Robinson 

Crusoe. Apparently some of Mr. Cohen’s previous clients stayed there, too. He began 

reading. The script and the words were familiar to him and he read almost fluently. Here and 

there were some words that he didn’t understand, but he continued. When he found it difficult 

to understand the contents, he reread the page until he thought he understood. The 

mischievous boy became quiet and solemn: the story captured his interest, his imagination 

worked incessantly. He didn’t make much headway in the book, because he would stop every 

few pages and let his thoughts wander. The young couple who saw the boy reading the book 

could not hide their amazement. At such an age, with such perseverance… 

Mr. Cohen would appear from time to time. There are some problems, he explained. The 

gendarmeria are patrolling the shores, sniffing around. And the sea was very rough and it was 

dangerous to set out to sea in small boats. Have patience, wait, he would repeat.  

 

Chapter 10   

One evening, the inn’s population grew when Mr. Cohen brought an entire family home with 

him. A family with children — a boy and a girl, Hillel and Miri’s age. There was also an 

older man on his own. He was stout and had a broad smile.  

They learned that the family was from Berlin, too. The father had been the head waiter at 

Under den Linden Café, and the family lived in the vicinity, in that upscale area. In their 

neighborhood, they hardly felt the rise of the Nazis to power. They heard about it, they read 

about it in the newspapers, but they weren’t very worried. All their lives they had lived as 

Germans of the Jewish faith. No one ever mentioned their religion to them. They had a good 

life.  

Several weeks earlier, the man had sensed that one of the junior waiters working under him 

was acting strangely: he began to complain and mutter under his breath, he followed his 

superior’s orders with visible disdain, he showed up for work wearing his brown uniform and 

would change into his uniform only after his arrival. Mr. Wurfel, for that was the man’s 

name, became concerned.  

One night after midnight, after the café’s closing, he set out for home. At the street corner, he 

was attacked by a group of bullies—one of them was the Nazi waiter who worked at the café. 

They pummeled him with their fists and beat him with batons on all parts of his body. They 

continued to strike him and kick him as he lay there on the ground, groaning with pain, until 

he lost consciousness. Two policemen who found him poured a bottle of water over him to 

rouse him, and helped him stand up. His face was bloody. His whole body was in pain. The 

policemen helped him home. “Your husband slipped and fell in the street. Take care of him,” 

they told his terrified wife and quickly left.  

For two days, he lay moaning with pain. Cool bandages were placed on his face and chest. He 

did not take a long time to deliberate – he made a quick decision. They would leave Germany. 

He didn’t know where they would go, he only knew that they would not stay. He was afraid 

to leave his house with his face so swollen, so his wife, Mrs. Wurfel, made their travel 

arrangements. She quickly discovered that there was no place that they could go. She had 

heard about Palestine, but she remembered reading in the newspapers and the magazines that 
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it was no longer possible to obtain an immigration permit to Palestine. She returned home 

discouraged, all her confidence gone.  

Mr. Wurfel was impatient. The event of that night had transformed him completely. He 

refused to remain in Berlin, even temporarily until a solution would be found. “That such a 

thing should happen to me, with my family status, whose father fought and was wounded in 

the Kaiser’s service in the war; to me, a loyal productive citizen to my state! No, I am cutting 

off all my ties with this country.” Mr. Wurfel had impressive diplomas and certificates of his 

professional qualifications, and he had a good command of English and French, in addition to 

his German, of course. He had no problem obtaining a tourist visa to France for his family. 

“We are going to rest,” declared Mr. Wurfel at the French Consulate. 

She withdrew all their savings from the bank, went to the café owner for her husband’s last 

wages, and was also given a bonus – two weeks’ salary – as a token of their appreciation for 

Mr. Wurfel’s outstanding service. She purchased two large leather valises. They packed and 

traveled to Paris. Their destination was Palestine.  

The diplomas, language skills, and perhaps also their appearance —a well-appointed family 

traveling in the summer—made it easy for them to obtain transit visas. They took a train to 

Italy, from there they took a ferry to Greece, and a train to Istanbul through Saloniki. The 

French Consulate in Istanbul refused to issue them a transit permit to Lebanon, so they 

traveled to Ankara and were more successful there. The clerks there were more flexible, 

perhaps because unlike Istanbul, Ankara was not the direct route eastward and there were no 

German refugees in the city. From Ankara they traveled to Izmir, and from there, they sailed 

to Beirut. The doorman at their hotel in Beirut, with whom they consulted about possible 

routes to Palestine, directed them to Mr. Cohen’s restaurant. They were very pleased to hear 

that two other children were also supposed to travel with them.  

Mr. Cohen appeared the next morning, accompanied by two able-bodied Arabs. He 

introduced them as Mussa and Ahmad, and said there was a chance that they would make the 

trip that very night. You must get ready, he said, pack your things and rest. The two Arabs 

studied the passengers, perhaps assessing their ability to withstand the difficulty of the 

journey. When they noticed the children, they grimaced and started arguing with Mr. Cohen. 

He apparently didn't tell them that the four children were included in the passengers. Mr. 

Cohen managed to calm them; He must have promised them more money for the children’s 

passage.  

They were tense all that day. They tried to sleep, but sleep was impossible. Mr. Cohen 

appeared again in the evening, and everyone jumped up, ready for the trip, but Mr. Cohen had 

disappointing news. There were many gendarme patrols on the roads, and it would be 

dangerous to leave that night. Everyone was anxious, but there was nothing they could do. 

Mr. Cohen was the one who knew anything, and he was the one who would decide when they 

would leave.     

They didn’t leave the next night either. The gendarmes apparently suspected something. 

Perhaps someone gave them information about a planned smuggling operation. Perhaps one 

of Mr. Cohen’s smuggler-competitors sensed something and informed the authorities to 

protect his own interests.  

Mr. Cohen was becoming agitated. He was already implicated in the group’s plans, there was 

no going back. He couldn’t send them back to Beirut and let them loose on the streets. Sooner 

or later they would fall into the hands of the police, who would immediately learn the 

restaurant’s address and Mr. Cohen’s role in the affair.  

In exchange for a bribe, Mr. Cohen discovered that the police had in fact received word of a 

planned smuggling operation, but the rumour was not confirmed. The police decided to 

increase the patrols along the shore, but after four nights of intense activity with no results, 

they decided that the rumor was false, and they would return to their regular schedule that 

very night.  
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A van arrived at 10 PM. The courtyard gate opened and the van entered. Their packages were 

tied to the roof, and they all squeezed in. It was crowded but no one complained. They all sat, 

tense. Each of them silently, taking stock of his or her life. Mr. Cohen bid them goodbye and 

disappeared, leaving them in the hands of the two escorts. The two men in the truck were 

Mussa and Ahmad, wearing European attire. They looked like office clerks, very different 

from their appearance only a few days earlier.  

The road was uneven and the bumps caused the van to rock back and forth. They drove 

slowly. From afar they could see the lights of a car. When it approached them, they all fell 

silent. It was a gendarme patrol car. Mussa and Ahmad exchanged some words and began to 

shout at the passengers: they shouted in Arabic, they shouted in French, and the driver 

climbed up onto the roof, loosened the ropes and began to hurl their passengers’ packages to 

the ground. Frozen with fear, the passengers couldn’t say a word. Mr. Wurfel, who spoke 

French, was unable to understand what the shouting was about. It was a hodge-podge of 

French and Arabic. 

The two gendarmes stopped their car, but before they even managed to get out, Mussa ran to 

them, asking them for help. He spoke French, so Mr. Wurfel could understand. His “German” 

mind had a hard time understanding the ploy: Mussa told the gendarmes that he and his friend 

Ahmad, tourist agents, were traveling with a group of tourists who later planned to go to 

Uruguay. They got lost on their way from Sidon to Beirut, they turned around, and now they 

were trying to reach the main road. They demanded that the passengers compensate them for 

the time and the additional length of the journey. Mussa said that he had told the passengers 

that he would leave them mid-way if they refuse to pay the additional sum. And in addition to 

everything, there was something wrong with the bus’s transmission and they could only travel 

at a very slow speed.  

The gendarmes discussed the matter. They didn’t really believe the story but they thought that 

there was some chance that it might be true after all. They really didn’t want to spend their 

time following a slow, broken-down bus to Beirut. They took the passengers’ passports and 

told them that they could get their passports back from the police station in Beirut the next 

morning.  

The moment the lights of the gendarmes’ car disappeared over the horizon, Mussa and 

Ahmad threw all the packages inside, over the passengers’ heads. The driver quickly tied the 

rope to the roof, and a frenzied ride began. The passengers thought that the van would fall 

apart.  

They reached a small bay. Several boats were tied to a wooden pier. The two Arabs motioned 

for the passengers to climb into one of the boats that bobbed on the water. Two other Arabs, 

who stood on the boat, held out their arms to help the passengers. When the women 

encountered some difficulty, one of the Arab jumped up onto the pier, lifted up each woman 

in his muscular arms, and handed them over to the other man. The children received similar 

treatment. Meanwhile, Mussa and Ahmad changed into fishermen’s clothes. They pushed the 

boat from the pier, jumped aboard and they were on their way. They began to calm down only 

after covering some distance, when the lights on the shore were hardly visible.  

 

Chapter 11 

It was a small fishing boat, six meters long. There was an opening in the middle of the deck 

that led inside, to the boat’s hull. A rope ladder served as stairs. Below deck, the smell of fish 

was overpowering. Mats and sacks, some of them wet, were spread on the floor. The boat had 

a large sail, a triangle open to the wind, and one of the fishermen would adjust its direction 

from time to time. The passengers were ordered to go below, and they sank down on the mats, 

exhausted. They were given some spicy tea. Only Mr. Mendel, the elderly man who came 

with the Wurfels, felt well. He helped the women roll the sacks into makeshift pillows, found 
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dry mats for the children, and encouraged everyone to drink the tea. It is very important to 

drink now, he said, and he forced Mother to take a sip from her glass.  

The sea was stormy. The small boat tossed about like a nutshell. The pasengers began to 

vomit, one after the other, as if they all caught an infectious disease. The air was dense and 

foul-smelling. They asked to go up on deck for some fresh air, but one of the fishermen rolled 

up the rope ladder. Mr. Wurfel was their spokesman and the liaison with Mussa, because they 

both spoke French. Mussa told him that the plan was to put them down, that night, somewhere 

on the shores of Palestine. They would try to stop near Haifa, where many ships were in the 

water and they wouldn’t be conspicuous. But in the meantime, the passengers were not 

allowed to come up on deck. They might be spotted by the cargo ships in the area, or worse 

yet, by British police boats. Mussa strongly feared that after the passengers failed to pick up 

their passports, the Beirut police would realize that they had been tricked and would warn the 

British police about the smugglers. Just to be on the safe side, they were sailing far into the 

sea, they would fold up their sail so as to be less visible. Toward the evening, when the sun 

blinds the people on the shore looking toward the sea, they would attach the sail and get 

closer the shore.  

The group was in bad shape. They could not stop vomiting. Only Mr. Mendel was unaffected. 

He was the only one who tasted the pitas and cheese that were served to the passengers. The 

fishermen hoisted up buckets of sea water in pails, and Mr. Mendel poured the water on the 

puddles of vomit. He handed out glasses of water and even tried to amuse the children, but he 

was not very successful. He hardly managed to “squeeze” a smile from their faces.  

After some pleading, Mr. Wurfel managed to convince Mussa to allow one or two of the 

passengers on deck for some fresh air. Mr. Wurfel also decided on the order of the rotation, 

beginning with the children, followed by the women, and then the men. Mussa cleared out a 

space between some piles of nets on deck, and ordered the “vacationers” to lie there. The 

fresh sea air that they breathed from time to time made them feel a bit better, but they could 

not stop vomiting.  

When it was almost evening, the fishermen proceeded with their plan. They unfurled the sail 

and started to head toward the shore. They soon noticed a police boat that was sailing parallel 

to the short, and then they noticed another one. One of the fishermen also noticed that Haifa 

port’s giant floodlights, which were only rarely used, had been turned on even before it 

became completely dark. The fisherman’s sharp eyes noticed the flash of light before it 

became dark. Without a word, the boat turned south and then west, growing farther from the 

shore. In a few words, Mussa explained that their fears have been realized, and they were 

being followed by the police.  

That night, all the passengers were permitted on deck. They breathed deeply. The fresh air did 

them good. The deck was in complete darkness and the sea also appeared to be black. Only 

the foam of the waves breaking on the sides of the boat created a pale glow, reflecting the 

light of the stars and the thin crescent of the moon. The passengers were cautioned to slip 

deck immediately if a police boat approaches them, and conceal themselves under the mats 

and the blankets. “Jump down if you have too, just get down quickly.” The fishermen were on 

guard, ready to give the sign at any moment. Luckily, there was no need for that.  

When the sun rose, everyone was ordered below and the “vacationers” resumed their rotation 

on deck. The boat sailed southward – they were far out at sea, only the sharpest of eyes on 

shore could discern them. The fishermen discussed the matter among themselves and decided 

that they would keep away from the shore that day, too. They said nothing to the passengers. 

Only later that evening did Mussa explain to Mr. Wurfel that they decided not to take the risk, 

and they would wait another day.  

The third day was also uneventful. They changed direction and sailed northward once again. 

Some of the passengers started to eat the pitas and drink the sweet tea, and some even asked 

for and received very sweet, strong coffee. The children seemed to suffer less than the adults. 
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Although in the beginning they were severely afflicted, and were constantly nauseous and 

dizzie, but when the crisis past, they recovered quickly; Had the inside of the boat not smelled 

of fish, they would even have considered the journey a diversion.   

Tensions rose as the sun set. Would they go ashore? The fishermen had a discussion. One of 

them demanded that they approach the shore and leave the passengers there at all costs. He 

was sick and tired of the situation. Another fisherman agreed with him. Mussa was the 

smartest and most intelligent of the fishermen – he had no education, he never attended 

school, he did not know how to read or write, he learned French from hearing it, but he had 

healthy instincts. He understood people and knew how to read their minds. He analyzed the 

situation for his companions. A certified psychologist couldn’t have done it any better. He 

explained that the British, who were not known for their diligence, would realize, after several 

days of surveillance and searchers, that there was no indication or proof of any smuggling 

operation. They would start to doubt the reliability of the information they had received from 

Beirut, and would demand additional explanations. In Beirut, they would also start to doubt 

whether the alleged tourists had actually set sail: Perhaps they were headed to the land border 

with Palestine, or perhaps the people became frightened and were still in Lebanese territory. 

He convincingly explained to them, that he believed that the search parties in the water would 

stop in a day or two. No one asked the passengers for their opinion. They accepted the 

fishermen’s decisions.  

In the evening, they came close enough to see the lights on the shore. The floodlights scoured 

the water: They stopped short of the boat, but they were visible. The group returned to the 

high seas.  

On the fourth day, the fishermen decided to ration the water and use it for drinking only. They 

didn’t know how long they would be forced to remain at sea. They pulled up buckets of sea 

water for bathing and washing, and everyone would have to make do with that. One of the 

fishermen fried the tiny fish that he randomly caught, but none of the passengers, not even 

Mr. Mendel, was even willing to touch them. The thirst started to affect them.  

On the fifth evening, they prepared to sail closer to shore once again. As the boat drew nearer 

the shore, the lights on the shore sparkled, but no floodlights were visible. They waited for 

two hours to see if this was a coincidence or a temporary failure. At midnight, they decided to 

make the landing. At some distance from the shore, they folded up the sail and slowly 

approached the shore, pushed by the waves. The four fishermen placed long, heavy oars on 

the rowlocks at the end of the boat. The two fishermen in the back propelled the boat forward, 

while the two fishermen in the front pushed the oars deep into the water, feeling for rocks and 

coral.  

Mr. Wurfel, who turned to Mussa for an explanation, was simply told that they would be 

leaving the passengers on the shore and they would have to fend for themselves. The most 

important thing was to get as far from the shore as they could as quickly as possible. He 

recommended that they split up, and not stay together as a group. Mr. Wurfel conveyed the 

message to the other passengers and immediately added that the two families with the 

children would stay together, whatever happens. His heart would not allow him to leave 

Mother alone with the children.  

The boat stopped. Two fishermen jumped into the water. The water reached their necks. They 

called all the men to jump down, too, and ordered them to swim and get as close to the shore 

as they could. The young woman joined them. The two fishermen remaining on the boat 

caught Mother and Mrs. Wurfel and passed them over to the men in the water. With lightning 

speed, they put the women on the shore. The fishermen returned and each caught two children 

under his arms and carried them like lambs. The boat and the fishermen disappeared as if the 

sea had swallowed them.  

Mr. Wurfel reached the shore right after the women. In the faint starlight he had managed to 

see the fishermen carry them. Before he had a chance to ask about the children, the fishermen 
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brought them. Mussa, taking down two of the children from his arms, patted Mr. Wurfel on 

his shoulder, motioned in the direction of the mountains, and said, “Run, quickly, run!” 

Mother held the hands of the two children and they all started running. They stumbled over 

rocks and prickly bushes, and ran over murky puddles. They collapsed near a lonely palm 

tree, exhausted. Their clothes were soaked in salt water, and so were their shoes and socks. 

The skin between their legs was chafed raw. The only thing Hillel wanted was a drink of 

water, his mouth was so salty. But where was any water? They were completely enveloped in 

darkness.  

They suddenly remembered their belongings. Because of all the commotion, nobody had 

given a thought to their belongings. Everything remained on the boat. Only Mother’s purse 

remained attached to her body. And even though it no longer contained anything important, 

neither passports nor money, it was precious to her. Before they left the courtyard of the inn 

in Beirut, she used a narrow belt to tie it to her waist. It looked a bit strange – an expensive 

women’s purse attached to the belt like a soldier’s pouch or a beggar’s purse. But who 

noticed? The two handkerchiefs in the purse were dry, and Mother and the children used them 

to wipe off the sand from their faces and their mouths.  

They lay on the ground with their eyes closed, exhausted, almost unconscious, but unable to 

sleep. The thirst and the saltiness in their mouths were annoying. Mother tried to peer into the 

darkness, perhaps she would spot something, a house, a field, a sign of water, but she saw 

nothing. She heard the waves bursting on the shore and the only thing she could see was the 

shadow of a mountain, nothing else. She heard children moaning. The Wurfels were resting 

not too far away. They were in a similar state: wet, thirsty, and exhausted.  

Mother was troubled by disturbing thoughts. She recalled the events of the last few months, 

the events in Berlin, saying goodbye to her husband, her arduous journey, and parting from 

Izzie who remained alone in Belgrade. Where was he now? What was he doing? Was he 

suffering? And where were the older girls? Her thoughts drew her back in time. And here she 

was, on the soil of Eretz Israel with the two youngest children. It seemed as if their goal was 

accomplished, but how would they survive? Would the children be able to stand the 

hardships? If her husband knew where they were, he would surely come to help them, but 

how could she send word to him, she had no idea where he was. She fell into a brief sleep and 

awoke repeatedly. Several hours passed.    

 

In Eretz Israel – Palestine 

 

Chapter 1 

At the break of dawn, they stood up, shaking the sand from their bodies and clothes. They 

were surrounded by dunes and swamps. There were fetid ponds and puddles everywhere, 

overrun with algae. The rays of sunshine triggered swarms of flies that shot up from the 

bushes and the swamps. The flies started to annoy them. There was no building in sight, no 

sign of habitation, there was nothing around them. In the distance was a road that was 

unpaved but rather wide. They looked around for the other people who had been with them on 

the boat, but no one was in sight. Maybe they continued to walk through the night, maybe 

they drowned before reaching the shore. They had no clue and to be honest, they didn’t give it 

much thought. Their circumstances were so difficult, and their thoughts were dominated by 

their desire to escape their situation.  

Mr. Wurfel took command of the group. From the explanation he received from Mussa, he 

knew that they had been put to shore somewhere south of Haifa. He knew that Tel Aviv, the 

major Hebrew city, was to the south. That was where Mr. Kempler lived, the head of the other 

family. He decided that they couldn’t remain where they were. They started walking 

southward in hope of finding some settlement, and first of all – water.  
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He suggested that they take their clothes off before they start out, shake them well and let 

them dry a little on the bushes. He knew that walking in wet clothes and shoes would chafe 

their skin. They listened to his advice and were left in their underclothes. Mr. Wurfel walked 

a bit away from the others because he was uncomfortable to be seen and to see the others in 

this state.  

Suddenly Mr. Wurfel cried out – people! From afar, he saw several figures walking on the 

dirt road. They all dressed quickly and ran toward the road. Four women and girls were there 

– their faces were uncovered, they wore black dresses and scarves, and they carried tall, 

square tin containers on their heads, the kind used to store kerosene. Like a chorus they all 

shouted out in German – water! The Arab women didn’t understand German, but it was 

obvious to them what these strange people who had appeared from nowhere wanted. The 

water was cold but the children spat it out. The water had such a strong smell and taste of 

kerosene that they were disgusted. The adults were less fussy and drank and drank, as if their 

stomach was a bottomless pit. Mr. Wurfel persuaded the children to drink, he almost had to 

force them. They took a few sips, grimaced, and took some more. They almost emptied one 

half of one of the tins and they also drank a lot from the other tins, too. The Arab women 

stood, giggling in embarrassment as they let them drink their fill.  

After they quenched their thirst, Mr. Wurfel asked them – Tel Aviv? Jews? and tried to make 

a question mark with his hands. The Arabs understood him, and motioned to the south. Of 

course, no one understood the words in Arabic that they said. The group decided to go back to 

the bushes and finish drying off their clothes. They knew that walking in their damp clothes 

would cause them to suffer. Their thirst was not so powerful now, although the taste of 

kerosene lingered in their mouths.  

With their clothes dry, they set out on their walk. The sun was very strong and they were not 

used to the August sun in Palestine. No one had any head covering. They pulled up their shirts 

to protect their heads from the sun’s rays. 

Another group of Arab women caught up with them and let them drink from their water 

containers. The water was hot and it had a taste of kerosene, but it still managed to cool their 

body heat a bit.   

A truck approaching from the opposite direction raised clouds of dust. They waved their arms 

to stop it. The driver looked at them but continued on his way. It was a disappointment, but 

they comforted themselves – it was going in the wrong direction anyway. When they grew 

tired, they sat down to rest under a branch of tree that shaded the road. At least there was 

some shade. Another cloud of dust appeared behind them, coming from north, and brought a 

large car full of passengers. Mother waved her arm to stop it, but the driver didn’t stop, just 

kept on going.  

They stood up to continue. They felt no hunger but their bodies were weak. They had hardly 

eaten anything for days. After a while they saw a lone house surrounded by a wall, near the 

shore. They decided to sit under a tree on their path, and Mother and Mr. Wurfel would go to 

the house and see if they could get some help. It was not very far, but it was an arduous walk 

because they were so weak. They returned with two glasses of water in their hands. Sweet 

water, with no taste of kerosene. There was an old watchman in the house who couldn’t 

understand them. He could only help them by giving them some sweet-tasting water.  

They decided to stay where they were and wait, perhaps some passing car or truck would take 

them. The chances were slim, but in any case they couldn’t keep on walking. They were 

completely exhausted. They thought that if no one gave them a ride by evening, they would 

walk over to the house, there they would at least have drinking water. They half-sat half-

slumped, depleted of all energy.  

A cloud of dust from the north prompted mother to stand up. She stood at the side of the road 

and waited. A large black car, with suitcases and packages on its roof, approached. When 
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Mother saw that the car was crammed with women and children, she put her hand down. 

Disappointed, she returned to her spot.  

After another hour, another dust cloud indicated that a car was approaching, this time from 

the south. Mother wondered whether she should even get up since it was not the direction that 

they needed anyway. But still she rose to her feet, thinking, “Maybe…” She waited but she 

didn’t raise her hand. The black car stopped. The driver turned the car around on the road and 

motioned for mother to get in. It took her a moment to recover from the shock: They had been 

waiting for a car, they knew that it was their only salvation, but they really didn’t expect 

anything like this: a car that came especially to pick them up.  

The driver stopped at the entrance to Atlit. On the side, in the shade of a tree, sat a man in 

European dress, a tall red hat on his head, next to two veiled women and five children. The 

man spoke English and told Mr. Wurfel that he and his family were going to Jaffa, to visit 

relatives. He saw the group sitting under the tree and immediately understood their plight and 

decided to help them reach a Jewish settlement. When their car had reached Atlit, he and his 

family remained there and he sent his driver to bring the group. “Here,” he said, “you will 

find your people, who will help you.” 

It was Friday afternoon. The woman who opened her door to them, a veteran resident of Atlit, 

couldn’t believe her eyes. The children, the women and the man looked liked prisoners who 

had escaped from jail. With a few words in Yiddish, Mother introduced the two families. 

Hearing the noise at the door, the woman’s husband appeared and immediately ran to call 

some of the other residents.  

After a brief consultation, the two families were separated – each was taken to a different 

house in the middle of the settlement. The response to Mother’s questions was, “Wait, we’ll 

explain later.” And what an explanation it was. The British had received word that Jews were 

being smuggled into Eretz Israel by sea. They hadn’t managed to capture anyone yet, but they 

were looking for illegal immigrants. Detectives roamed around the settlements along the 

shore, investigating, probing for information. Several days ago, two detectives had even 

appeared in the committee office in Atlit and tried to discover whether any illegal immigrants 

had arrived. There was a chance that they would conduct spot searches of the houses. The 

residents were prepared and they wouldn’t allow their homes to be searched, but caution was 

necessary, and it was better to avoid concentrating many immigrants in a single home. The 

man continued, they should quickly go to Tel Aviv. There, in the big city, the British would 

find it difficult to identify them. The best way to get there was to take the train that stopped in 

Atlit. Tomorrow, Saturday, the train runs but very few Jewish passengers use the train on 

Saturday. Because of their appearance and because they didn’t know the language, it was best 

to take a different train. They would be conspicuous, and if they were discovered they would 

certainly be arrested. Everyone agreed that one of the men from Atlit would accompany them 

on the train to Tel Aviv on Sunday morning.  

The bath, the food, and the rest, had a good effect on them. The residents quickly collected 

some clothes for them, and on Sunday morning, the families boarded the train for Tel Aviv.  

 

Chapter 2  

Mother had Father’s address, his mailing address. She wasn’t sure whether he still lived there. 

In his last letter, which she had received while she was still in Berlin, he wrote that he moved 

from time to time. He didn’t explain why. She had sent him a letter from Istanbul, but she 

didn’t know if he ever received it. In a conversation with their hostess in Atlit, the latter 

suggested that she would give Mother the address of her friend, a veteran resident of Tel 

Aviv, where they would certainly be welcome guests for a few days. “We are used to having 

foreign guests,” she added,” many of us came to the country in a similar manner.”  
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At the train station to Tel Aviv, they parted from the Wurfels, who had also been given an 

address for their first accommodations in the city. There were hugs and kisses, promises to 

meet again soon, and then each family went on its way.  

Mother, Miri, and Hillel took a carriage to the address in Tel Aviv, on Nahalat Benyamin 

Street. The brief letter that Mother handed Mrs. Rabinovitz made her very emotional. 

“Welcome to Eretz Israel,” she cried, her face radiant. She immediately got things in order, 

prepared light meal for them, and began to organize the sleeping arrangements. The 

Rabinovitz family had a two-room apartment with a large balcony. Simple furniture, iron 

beds. The two boys’ beds were given to the guests, and the boys were sent to sleep on the 

balcony. Don’t worry, Mrs. Rabinovitz placated Mother, who tried to object, they’re used to 

it, and anyway, in the summer they sleep on the balcony even when we have no guests. Hillel, 

who recovered his mischievous streak after the arduous journey, asked if he, too, could sleep 

on the floor of the balcony. He thought that it would be more interesting. As a result, Miri had 

the bed to herself, and she did not object.  

Father no longer lived at the address that Mother had. He had moved out several months 

earlier, they were told, and no one knew where he was currently living. From time to time, he 

came to ask if any mail for him had arrived. They didn’t recall if he had received a letter 

recently. They knew that he didn’t have a steady job, and he worked nights in different 

bakeries. You should check the bakeries in the city, they told Mother.  

In the evening, Comrade Rabinovitz, which is what he asked them to call him, went with 

Mother to find the bakeries. Walking around the city was difficult. Only a few of the main 

streets were paved. Several streets, especially where the pedestrians would sink into the deep 

sand, had narrow sidewalks made of planks of wood. Most of the time they walked in the dust 

and sand, over puddles of mud and sewage, hopping over open ditches and piles of sacks of 

cement and iron rods. The surge of new construction was felt everywhere.  

The people they met at the first bakery knew Father. Occasionally he would be referred to 

them by the Employment Bureau. They didn’t know his address. Comrade Rabinovitz gave 

them his own address, and they promised to let Father know if and when he showed up at 

their bakery.     

It was only at the third bakery that someone knew Father’s address – Shapira neighborhood, 

at the southern tip of the city. Mother wanted to go there right away. She was very excited: 

They would finally be reunited. Comrade Rabinovitz explained to her that it was not possible 

to go there now. The neighborhood was far away, it was surrounded by orchards, there was no 

lighting, they would never be able to locate the house. There was no choice but to wait until 

the next day. She was persuaded, and returned home with him.  

Hillel had made a friend in Yehuda, the Rabinovitz’s younger son. He was a few years older 

than Hillel, he went to sixth grade. He tried to use the little Yiddish he spoke to understand 

Hillel’s German. They didn’t understand everything that they both said, but their gestures and 

facial expressions filled in the blanks. When Yehuda returned from school in the afternoon 

and saw the guests, he decided to adopt Hillel. At school, much had been said about the new 

immigrants who were arriving almost daily, their difficulties, and the need to help them in 

their first steps in the country.  

Hillel and Yehuda quickly grew fond of each other. They would go play outside on the street. 

It had been such a long time since Hillel had friends to play with, in this way, without 

restrictions, actually, he had not played like this since the events in Berlin started. He had 

tried to use every opportunity to amuse himself but there were always restrictions and tension. 

Now, when he went out to the street with Yehuda, he came to life and was filled with joy. He 

began to shout and laugh with no reason.  

Yehuda taught him new games. From under his bed, he removed a shoe box full of glass 

marbles, “julas” as he called them. Julas in different colors and sizes, smooth and shiny. 

Yehuda taught him how to hold the julas in his hand, between his index finger and bent 
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thumb, and push it gently forward. Hillel wasn’t too good at it but Yehuda comforted him, 

telling him he needed to practice and he hadn’t been very good in the beginning, either. 

Yehuda filled a paper bag with marbles and gave to Hillel as a present.  

There were different games you could play with the julas, and as his friend and guide, Yehuda 

wanted to teach them to Hillel as quickly as possible. They laughed and chuckled at every 

success and every failure. When they got tired of this game, Yehuda pulled out from under his 

bed, a small piece of wood pointed at both ends, and a long, flat stick. He placed the pointed 

puck on the ground, and hit at one of the sides using the long stick. When the puck flew into 

the air, Yehuda used the stick to hit it far. Doodes, that’s the name of the game, said Yehuda. 

Hillel tried and tried, he hit the puck, he hit the ground, and finally managed to move the puck 

from its place, but flip it in the air? No way. Yehuda comforted Hillel once again and 

promised him that he would get better if he practiced.  

It began to grow dark. Day turned into night very quickly. Yehuda explained that unlike 

Europe, dusk is very short in Palestine and Hillel should get used to it. He only recently 

learned about that in science class at school. He felt a kind of obligation to tell Hillel 

everything he knew as quickly as possible. Hillel heard what he said, he didn’t understand the 

explanation, but he agreed that it got dark very quickly.  

The three of them, Mother and the children, walked to Shapira neighborhood. The distance 

between the houses gradually grew and they passed many lots with no building on them at all. 

The long street they were walking on ended in a large open space with many date palms. At a 

distance, behind the palms, they could see a green orchard that extended to the horizon. They 

turned left. They could see a group of scattered houses and another orchard behind them. 

Along the orchard was a tall stone fence with a trough built into it, fed by water running from 

a large faucet. An Arab washed his feet in the trough and the donkey standing beside them 

quenched his thirst. When they drew closer, they saw the Arab spread a small rug on the 

ground, kneeled, waved his hands to the sky and then bowed his head down so that it touched 

the rug. They stopped and stared. The Arab finished his prayers, rolled up his rug, got on the 

donkey and rode off.  

At the edge of the orchard along the road, they saw a group of wooden huts on their right. 

There were hundreds of huts in different sizes and shapes. There were huts whose walls were 

covered with tar paper held in place by long wooden rails, roofs covered with corrugated tin 

panels and windows covered with colorful wooden shutters. Some huts were made of rotting 

wooden panels that had been repaired and reinforced with pieces of wood and tin placed any 

which-way, without order or plan. They saw huts with tar paper roofs, and huts covered with 

rusty tin panels. They saw every shape of hut you could imagine. The huts were scattered 

around with no order. There were no streets or even paths. Some of the huts were separated 

by a patch of land, but in other places, the huts were so close that the roofs touched each 

other. It was as if the huts had been thrown there randomly, like dice. This was not the 

neighborhood they were looking for.  

They continued. Right next to the neighborhood of the wooden huts, they saw a group of 

mostly small houses, including some wooden huts. From the path they were walking on, a 

number of straight, parallel streets continued southward, ending at the fence of an orchard that 

extended beyond the horizon.  

Father’s house was at the end of one of the streets, next to the orchard fence. The house was 

nice, it was surrounded by a hedge and there were several lemon and pomegranate trees in the 

yard. The owner of the house, who opened the door, didn’t know if Father was at home: He 

lived in the shed in the yard: She hardly noticed his comings and goings, she said. “You can 

check for yourselves, there’s no lock on the door,” she said, and shut her door.  

The room was small and windowless. Father lay on the metal bed, sleeping. Two orange 

crates, one on top of the other, and a stool with a woven cane seat were the only pieces of 

furniture in the room. Hillel wanted to jump on Father, but Mother stopped him. “He probably 
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worked at the bakery all night,” she said, “Let’s let him sleep.” Hillel and Miri found it very 

difficult to restrain themselves from waking Father, but they decided not to scare him in his 

sleep. He could get a heart attack from the fright and the excitement, Mother thought. We’ll 

wait.  

They sat in the yard and waited. They waited a long time. From time to time, Hillel would go 

to the door and listen, maybe Father had woken up. When they heard a cough from inside and 

the bed springs creaking, they jumped up from their seats. They waited another minute until 

the door opened just a crack. Father wanted the sunlight to brighten up the inside of the shed. 

The children couldn’t wait any longer – they burst inside, followed by Mother. Father was 

frightened and confused and he sank down on the bed. He couldn’t breathe, He stared at them 

and almost fainted. They all stopped. Even the children understood that they couldn’t 

overwhlem him by hugging and kissing him. It took a few minutes until he recovered. How? 

When? Who brought you? These words broke the ice. They hugged and kissed and tears of 

joy ran down their faces. They were unable to speak, they only looked at each other and then 

embraced once again. 

They gradually calmed down. They sat on the bed and began to talk. Mother did the telling 

and the children interrupted to add details. In all honesty, Father was not entirely surprised – 

he hoped and expected this day to come. He didn’t know when and he didn’t know how, but 

he knew that his wife would manage to bring the family to him. In the last letter that he had 

received, from Belgrade, Mother had told him about the circumstances that had forced her to 

leave Izzie there. He had walked around in a daze for many days and didn’t know how to take 

the news. He was concerned for the youngster who was alone in the strange city, and he tried 

to understand Mother’s decision. Mother was confused when she wrote the letter and she 

didn’t include the address where Father could write to Izzie. His daughters who wrote to him 

from Berlin had no information about their Mother’s journey with the children, either. They 

didn’t even know that Izzie had stayed behind in Belgrade.  

Mother looked around her at the wretched shed. Father hung his head, embarrassed, and 

without being asked, he said that he was in a difficult situation, he was unemployed. He 

worked only one or two days a week. The woman who rented the shed to him wanted to 

increase his rent. She has other candidates who are willing to give her the price she wanted, 

and she wasn’t ashamed to tell him that. He had no place to go and he couldn’t pay any more. 

He was afraid that he would be thrown out of the shed. The housing situation in the city was 

very bad, the construction of new houses did not meet the demand, and since he was 

classified as a single man—which was how he was defined in the National Committee 

offices—he was not eligible for any financial aid. It was a tough situation.  

 

Chapter 3  

That evening at the Rabinovitzs’, Mr. Rabinovitz, who was a labor union operator and had 

extensive ties in public institutions, made several suggestions. The most practical plan was to 

go to a Beit Olim (New Immigrants’ House). At the end of Ha’Aliya Street, at the very edge 

of the city, there were several large wooden huts. Most of the rooms were large and contained 

ten to twelve beds. There were also several smaller rooms with two to three beds. The 

National Committee was the organization that issued approval for new immigrants, the 

pioneers, to stay there temporarily, until they find another housing solution. There was a long 

waiting list for Beit Olim, and priority was given to young couples without children or people 

willing to move to one of the rural agricultural settlements—kibbutzim, or moshavot and 

moshavim. Of course, couples were separated for the night. There were women’s dormitories 

and men’s dormitories, and this fact motivated couples to find somewhere else to live. The 

small rooms were reserved for people who had special privileges or couples in special 

circumstances, especially couples who were awaiting the birth of their first baby. Comrade 

Rabinovitz promised to check availability the next day.  
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A temporary solution was found. It was not the solution they wanted, but it was a solution. It 

wasn’t convenient for the parents, but it had enormous implications for the children. Mother 

was given a bed in one of the dormitory rooms in Beit Olim, but Father wasn’t. Comrade 

Rabinovitz advised Father to reach a compromise with his landlady so that he wouldn’t be 

under the threat of eviction. For the children, he suggested something else. There was a 

program that placed new immigrant children in moshavot (agricultural settlements). Well-

established residents of moshavot in the vicinity of Tel Aviv were willing to take children 

until their parents found a job and a place to live. A family to take the children would be 

found in a few days. Comrade Rabinovitz stressed that the children would be together in one 

family and would not be split up.  

Initially the parents rejected the idea. Another separation after all the splits that the family had 

gone through seemed inconceivable. But Comrade Rabinovitz’s rational explanation 

convinced them. The fact that the children would be in a warm, comfortable home would 

allow the parents to invest intensive efforts in findings a place to live and a place to work, 

things which might be more difficult if the children were with them.  

Mr. Feller, a farmer from the moshava Ness Ziona, came to pick up the children in his car. 

With a smile on his face and warm words, he assured the parents that the children would be 

cared for as if they were his own. His wife and older children would keep them occupied and 

amused. Hillel and Miri were reluctant to be separated from their parents. The recent events 

left them tense and stressed. They had just been reunited with Father, how could they be 

separated from him again? Yehuda was the one who made it easier to accept the offer. In the 

few days that he and Hillel spent together, they became fast, loving friends. Yehuda was the 

person that Hillel wanted to emulate. Miri liked Yehuda, too. He would make an effort to 

amuse her and entertain her, he brought her along his walks around the neighborhood, and in 

general he was nice to her. Yehuda explained to the children the benefits of staying in the 

village. They would be in the fresh air and could take care of the farm animals. He reminded 

Hillel of how he had tried to ride the donkey in Beirut. They would meet other children, 

children born in Palestine, and they would get used to them. 

Yehuda convinced them. The children went away with Mr. Feller, and the next day, Mother 

moved into Beit Olim. 

The Fellers’ home was a large, spacious two-story house. The family lived on the top floor, 

and the ground floor was used to store the farm’s produce. The Fellers had a large almond 

grove, one part was adjacent to the yard but most of the grove was located outside the 

moshava. Mrs. Feller and the old grandmother who lived with them welcomed the children 

warmly. They were given a separate room whose windows overlooked the orchards. Each 

child had a bed and a closet with new clothes and underwear. Mrs. Feller had taken care of 

everything in advance. She also promised the children shoes, but for that, they would have to 

go to the neighboring moshava, where the shoestore is located. 

For dinner, they all sat around a table in the living room. The table was large and heavy, it 

was not grand but it was impressive. The children whispered to each other – almost like our 

dining table in Berlin. The two Feller children also sat at the table, they were high school 

students who left early every morning for the gymnasium in Tel Aviv, and returned every 

evening, and then they had to do their homework. They had no time to spend with the 

children. Mrs. Feller promised that they would take them on a walk in the area on Saturday.  

The animal farm was small: two goats, several dozen chickens that cackled freely in the yard, 

and what appeared to be most important for Hillel – a large white donkey. This donkey was 

much larger than the one he had tried to ride in Beirut. Hillel’s head hardly reached this 

beast’s neck. Since Hillel first saw the donkey, he could not stay away from it, he constantly 

offered it hay and oats. He planned to mount and ride it, but he realized that there was no way 

he could do that on his own. When Mrs. Feller saw him, she cautioned him that the donkey 

was very wild, and would kick people standing next to him without warning. Only Mr. Feller 

and the orchard work manager knew how to control it. When she saw that the boy thought the 
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animal was a donkey, she explained that it was a mule, not a donkey. She didn’t know how to 

explain the difference to him, but at least he should know that they were two different 

animals. Hillel didn’t care what the animal was called, he just wanted to ride it.  

Mrs. Feller and the grandmother were busy all day. They had a young Arab girl in the house, 

a servant, who did the cleaning and other menial jobs around the house, and yet, the two 

never rested for a minute. All day they would move from the house to the yard and back. 

They took care of the large pots cooking on the stove, they kneaded dough and made noodles, 

and did many other kinds of housework. In the yard, they would feed the chickens and the 

goats. From time to time, Mrs. Feller would take out a heavy key and open the door to the 

storage cellar under the house, allowing heavy sacks full of almonds to be brought in or taken 

away. She had two notebooks: one to record the sacks that went in, and the second to record 

the sacks that were taken out. She was very careful about keeping these records. She would 

count the sacks once, and then again, to make sure that no mistake was made.  

There was a round building in the middle of the yard, it was not large and it was the color of 

soil. It had two openings: a small opening at the bottom, covered in soot, and a slightly larger 

opening above it. The children would walk around the building, trying to guess what this 

strange thing was. It reminded them of an oven, but that didn’t make any sense. What was it 

for? To heat the air outside? And if it was used for baking, it should be in the kitchen and not 

in the dirty yard, where the ground was covered with animal dung. They had no clue until 

they saw how it worked. The grandmother prepared dough in the kitchen, kneading it into 

large, flat loaves. She put some branches into the lower opening of the “building” and lit 

them. Gray smoke billowed out of both openings. She waited until it was hot and then 

inserted the flat loaves in the upper opening. It was clearly a stove.  

After a short time, the baked loaves were removed from the oven and placed in a large basket. 

The children were repulsed: they understood that they would have to eat this bread, bread that 

had been baked in the midst of all the dirt. It would be their food for a while. The oven was 

probably full of droppings of the chicken that freely roamed the yard, and these would stick to 

the bread that they would eat. The children recalled Father’s baking kitchen. The cleanliness, 

how carefully the staff cared for the utensils and the baking tins that went into the oven. If 

Father saw this kind of baking, he would probably faint.  

The basket of baked bread was brought into the kitchen, and the grandmother returned with a 

bowl of much thinner dough than before. She sat on the ground behind the oven, tore off a 

piece of dough, and began to press it and stretch it using her hands. She then threw it in the air 

and it returned to her hands larger and flatter than before. She threw it in the air again, and 

repeated this several times. Every time she threw the dough in the air, the dough stretched 

more and became a kind of thin, round sheet. When this sheet was about to tear, she spread it 

on the top of the outdoor oven, and several minutes later she peeled off what appeared to be a 

large matza. The children’s eyes grew round and large. They forget the dirt and became 

enthralled with the piece of dough that was tossed in the air and became thinner and thinner. 

Miri recalled how Mother used to make noodles. She would put a piece of dough on the table, 

sprinkle some flour on both sides, and would push and press using her rolling pin. She would 

press and roll until the dough turned into a kind of round sheet of dough, just like the one they 

had just seen. But here it was made differently – to say nothing of the cleanliness.  

That evening, the children didn’t want to eat the bread, they said that they were not hungry.  

Mrs. Feller decided that it was time to teach the children to speak Hebrew. At home, the 

Fellers spoke Yiddish and somehow they all managed to understand each other. Hillel quickly 

understood the similarity between Yiddish and the German he knew. He began to create his 

own Yiddish language. The Yidddish that he heard was rounder, and more musical than the 

dry, refined German words. He started to mix up the German words: he would replace Shin 

with Het or Kaf, he changed an “ah” into an “oh” sound, and added “Iy” at every opportunity. 

The members of the household were so proud to hear his translations. Miri also learned 
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Hillel’s method. Communications between the children and their adoptive family became 

easier and they understood each other better.  

The children were placed in a classroom at the school. They first tried first grade, then they 

were transferred to second grade. The attempt was not very successful. The moshava children 

didn’t understand the two new “yekke” children: they didn’t invite them to join their games, 

despite their teachers’ efforts to persuade them. During the lessons, when the teachers 

encouraged Hillel and Miri to speak Hebrew, the other children would burst out laughing. The 

children’s German accent was strange to them. The children started to look for excuses to stay 

at home and not go to school. Every day, they tried a different excuse. After two weeks, 

everyone, including Mrs. Feller and the teachers, gave up. They understood that the children 

would not fit into the school, and they left them alone.  

The Fellers decided on a new method: They stopped talking Yiddish, they would speak only 

Hebrew. Even the grandmother joined in, even though she preferred to speak in Yiddish, the 

language she spoke when she grew up in Russia, where she was born. The children were 

constantly in a Hebrew-speaking environment. The method worked very well. Every day the 

children learned several new words. Without noticing it, they started to speak to the Fellers in 

Hebrew, too.  

The two teenage sons were very excited about that. At high school, they spoke Hebrew and 

they advocated the widespread use of the language. They had argued with their parents to stop 

speaking Yiddish at home, but they hadn’t been successful. But now, because they had the 

children as their guests, the desired change was taking place. The Feller children began to 

spend more time with Hillel and Miri. Sometimes they would sit with them in the evening, 

teach them Hebrew and help them learn new words. They all enjoyed themselves. One 

evening, as they sat at the table, Hillel proudly announced that he knew how to speak three 

languages – German, Yiddish, and Hebrew.  

In their search for amusements and things to occupy them in the long days, the children 

wandered around the moshava. They would stop wherever they sensed any action. An Arab 

who unloaded containers of olive oil from his donkey attracted their attention; a cart that 

brought construction materials to one of the yards sparked their curiosity; carts loaded with 

baskets of grapes transported to the winery made them run over to ask for a bunch of grapes 

from the cart driver. The grocery store on the main road was always an attraction for them. 

The residents of the moshava, who already recognized the Fellers’ adopted children, treated 

them kindly, engaged them in conversations, and asked about their journey to Palestine. Some 

parts of the story of their journey were already well known in the moshava. Mrs. Feller had 

told a neighbor, and the story quickly passed by word of mouth.  

Hillel once saw one of the moshava children jump onto the rear wooden shaft of one of the 

carts. He noticed that all the carts had the same structure – two shafts, which were placed 

alongside the horse or mule; the body of the carriage, made of planks of wood that created a 

trapezoid box, with a kind of tail at the end – a single shaft protruding in the rear.      

Hillel liked the idea of riding on the tail of the cart. He tried it. He would lie down on his 

stomach on the shaft and try to lift up both legs in order to sit up, but he couldn’t do it and 

would ride with his stomach flat on the shaft. He watched the other children and learned the 

method. He would run behind the cart and grab hold of it with his back facing the shaft, and 

with a hop he would jump onto the shaft and sit down. He didn’t always make it – sometimes 

he would jump and land on the ground. Once he fell and badly bruised his back. Miri, who 

was watching, promised that she wouldn’t tell the Fellers, so that Hillel wouldn’t be punished.  

Miri didn’t keep her promise entirely. In the evening she secretly told one of the Feller boys 

about Hillel’s mishap. He liked the story: the little kid was becoming a “tzabar” [a born 

Israeli], he thought. Of course the whole family got wind of the story, but no one said a word 

to Hillel. Mrs. Feller became a bit anxious and feared additional incidents and even, god 

forbid, something serious, but the other members of the household, her husband and the two 
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sons, convinced her that it was the only way that Hillel would really become acclimatized to 

life in Palestine.      

Sometimes on Saturday they would go on walks. They would visit vineyards, pick grapefruits 

and grapes and eat them, check the almonds that were about to mature, and listen to Mr. 

Feller’s stories about the country’s early settlers, and especially about Ness Ziona. He 

believed that the moshava was the best and most pleasant place in the country.  

On one of these walks, they climbed the hill at the center of the moshava. Steps that had been 

carved into the earth and lined with wooden planks, led to the top of the hill, where a wooden 

gazebo stood, with wooden benches, surrounded by ferns. They sat down to rest and Mr 

Feller, looking at the view around them, continued with his stories. His stories were magical, 

and the children never got tired of hearing them. After that walk, Hillel and Miri would often 

climb the hill. They would sit at the top and talk, exchange ideas and thoughts, and especially 

talk about how much they missed their parents.  

Longing for their parents attacked them in waves. Mother and Father came to visit them one 

time and stayed for several hours. They saw that the children were being taken well cared for. 

They didn’t ignore the fact that the children missed them, and that is was difficult for them, 

but there was really nothing they could do. The housing issue had not yet been resolved, and 

neither had the matter of employment. Mother and Father ran around all day, from morning 

until evening, together and separately, to find solutions to their problems.  

When their parents left, the children felt even more homesick than ever. They repeatedly 

asked to be allowed to travel to Tel Aviv to their parents. “We won’t bother them, we’ll sleep 

wherever we can, just let us go to Mother and Father.” But there was no way to acceded to 

their request.  

The children began to plan a trip to Tel Aviv without permission. They wandered around the 

bus station. There wasn’t a lot going on there. They made sure that the bus was going in the 

direction of Tel Aviv. Miri asked one of the drivers about the fare. They still were not familiar 

with the Palestine coins and their values, but they knew that the fare to Tel Aviv was five 

grush per person. They debated how to get the money. They could think of no idea. They 

were afraid to talk to the Feller boys about their plans, because they might reveal their secret. 

Hillel decided to take initiative. The owner of the grocery store, where they spent a lot of 

time, liked Hillel, and would give him candy from time to time, and when he saw that they 

were hot and thirsty, he would take out bottles of soda from his refrigerator and give them to 

the children. He is a good person, Hillel thought.  

He decided to just go up to him and ask him for ten grush. He intended to say that he needed 

the money to buy a gift for his mother. The grocery owner wasn’t convinced by Hillel’s 

explanation – he would gladly give him the money if the explanation was reasonable. He 

would consider it his contribution to the acclimatization of new immigrations. Hillel’s 

explanation about a gift for his mother just didn’t make any sense. He grilled the boy until 

Hillel innocently told him about their travel plans.  

The information was conveyed to Mrs. Feller by one of the neighbors. Mrs. Feller was 

genuinely frightened. She had not understood how much the children missed their parents and 

how determined they were to return to Tel Aviv. That night, at the table, the entire family 

joined in a discussion to convince the children to stay. Even the grandmother, who was not a 

big talker, intervened and tried to persuade the children. It appeared as if the children gave up 

their plans, but that was not the case.     

Miri and Hillel sat on the concrete railing of the drainage ditch that collected rain, at the edge 

of the moshava, watching the passersby. They saw a man ride a donkey, and they came up 

with an idea. Maybe they could find an abandoned donkey and ride it to the big city. A cart 

and horse passed by, and Hillel immediately thought of riding on the rear shaft. Miri rejected 

this idea because she was scared. A bus that passed by only increased their disappointed. 

There was no chance that they could get the money they needed for the trip.  
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People walked past them, mainly young men and women, dressed in shorts, some carried a 

hoe on their shoulder, baskets fastened onto sticks, and earthenware jugs, and walked 

energetically on the dusty road.  

They deliberated, and decided. They would walk to Tel Aviv. Hillel assured Miri that he had 

paid attention to the route when they rode in Mr. Feller’s car to Ness Ziona, and he was sure 

that he would remember the way back.  

In the yard, near one of the walls, was a pile of earthenware jugs. The children selected two of 

them. Hillel found a long wooden pole. That same day, they moved the jugs and the pole to 

the wooden structure at the top of the hill. They felt that they could leave for their trip from 

there unnoticed.  

For some reason, they both had a voracious appetite the next morning. They ate everything 

that was offered. Hillel even stuffed some of the pitas that the grandmother had baked into the 

pockets of his trousers. They left the house to wander around the moshava as usual, but this 

time they had a clear goal. In one of the yards, they filled the jugs with water. Hillel loaded 

his jug onto the pole that rested on his shoulders, just as he had seen the young people carry 

them. Miri didn’t want to use the pole, she would carry her jug in her hand. It quickly became 

too heavy for her and she poured out some of the water and emptied half of the jug.  

They walked along the road. They had no hats and the sun on their heads was strong. 

Passerbys stared at them, but as long as they were in sight of the moshava, they didn’t pay 

any attention. When they passed a bend in the road, the driver of a cart loaded with grapes 

stopped near them. “Where are you from, children?” he asked. “From the moshava,” they 

answered. “And where are you going?” “For a walk.” He gave them some bunches of grapes 

and continued on his way.  

The thought of the children walking along the road started to bother the driver. He didn’t 

really believe their story about a walk. They were alone, had no hats on their head; it didn’t 

make sense, he thought. He thought that the children looked familiar to him, but he couldn’t 

place them. He met another cart driver going in the opposite direction: this cart was empty 

because the driver had unloaded the grapes at the winery and was returning to take another 

load. They both discussed the matter and remembered that the Fellers had some adopted 

children living with them. The two were horrified: Wherever were the children going?! 

The children were brought back to their adoptive family, in tears. After confirming the 

children’s identities, the car driver asked them to accompany him back to the moshava. They 

refused. He argued with them, which had little effect, and so he forcefully put them into the 

cart. Hillel objected, and shouted and kicked, and finally burst into tears. The driver hugged 

him close to him the entire way, for fear that he would jump off the cart and run away.  

It took several days for everyone to calm down. At first, the children were afraid that they 

would be punished, but punishment never came. With great compassion, the Fellers tried to 

make them feel better. They never mentioned their attempted escape. They made an effort to 

amuse them, and even managed to convince several moshava children to come play with them 

in the afternoon.  

 

Chapter 4  

Mother and Father arrived for a second visit. This time, they were more relaxed and told the 

children that they had found an apartment and a business. They did not go into detail, but they 

assured the children that they would be returning to Tel Aviv in two weeks.  

When the children had left for Ness Ziona with Mr. Feller, Mother and Father sat down and 

deliberated what they would do. Actually, they didn’t have a place to sit down. At Beit Olim, 

where Mother lived with another dozen women in one room, there was noise and commotion 

from morning until late evening. In Father’s small room, there was no place to sit. The stifling 
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heat persisted day and night. So they sat outside, on benches in parks and on the boulevards, 

and talked. Mrs. Rabinovitz invited them to come to their home whenever they wished, but 

they were embarrassed to take any more advantage of her kindness, and they went there only 

when they needed to consult with Comrade Rabinovitz, who helped them immensely.      

Mother and Father discovered that 2-3-bedroom apartments were available for rent in the 

north of the city, but the prices were very high there. There were however, more modest 

apartments in the southern section of the city, and their rents were accordingly – but they 

were difficult to obtain and were snatched up the moment one became available. Mother and 

Father decided to concentrate on Shapira neighborhood, the neighborhood where Father lived, 

which was not far from Beit Olim. They would walk the streets, ask people, inquire, and 

check out leads, but they hadn’t come to a decision. One of the factors that made them delay a 

decision about renting an apartment was the issue of livelihood. Father had a difficult time 

finding work. There was no demand for his profession of pastry chef, and he was not a great 

expert at baking. He continued to take temporary jobs as before, and that is how they made a 

living.  

Father decided that he had to work for himself and find some kind of business. He and 

Mother mulled over the matter, and consulted with Comrade Rabinovitz, who knew 

everything. They asked acquaintances who were long-time residents of the city, and they 

contemplated different ideas. They thought about a store of some kind, but they didn’t like the 

idea. Both needed action and creativity, and sitting around in a store did not suit their natures. 

They had an idea, one that seemed to be obvious. They had a lot of experience in running a 

café and a bakery. There was no demand for that in Tel Aviv, but if they make some 

adjustments, they could open a restaurant or eatery. Mother was an excellent cook and Father 

could also contribute to the variety of foods. 

To execute this idea they needed initiative, which they had plenty of, and they needed money, 

which they had to obtain. They needed to find a location for the restaurant – this was 

something they decided on quickly: Shapira neighborhood. Every day new immigrants came 

to Tel Aviv, and a significant number came to this neighborhood. In addition, there was a 

significant wave of new construction in the area, and many construction workers found 

employment there. Father decided that for business considerations, these workers would be 

his potential customers. He and Mother decided to open a lunchroom for laborers, offer them 

excellent home-cooked meals, and focus on quality rather than decor. It seemed to be a good 

decision.  

They started to look for money. The banks appeared to be the only available source of 

financing. From his experience in Berlin, Father knew that when bank managers get a request 

for a loan for a reasonable project, they will probably approve the loan. After all, that’s what 

they’re there for. He had established the business in Berlin with hardly any money of his own, 

when he and his family came to Germany after WWI as Polish refugees. The business was 

successful and in several years he had paid off all his debts to the bank. He and Mother 

worked hard and were successful. Although they had been 15 years younger, he still believed 

that he was capable and that he would succeed this time, too.  

He went to a bank, submitted an application and provided details of the purpose of the loan. 

The bank asked him for guarantors. Where would he get any guarantors? He submitted papers 

about his business in Berlin, including confirmation of the loan payments. The bank promised 

to discuss the matter. Even after they discussed it, they insisted that they provide two 

guarantors. Father was almost desperate, his dream was about to be crushed. Salvation came 

from the two long-time residents in the country - Comrade Rabinovitz and Mr. Feller. They 

learned of his plight and agreed to guarantee the loan without hesitation.  

Father received approval of a loan of up to three hundred liras – an enormous sum at the time. 

They also found a suitable location on the ground floor of a two-story building that was in the 

advanced stages of construction, on Salame Road, on a corner of another street, one of the 

several streets that didn’t have a name yet. Salame Road was the main road that connected 
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Jaffa to the large village of Salame, and several Jewish neighborhoods sprung up along the 

road, including Shapira neighborhood. Three rooms were designated the kitchen and dining 

areas, and the fourth room and adjacent roofed balcony were set aside for their living quarters.  

They began to install the equipment. A counter and tables for the guests were placed in the 

dining rooms, and tables covered in white tin, shelves, and Primus stoves were installed in the 

kitchen. One of the things that Mother had a hard time getting used to was the Primus stoves 

that were used for heating and for cooking. These stoves, with their large brass kerosene tanks 

topped by a burner, made a terrible noise, louder than a motorcycle.  

When the three Primus stoves in the kitchen were turned on, it was difficult to hear anything 

or to focus on work. Turning the stoves on was also a problem. A little ethanol was poured 

into a small saucer, lighted, and this was supposed to heat the burner. When the burner heats 

up, using a hand pump, kerosene is forced from the tank up to the pre-heated burner, where 

the fuel is heated and vaporized. The vapor nozzles would clog up frequently, and then they 

had to be cleaned using a special needle. Sometimes liquid kerosene rather than vapor would 

come out of the nozzle. It was almost impossible to get rid of the smell of kerosene – and 

what would the customers say about the taste of kerosene? Mother was used to a clean gas 

stove without smells or soot, but here she had to deal with this problem called a Primus. 

Father assumed the job of the Primus operator.  

They also purchased a device that made seltzer and carbonated beverages. They decided that 

any self-respecting restaurant should serve seltzer and soda straight from a machine, not from 

bottles. So that’s what they did. They opened up a large window in the wall facing the street 

and installed a counter for serving cold beverages to passerby as well.  

The installation of the equipment and the furnishing was completed, but they couldn’t operate 

the business yet because construction was still going on on the second floor. Everything was 

full of dust, water, and mud. The landlord promised to do his best to finish the work quickly. 

The permits and licenses were yet another problem. Salame Road was the municipal border 

between Jaffa and Tel Aviv. The business was on the Jaffa side, so that’s where they had to 

go for business permits. They had a lot of running around to do and applications to submit, 

and repairs and additions to finish to comply with the requirements of the various permit 

clerks.   

Father quickly learned what Mother had learned on her journey from Berlin to Tel Aviv, that 

bribery dominated the Orient. Sums of money passed hands under the counter, supposedly 

invisible, to the appropriate clerk who removed all obstacles. Every time Father would debate 

about the sum. He didn’t want to offer a sum that was too low, which might cause more 

delays, but he also didn’t want to offer unnecessarily large sums of money.  

They brought the children before the building was ready. The floors weren’t finished, the 

outside plaster wasn’t ready, the windows didn’t have any glass in them, and the only running 

water was in the yard, from a faucet that had been installed for the construction.  

Hillel and Miri were happy from the moment they arrived. The conditions that were difficult 

for the parents made Hillel happy. Living in all the commotion, watching the laborers and the 

floor layers in action, being around them – what could be more interesting than that? He 

wanted to help but was turned down. He stood and watched, asked questions, bothered the 

workers and was sent away, but he wasn’t discouraged. He was fascinated. The workers 

began to get used to the “nagging” kid who never left them alone. “He wants to be a 

construction worker,” one of the workers said to Mother and smiled in satisfaction. “Don’t 

worry, he’ll make a good living,” he added.    

In their first night in the apartment it rained, and the rain seeped through the unglazed 

windows. The water that collected in the second floor dripped through the ceiling. The metal 

beds and the few objects that they had purchased were transferred to the future kitchen, which 

was the driest and most protected place. The parents were annoyed but for Hillel, it was just 

another experience. He saw any problem as a source of amusement.   
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Finally the restaurant opened and customers came as expected. Mother cooked in the kitchen 

and in addition to his many jobs, Father was also the waiter. He was already thinking about 

getting some help in the kitchen or serving. They were optimistic.  

They began to think about a school for the children. There was a large orchard that extended 

for tens of dunams between Salame Road and Levinsky Street. On the Tel Aviv side, there 

was a kind of school that operated in a large ancient Arab building, with preparatory and 

screening classes for new immigrant children. Children from Tel Aviv could go there for free, 

but children who lived in the municipal area of Jaffa had to pay a significant tuition. Father 

paid – he had no choice.     

After several weeks, the children were placed in two regular schools. Miri entered third grade 

in a school located in the city center and Hillel went to first grade in a school close to Salame 

Road. When she questioned the placement, Mother was informed that since the children still 

have problems with the language, it would be better that they stay back a year and complete 

their studies one year later.  

Hillel's school was located in two residential buildings on two sides of a street. Six grades, six 

teachers, a small room for the janitor, no more. When Hillel was brought there for the first 

time, he looked for the school. He remembered the school that he attended for a short while in 

Berlin. It was a large multi-story building with long corridors and doors that opened into the 

classrooms. During recess the children would go down to a large yard under the harsh 

monitoring eye of one of the teachers. He also remembered unpleasant moments – 

punishments and beatings, standing in the corner of the class with his hands raised, a teacher 

beating the tips of his fingers with a ruler, and worst of all — being whipped. A short whip 

with three leather thongs had hung near the blackboard. Once he saw a teacher whip one of 

the children on his back. Since then, the mere sight of the whip made him shudder.  

Rachel the teacher welcomed him with shining eyes. She told the pupils about the new 

immigrants and how they didn’t know Hebrew, and how everyone had to help them. Hillel 

adjusted to school very quickly. The fact that he was older than the others gave him an 

advantage over them. He quickly learned the language – only his German accent amused 

them and they tried to imitate it. To his teacher’s great surprise, Hillel already knew how to 

read. In the “Cheder” in the afternoons, Hillel had learned to read in the prayer book and 

bible, and even understood the meaning of several of the words. Now that he knew Hebrew, 

he quickly made connections between the written text and the words he heard, and he began 

to read fluently, he was a much bettern reader than most of the children in the class. The 

teacher was very proud of her outstanding pupil and gave him many opportunities to 

demonstrate his knowledge.   

One day, Hillel came home from school happy. He said that the teacher had placed a stuffed 

nightingale on the windowsill in the classroom and let Hillel read the poem “To the Bird” by 

H. N. Bialik. She promised to take the children to visit the poet’s house. Hillel’s imagination 

started to work overtime. He imagined himself sitting near the poet, listening to his stories, 

and receiving his approval.  

 

Chapter 5  

A letter from Izzie arrived. He wrote about his life in Belgrade. The carpenter’s family was 

treating him well. He had already learned how to perform several woodworking operations. 

But he also had other chores that he didn’t like so much, like sweeping the floor and making 

the deliveries. The carpenter explained to him that these chores were also part of the process 

of learning the profession, and he accepted that. Mr. Spitzer visited him once at the 

woodwork shop and was happy to see him. In the evenings, he was learning how to read and 

write Serbian. He more or less managed in speech. When a vocational evening class opens, he 

will start to go to classes. Izzie wrote nothing of the days and evenings that were full of 

frustration and boredom, about how much he missed his parents and the other children. From 
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the last letter he had received, he knew that everyone had problems and he didn’t want to 

burden them with his problems.  

Letters from the girls also arrived. Fanny was already in a hachshara farm in France. She was 

studying and working in agriculture, in the chicken coops and the cow shed, and also in 

sewing and cooking, everything that she would need when she came to Israel. She already 

decided that she would join a kibbutz, together with her group. Their collective lifestyle on 

the hachshara farm was so pleasant and appealing, full of promise of a bright future, and so 

she didn’t wish any other life for herself. She didn’t have a date for her immigration to Israel 

yet. It depended on the quota of certificates that the British allocated for pioneers. It might 

even be a whole year before she would manage to come.  

Mother and Father were not pleased with the letter. It was difficult for them to get used to the 

idea that it would take a year until they saw her again. They didn’t like her decision to live on 

a kibbutz, either. They would prefer that she remained close to them in the city, find a job, 

settle down and marry, and raise a family of her own. But they knew that in these crazy times, 

they would simply have to accept Fanny’s decisions.  

Gusty, on the other hand, sent a more pleasing letter. She had joined a group of youngsters 

her age. They were on a farm, not far from Berlin. They were studying Hebrew, the history of 

Zionism, economic subjects, and various crafts. They were part of an organization known as 

“Aliyat Hanoar” [Youth Immigration]. Gusty was scheduled to come to Israel in a few 

months. They would first be placed on a kibbutz and then they would decide about their 

future. She was not so enthralled by kibbutz life. She would decide when she arrived.  

The restaurant operated as anticipated. Mother’s home-made dishes were delicious and Father 

added his own contribution – cakes, creams, and compote. The customers were satisfied. 

Most of them were single workers with no family. Not only was the food good, the portions 

were generous. Each portion was ample. Mother had a saying that she liked to repeat, that 

“her” workers —which is what she called the customers —work hard and they need to eat 

well. She put this into practice and ignored any related economic calculations. Father didn’t 

agree with her on this and he would compare their portions to those offered in other 

restaurants for the same price. He knew that they would not make a lot of money in any case. 

He decided to let Mother have her way until the restaurant became established.  

Hillel, despite his mischievous nature, was also serious, creative, and energetic. He never 

rested for a second. He discovered that he could use a flat knife to cut cubes out of the black 

soil, when it was moist, and to carve canals and all sorts of shapes in the earth. He decided to 

build a miniature city. He cleared the rubble from a small area near the building and started to 

cut. The soil was springy and soft as plasticine. Hillel cut out and marked broad streets, 

intersections, and even a roundabout. He had no master plan, but proceeded according to his 

intuitions at that moment. He cut and shaped lumps of dirt in various sizes and shapes. He wet 

them and affixed them along the streets. After several days and many hours of work, the area 

had filled up with what looked to be a model city. Every day, after his chores, he would cover 

the area with a tin panel that was left over from the construction, so that nothing would 

happen to his city. The tin panel didn’t help. One day when he came home from school, he 

saw the tragedy: Some animal – a donkey, a horse or a mule, had trampled the area near the 

wall. It probably wanted to stand in the shade of the house, or maybe its owner directed him 

there. Hillel did not exactly know how it happened, but the little mud houses and grooves of 

street in the earth were completely destroyed.  

Hershele lived with his father in the next house. They arrived several years earlier from 

Poland. Hershele’s mother had died over there, and the father decided to go to Palestine with 

his only son. He bought a horse and wagon, and delivered materials to the new buildings 

under construction. He worked hard from morning to evening, and had little time to devote to 

his son. The restaurant solved the problem of Hershele’s meals. Every day at noon, when he 

came home from school, he would come to the restaurant to eat. Sometimes he would also 

stay and do his homework there. He would sit at one of the tables on the side, so as not to 
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bother anyone, and do his homework. It was much more pleasant for him to be at the 

restaurant than in his own small living room.  

Hillel loved Hershele. Although he was several years older than Hillel, this didn’t stop them 

from bonding. They would run along the streets, playing ball, marbles and other games that 

would become popular then disappear as the seasons changed. They would sit and talk for 

hours, telling each other stories about events that happened and stories from their imagination. 

They both had active imaginations and they encouraged each other. They spent a lot of time 

planning mischief, but executed only a fraction of their plans. Hershele’s father was strict and 

he was not pleased to hear if his son misbehaved.        

In the evenings, children of all ages who lived on that street would gather near the restaurant. 

The streets were dark. The apartments were illuminated by small kerosene lanterns. Here, at 

the entrance to the restaurant, hung a large gas lamp and another one hung inside. The light 

attracted the children. They played, danced and sang, and sometimes came to pick a fight with 

each other and shout. Father didn’t like the noise very much, but what could he do? Children, 

he said to himself. Especially since two of his own were involved in the commotion.  

Sometimes one of the older children would gather them together and tell them stories, jokes 

and even dirty stories. The dirty jokes would trigger howls of laughter. Even the younger 

children who didn’t understand them would join in the laughter.  

Once, one of the children told them the story about Bila the widow who lived at the edge of 

the neighborhood. Bila had been widowed a year earlier, just as her husband was planning to 

build a large two-story house on their lot. Her husband’s death disrupted the plans, and for a 

long time she would wander around the neighborhood dazed. Her neighbors advised her to 

sell the lot. Some even offered her a significant sum of money for it. She was not sure what to 

do. One day, she decided that she would build the house by herself. She would not use a 

general contractor, but she would hire groups of workers, order the materials, and build, by 

herself. At first her neighbors scorned her, “Crazy,” they said. “She will be cheated and lose 

all her money and be left with nothing.”  

Bila proved just how capable she was. The concrete pillars and walls slowly became visible. 

Small quantities of materials were brought to the site by donkey and camel, but when large 

quantities of sand and gravel were needed, they were delivered by truck. Usually, the client 

would climb up on the truck and measure the materials that were delivered. Every centimeter 

in the length and height of the piles of sand or concrete was money. Bila, too, would climb up 

to the top of the truck in her billowing dress, with a folding wooden meter in her hand, and 

measure the materials. After arguing with the suppliers about the precise measurements, a 

price would be agreed. From a deep pocket in her dress Bila would take out notes and coins. 

No checks or bills – everything was in cash and on the spot. Give and take.  

The same young boy told his friends about a wonderful sight that he had seen. He saw Bila 

hold up her skirts to climb up on the truck, and when she bent down to the pile of gravel to 

measure it, her underwear peaked out. “Colored pants,” he shrieked with joy. “I saw them and 

so did the driver,” All the children, big and small, broke out in laughter. For several days all 

the neighborhood children circled around Bila’s home under construction, waiting for another 

truck to come.  

Hershele, Hillel, and several other children decided to build a boat. When they went to the Tel 

Aviv beach, they were excited by the boats and the surfboards paddling and navigating the 

waves, disappearing in the waves or rising with them. Hillel once begged one of the young 

men who paddled on a surfboard, “Take me with you, just for a ride.” The young man looked 

at the young boy skeptically but finally agreed. He didn’t go out far to sea, and kept close to 

the shore. Hillel went home happy. When his mother heard about the incident she almost had 

a stroke.  

They children inquired and discovered that the boats were made of wood smeared with tar on 

the outside. The surfboards, on the other hand, were covered with strong waterproof fabric. 
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The children began to collect materials. They wandered around the street looking for pieces of 

wood. They could use any board made of wood. The fact that the boards were sometimes 

covered in a layer of concrete or had rusty nails sticking out of them didn’t faze them. One of 

the children discovered a house whose roof was being tarred. They found a large bowl, and 

after the construction workers had gone home, they collected the remnants of tar that had 

hardened on the ground. The tar contained stones, sand, and other impurities, but they didn’t 

care. They had tar for their boat. The pile of materials that they concentrated in one of the 

yards kept on growing. One day Hershele spied two broad and long planks of wood on the 

street, near one of the woodshops. He looked around to see if they belonged to anyone, but 

nobody came to retrieve them. They must have fallen or had been overlooked when the wood 

was delivered to the workshop. In the evening, he rounded up his friends and together they 

carried the two heavy planks of wood to their yard.   

They decided that they had enough materials and that they should start building the boat. The 

boat was pointed at one end. They placed the two boards next to each other. They had a large 

supply of bent nails from all the building sites, so they sat down to straighten them. One hit 

with the hammer on the nail, and two banged on their fingers. It hurt but they didn’t 

complain. Using the straightened nails, they connected the two planks at one end, inserting an 

enormous number of nails, “to make sure that the boat is strong,” said Hershele, who assumed 

the management of the project.  

After they connected the planks at one end, they began to separate them at the opposite end. 

The planks were very long and then they separated them, they created a triangle with a large 

base. The more they held the planks apart, the larger the base of the triangle grew. This didn’t 

look anything like the boats that they were used to seeing at the shore. They stopped to 

discuss the matter. Hillel had an idea: Let’s cut the planks in the middle and bring the two 

back ends together like the front ends, and connect them using nails. We’ll do the same thing 

on the place in the middle where we make a cut. He said, “We’ll get a boat with two pointed 

sides, but who cares? Just as long as one of the pointy ends can cut through the waves.”  

How were they to do that? They had no saw and when they asked to borrow one, the 

construction workers refused. Hershele decided. They would go to one of the woodshops, 

where they would have the planks sawed.  

The group of children hard a very hard time dragging the strange structure. Hershele walked 

in front, as appropriate for a manager. Everywhere they made their request – they were 

rejected. They had no time to play with children. Hershele didn’t ask the woodshop near the 

place he had found the planks. His intuition told him that he hadn’t come by the planks in an 

altogether legitimate manner. At the last woodshop they went to, the owners looked at the 

new planks and asked, “Where did you get these, children?” Hershelel began to stammer, 

“We found them on the street,” he almost whispered. The carpenter looked at him with a 

severe glance. “You found them on the street? And maybe you stole them? Yes, you must 

have stolen them from one of my colleagues.” Hershele became pale and his hands began to 

shake. The children let go of the planks and made their escape.  

That was the end of their boat-building efforts. The pile of wood lay in the yard for a long 

time until it was used as kindlewood.  

 

Chapter 6  

No one knew where the news came from. One morning, a gap appeared in the cactus hedge 

that surrounded the orchard, on the side facing Levinsky Street. Adults and children, men and 

women, anyone who was not at work, ran to the orchard with baskets and sacks in their 

hands, trampled the prickly plants, to picked oranges, large orange oranges. The air was filled 

with the fragrance of the torn leaves and the fruit that fell from the trees only to be trampled 

under foot. In the next few days, everyone in the neighborhood ate oranges. Oranges for 

breakfast and oranges for supper. Children started to suffer from diarrhea, and yet the rush for 
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oranges did not subside. After all, it was no small thing to obtain unlimited quantities of 

oranges for free. As a swarm of locusts, they decimated all the fruit, and the trees stood bare 

of leaves and fruit, branches broken, as if a swarm of locusts had descended on the orchard.  

Someone later said that a rich Jew from Poland had purchased the orchard in order to build a 

new neighborhood. No one knew who he was or how to contact him. Several residents 

considered the area to be a good business opportunity and they wanted to purchase several 

plots for construction. The Arab from Salameh village, the former owner of the orchard, was 

unwilling to share the buyer’s details with them.  

The trees started to dry up. Anyone who needed wood for kindling, or for any other purpose, 

came and took as much as he wanted. New paths were forged on the heavy soil, crisscrossing 

the orchard’s length and width to connect the outlying streets. The large area remained empty 

and deserted for many years. Only at one end, at the corner of Salameh Street, several 

vegetable sellers set up stalls and created a small market. With whose permission? They never 

asked anyone. When others saw that no one stopped the market sellers, they joined them and 

the market gradually expanded. After all, the land was free.      

Winter arrived and the rains commenced. The black soil turned into mud. Both the 

construction work and the wheels of carts and trucks turned over the soil, the rain seeped deep 

into the ground. Passersby would sink into the mud to their knees and cart wheels would sink 

to their axles. Large ponds collected in low areas. The neighborhood was almost under siege. 

Children were not sent to school. Even the customers in the restaurant dwindled to zero. In 

effect, the parents were happy about it – they had little oppoptunity to leave the store to buy 

the foodstuffs they needed to cook, and their stocks were low. The ice refrigerator that Father 

had purchased with the rest of the equipment could contain only the products that were very 

sensitive to heat, and only in limited quantities. The ice for the refrigerator had to be 

delivered, but no one could come.  

The contractors and the owners of the houses under construction suffered in particular. The 

wooden planks that were supposed to be used as molds for casting concrete and supports 

found their way into the streets, as quasi-sidewalks to make it possible to walk from one 

house to the next. Expensive stone blocks were hurled into ponds and puddles, used as 

stepping stones by people who wanted to get cross. It was a common sight to see a person 

hopping from one block to the next, and then slipping and falling right into the water. The 

children laughed and were merry.  

But this was nothing compared to what happened with increasingly heavy rain. Salameh Road 

turned into a river, a roaring river that started from a large lake that had formed at the corner 

of Herzl Street. The river rushed powerfully to the large Wadi Musrara, to the east of the 

neighborhood. The current scooped up everything in its path. The wooden houses in the 

adjacent neighborhood were washed away in the current. Most of these huts did not even have 

foundations, just several wooden poles stuck not very deeply into the earth for reinforcement. 

When the soil turned into mud, these huts became loose. The freely-flowing water completed 

the job: wooden boards, beds, and simple pieces of furniture found their way to the Wadi, and 

from there to the sea.  

The residents came to lend a hand. They tied the women and children to a rope and pulled 

them to safety. The neighborhood residents whose houses remained dry took the flood victims 

into their homes. A sense of brotherhood pervaded everything. The restaurant became the 

center for refugees. People generously brought over food, they help Mother cook in the large 

pots, and distributed hot soup and other food to the evacuees.  

But there were also shadows in this bright atmosphere of brotherhood. In the commotion of 

the rescue efforts, Hillel left the house without permission and waded through the mud to be 

in the midst of the action. His curiosity knew no bounds. He had heard and seen that there 

were some families who had not opened their doors to the refugees, and that healthy men 

remained inside and did not join the rescue efforts. Some doors did not open when volunteer 
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women collected food, blankets, or clothes for the survivors. This upset him. He didn’t 

understand how the fat man on the next street, who always criticized others and argued with 

others about the need to take action and contribute to the general good, how could this man 

suddenly disappear from sight? Hillel heard that he had refused to open his door to the 

volunteers who came to collect donations. He said he had an infectious disease and no one 

should come near him. Hillel heard about more and more people who just disappeared, they 

had locked their doors and left; He heard about people who were willing to give advice to 

others but refused to lift a hand to help their neighbors.  

Hillel eagerly reported his findings to Mother. She was familiar with the stories. She was used 

to the imperfections of society and treated them an ordinary part of life. Agitated, Hillel asked 

Mother to go to the fat man and speak to him, force him to make a contribution to help his 

neighbors. He was very angry when Mother refused. He told his friends about it, but they 

laughted at him. Why should we care what he does, they said. Even Hershele, his older friend, 

gave him no support. His father had told him never to butt into other people’s businesss. 

“Take care of yourself. Make sure that you aren’t short changed, and leave the public 

problems to others.” That was the summary version of the lessons for life that Hershele had 

been taught.  

It was difficult for Hillel to fall asleep at night. His mind was frantically at work. Many 

strange visions ran through his head. The fat man played a leading role in all of them. For 

some reason he was the target of Hillel’s anger and fantasies. His thoughts began with a series 

of punishments, where Hillel, who imagined himself as having enormous strength, diverted a 

water canal directly into the fat man’s apartment. He saw how the water burst through all the 

doors and windows, carrying the fat man’s furniture and dishes, as the fat man rode atop the 

waves of water, shouting for help. He saw the apartment roof collapse, just like what had 

happened to one of the sheds, and the fat man stood there, holding up one of the beams, 

shouting for help, but none of the people standing around him did anything to help him. 

Mother also featured in his thoughts. He imagined her banishing the fat man who appeared at 

their door in rags, begging for some soup. These and other strange punlishments.  

And then something changed in Hillel’s mind, and he envisioned himself as the defender and 

champion of the weak and the afflicted. He organized his classmates who started rebuilding 

one shed after another. Over here was Hillel, driving a cart, bringing the evacuees food and 

drink, clothes and blankets. With a long stick in his hand, he drove out the landlord who came 

to evict tenants who didn’t pay their rent on time. And over there was Hillel, helping Billa the 

widow to guard her construction materials from her neighbors. The thoughts flew in and out 

of his mind. Some of them may have been dreams.  

The next day, Hillel awoke early, dressed, put on his tall rubber boots, rolled up his sleeves, 

flexed his arms to check for any sign of muscles, as he had seen the construction workers 

doing, and called toward the kitchen, “Mother, how can I help you?” 

 

Chapter 7  

A letter from Gusty arrived. She had been told that she and her friends would soon be leaving 

for Palestine. The group that would go to Palestine through Aliyat Hanoar was making its 

final arrangements. And then they received another postcard, this time from Trieste. They 

were waiting for a ship to come and take them to Haifa. Hillel’s parents were tense with 

anticipation. They missed their daughter even more as the date of their meeting drew closer. 

At the Jewish Agency offices, they were informed that the group was scheduled to arrive, but 

they had no additional details. The Hahalutz offices similarly had no information.  

The next letter to arrive was sent from Ein Harod. Gusty and her friends had landed in Haifa 

and were immediately taken to the kibbutz. Most of the youngsters did not have any relatives 

in Palestine, so no one was permitted to travel alone, not even those whose parents had 

already come to Palestine. She missed her parents and asked them to come to see her.  
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Closing the business, even for a day or two, was not an option. Mother traveled by herself. 

The trip was complicated. The bus from Tel Aviv took about five hours, through Kalkilya, 

Nablus, Tul Karem, Jenin, and Haifa. In Haifa, she waited for a bus to take her to Afula, and 

from there, to Ein Harod.  

It was already dark when she arrived at the kibbutz. It was an emotional meeting with Gusty – 

stories and events were recounted and retold. The next day, Mother met with the counselors in 

charge and asked permission for Gusty to travel with her to Tel Aviv, but the counselors 

rejected the idea. First, they all had to get organized and decide on the future of the group in 

Palestine, and then, Gusty could go visit her family. They would take her to Tel Aviv.  

Mother spent another irritating day on the return trip to Tel Aviv. Father and the children 

were very disappointed to discover that Gusty hadn’t come back home to them immediately. 

They had to contend themselves with Mother’s descriptions.  

Gusty came home the following week. She told them about her life in the group. It was 

decided that her group would join the other young training groups at the kibbutz, where they 

would spend several hours a day studying, and would work on the farm doing all kinds of 

work. She had become close to her friends and wanted to stay at the kibbutz for the time 

being. The parents tried to convince her to come to their home and get accustomed to city life. 

They had no answer to what she would do in the city. They believed that some solution would 

be found. Without saying anything about it, they hoped that Gusty, who was almost 17, would 

find a husband and raise a family. It would mark the family’s new beginning in Palestine.  

Hillel adapated well to life at school. He became fluent in Hebrew. He made desperate but 

unsuccessful efforts to teach his parents Hebrew. But more than the few words they needed 

for every day, they didn’t pick up the language. One of the reasons was that everyone spoke 

Yiddish. This was the language that dominated the street, and so they didn’t need Hebrew.  

One of the ways that Hillel satisfied his curiosity was reading. He read everything. He quickly 

outgrew the small library in the classroom. Hillel would finish the books he borrowed that 

same day, and he had already read all the stories in his textbooks as well as Miri’s. After he 

finished reading all the books in the library, his teacher would occasionally bring him books 

from other sources. There was no topic that didn’t capture his interest: the pioneers, the 

reclamation of the desert, world travel, natural sciences, technology, everything and anything. 

From time to time, he would get hold of a German magazine with photographs, and he would 

read its brief articles and explanations of the photographs. Whenever he passed a bookstore, 

and saw the window displays with the rows of books on the shelves, he was filled with envy. 

If only he could buy them! He had a dream, a wish, to have a shelf full of books at home, 

books of his own. It was a dream that stayed with him for many years.  

Reading did not stop him from playing in the streets with his friends and making mischief. 

One of their favorite games was “One, two, three.”  One of the children would cover his face 

with his hands and stand by a wall, and the others would run and hide. The child who was “it” 

would go look for them, while all the others tried to reach the the wall without being spotted. 

One day, Hillel hid behind a tall fence made of wooden posts and pointy barbed wire, close to 

the spot near the wall. He intended to climb the fence to reach the spot quickly. He was 

planning to use a tin barrel to help him climb over. At the right moment, he climbed the 

barrel, put one leg up over the post, and Bam! He lost his balance and slipped, and one of the 

barbs stuck into his thigh, making a very long, deep cut reaching up to the edge of his 

backside. At first he was so shocked that he didn’t feel the pain. He ran home bleeding. At the 

first aid station, he received a long line of stitches and long, painful injection in his backside.  

Construction in the neighborhood was proceeding vigorously. Hillel could stand and watch 

the construction workers for hours at an end. The ironworkers were his favorite. One 

ironworker would stand next to a heavy wooden table, place several thick iron bars on the 

table, insert them between iron barbs, and bend them. Hillel loved to watch the long bars 

bending and assuming various shapes and curves. Then, the ironworker would place several 
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bent bars on the table, tie them together with tie wire to create iron beams - square or 

rectangular, very tall or short, in any shape he wanted. Hillel would beg the ironworker to 

allow him to help him. “Only one bend, only one tie,” he would beg.  

One day, the ironworker decided to have some fun. He handed Hillel two large rags, showed 

him how to hold the iron bar and pull it toward him. The ironworker pushed the bar without 

letting Hillel notice. Hillel used all his strength, and in all his excitement he didn’t notice the 

hand that was helping him. Out of breath, he finished bending the bar. The ironworker placed 

a second bar on the table, but this time he gave him no help. Hillel huffed and puffed, 

squirmed, and hung his whole body weight on the bar, but it didn’t move. When the 

ironworker saw Hillel’s distress, he calmed him down, “I guess that kids can only bend one 

bar a day. Grow up and get stronger and then you can replace me.”        

 

Chapter 8  

The authorities decided to develop the area. After the big flood, they began to lay a sewage 

pipe along Salameh Road. Dozens of Arab workers dug a deep ditch along the street. They 

used hoes, shovels and picks to dig. The earth, still moist and muddly, clung to the workers’ 

feet and their tools. Their clothes, and especially their loose-fitting pants with the large sack 

between their legs, became coated in mud, but nothing bothered them.  

Long, thick concrete pipes were brought on camals' humps in pairs, one pair per camel. For 

the neighborhood children, this was another source of entertainment. The camel would bend 

its front knees, and then bend its rear knees, until his stomach touched the ground. When the 

camel bent down this way the concrete pipes would lurch like a ship in a stormy ocean. When 

the ropes binding the pipes were untied, the pipes would roll down the camel and rest on the 

ground. One day, a group of children from the neighborhood stood and watched as the pipes 

were being unloaded. The camel bent down on its knees. The Arab worker started to untie the 

ropes, walking around the camel to open all the knots. Suddenly the rope snapped and the 

heavy pipe rolled to the ground, knocking the worker down, trapping both of his legs under 

the pipe when it stopped rolling. His howls of pain resonated throughout the neighborhood. 

The people around him started to run toward him. They wanted to pull the man out from 

under the pipe, but the pressure was too strong. They tried to roll the pipe away, but it was too 

heavy. There was no one in charge, no one took the reins in organizing the rescue effort of the 

man who was moaning in pain. Minutes – which seemed like hours – passed before the man 

was released. He lay on the ground, howling and sobbing. There was no doctor, no ambulance 

had arrived. Two women who had stood on the sidelines tried to help him but any attempt to 

touch his legs triggered new cries of pain. His legs seemed to be broken.   

Hillel heard the people around him talking. “Thank goodness it wasn’t a Jew,” said one, and 

the the second person added, “One less Arab worker, that’s not terrible, another one will 

come.” Tears stood in Hillel’s eyes. So what if the man was an Arab, didn’t he feel pain, too? 

He ran home, lay on his bed, and burst into tears. To Mother, who asked about the reason for 

his tears, he was unable to say whether he was crying because of the Arab worker’s suffering 

or because what those men had said. 

The sewer line was completed, and work began to pave the road. The Arab workers dug and 

leveled the overturned earth. Once again, convoys of donkeys and camels arrived. Large 

rocks were delivered to the site in large baskets that were tied to both sides of the animals. 

Piles of rocks were placed along the planned road. The rocks were placed within a line 

marked by two ropes stretched along the course of the road. The workers moved, pushed, and 

used their hammers to straighten the row of rocks.  

One morning, the peple watching the work from the sides received a surprise. A group of 

Jews workers arrived: young men in shorts, and young women whose shorts were held in 

place with elastic ribbons. With hammers in hand, the young men and women sat down on the 

ground and started shattering the rocks. They held large rocks, and with a careful aim of their 
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hammer, they would shatter the rock into pieces. Piles of little rocks started to accumulate 

around them, and these piles grew higher as the day progressed. Hillel and his friends were 

used to seeing Jewish construction workers who built houses, but here on the road, sitting on 

the ground – this was new for them.  

The main attraction was, without doubt, the steamroller. With ear-deafening noise it moved 

forward until it reached the edge of the road. It continued over the course of stones, and 

flattened them into the ground, rolling forward and backward over the rocks. Workers holding 

baskets full of the smaller stones would push small stones in between the large rocks, and the 

steamroller would go over the road again. The process continued for many days until a white, 

level, stone surface was visible.  

The steamroller interested Hillel more than anything else. At the end of the day’s work, Hillel 

would stand around with his friends near the steamroller’s gigantic wheel and wonder how 

the entire system operated. Levers, handles, axels, and screws were visible, unlike trucks, 

where the systems were hidden behind a metal hood. The children would argue about each 

part and function in the system. When they became too noisy, the Arab guard, who slept in 

the driver’s cabin, would chase them off. They would return after a short while. The 

steamroller was such a powerful magnet for them that they overcame their fear of the guard.  

The work on the road was completed, and the neighbors were sure that the black paved road 

increased the value of their neighborhood.  

 

Chapter 9   

There was a sudden increase in immigration activity. Hundreds of new immigrants, mostly 

young men and women, arrived every day. It was because of the Maccabiah Games. The local 

institutions and the Maccabi Movement organized a kind of Jewish Olympics. Jewish athletes 

from all over the world arrived to attend the event, and they were joined by thousands of 

tourists. Most of them came from Europe, supposedly to watch the games. The British 

authorities were forced to apply leniency when issuing special tourist visas for the event since 

they found no logical excuse to refuse. They presumed that the Jews would exploit the 

opportunity to increase immigration, but they were unable to prove it. Their assumption was 

correct. The vast majority of tourists did indeed remain in Palestine. The British government 

did not maintain a careful register of the population, which made it easier for young people to 

remain in Palestine. When the British realized the scope of the phenomena, with thousands of 

tourists remaining, efforts were made to locate them. They recruited Jewish agents and 

snitches — apparently there were people like that, too — and instructed them to investigate, 

discover, and inform the police about any illegal tourists who remained in the country. They 

were unsuccessful. The snitches were identified immediately, were warned to stop their 

activities, and some were badly beaten. That put an end to the affair.         

A stadium was being built at the northern edge of the city, near the Yarkon Estuary, 

surrounded by tall wooden bleachers. The opening day of the games was declared a holiday. 

Pupils were released from school. Only a few, whose parents were wealthy, could buy tickets 

to the games. Hershele was determined to go. As usual, the games excited him enormously 

and he begged his father to purchase a ticket to the games for him but his father refused. “It’s 

a waste of money,” his father said. Usually he was disciplined, and was afraid to disobey his 

father, but this time he decided that he would go to the Maccabiah games no matter what. He 

didn’t want to go on his own, so he went to Hillel. It wasn’t difficult to convince the child, 

who was also excited by the idea of watching the games, being close to the athletes whose 

names the children spoke in awe.  

The two boys left in the morning, saying nothing to anyone. Hillel didn’t even share his secret 

with Miri, because he was afraid that she would tell their parents. The boys had a long walk. 

They saw people riding in carriages and in the red Hama’avir cooperative buses. They didn’t 

even have a grush in their pockets. They grew thirsty, and drank from a faucet in one of the 
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yards. Only the city center had wooden sidewalks, and as they continued north, they were 

forced to walk in the sand. The houses gradually grew farther and farther apart, and they 

finally reached an area with no houses at all. A dirt path leading to the stadium was the only 

evidence that a street was planned. The carriages and buses made them envious but they were 

not the only ones who walked. Young people and children were walking in front of them and 

behind them, all with the same target in mind – the stadium.  

After several hours, they arrived at their destination, tired and sweaty. They took a drink of 

water and sat down to rest. When they recovered, they looked for the entrance. There were a 

large number of guards and attendants standing near the gates. Many people tried to push 

their way in but they were all refused entry and were chased away. Hershele got a loud smack 

from one of the attendants, and withdrew with his cheek all swollen and burning. The entire 

stadium area was surrounded by a tall wooden fence. The boys started to circle the fence. 

They were not alone: dozens of children and youngsters circled the stadium, in search of 

some crack that they could squeeze through to get in. Here and there they discovered a hole in 

one of the wooden planks that they could peer through. When several children tried to climb 

the fence, policemen on horses with clubs chased them away.  

Some of the children gave up, and went to play along the Yarkon bank. Others, including 

Hershele and Hillel, continued their attempts to get inside. The two joined forces with several 

other children, and together they planned a penetration strategy. They discovered several 

wooden sheds with tin roofs in several places alongside the stadium, flush against the fence. 

They deided to wait until the group of policemen on horses disappeared around the corner, 

and the bigger children lifted the smaller ones on their shoulders onto the roofs of one of these 

sheds. Then, the younger children lay on the roof and held out their arms, helping the older 

ones climb up. The effort was successful – they all managed to get on top of the roof. From 

there they jumped down. Hillel jumped too, but a sudden pain cut through his head like a 

knife. When he stood up, he saw that a piece of wood with two nails was attached to his hand.  

The nurses in the first aid hut, where Hillel was brought by one of the attendants, was amazed 

at the sight of the boy, whose hand had been pierced through and through by two nails. Hillel 

remained in the shed – the nurses forced him to lie down and rest. Hershele stayed with him. 

His conscience was starting to bother him. He was also worried about what his father would 

say and what Hillel’s parents would say. The boys didn’t see the opening ceremony or the 

following soccer game. The nurses asked them for their address and whether they had come 

with adults. Both of them, without discussing it, answered that they lived in the vicinity and 

had come there on their own. They asked to be released as soon as possible to go home. 

The nurses let them go at the end of the game. They exited the gate together with an 

enormous swarm of people. Hillel’s hand was bandaged and attached to his body. Hershele 

realized that there was no way that they could walk all the way home. He decided that they 

would just have to take a bus. This time, fate, after toying with them all day, was on their 

side. Many people crowded around several bus stops and pushed their way into the buses. 

Some people climbed through the windows. There was a great commotion. A nice young man 

who saw Hillel, who had started to cry, and his friend, who was trying to calm him down, 

lifted them up and pushed them in the bus through the window.  

The neighborhood was in a furor. Two children were missing. The yards had been searched 

and the police were contacted. The neighborhood mukhtar called his Arab friends for 

information about the children. There were serious concerns that the children had been 

kidnapped and maybe had been killed – there were some precedents. There was no sign of the 

children.  

When Hillel and Hershele returned home in the evening, their parents didn’t know how to 

respond. They kissed them and hugged them and reprimanded them at the same time. 

Hershele was taken by his father to their room, where his father proceeded to give him a 

beating. Hillel was supposed to receive similar treatment, but the sight of his bandaged hand 

and the blood-soaked bandage saved him from punishment.  
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Chapter 10  

A letter arrived from Fanny, from France. She wrote that there was a good chance that she 

would soon come to Palestine. Her hachshara group had priority on the waiting list for 

certificates. To make the best use of the permits, they were paired off, young boys and girls, 

who had no romantic relationship, into couples. They were married in civil ceremonies, and 

would then be able to immigrate on a single permit. Fanny had also been married to one of the 

group in this way. They would separate when they reached Palestine and they would each go 

on his way. Despite the joy of his daughter’s upcoming arrival, Father was not happy. That 

his daughter would marry, and divorce, without her parents’ knowledge or approval – this 

was against Father’s religious worldview and he had a difficult time accepting it. He 

contemplated going to the neighborhood rabbi to consult with him, but he decided not to. In 

any case, the deed was done, and could not be changed, so why should he become the 

laughing stock of his neighbors and friends in the synagogue? The story would never remain 

with the rabbi alone. Father decided with Mother that they wouldn’t speak of the matter and 

when their daughter arrived, they would take quick and secret action to anul these strange 

nuptial relations.  

The passenger ship arrived at Jaffa, and anchored at a distance from the beach. All the 

passengers were brought to shore by boats. Hillel’s parents waited by the port entrance. A 

group of pioneers walking in a row drew closer, and Fanny was among them. Near her was a 

tall young man. “This is Nathan,” she introduced the young man. She briefly explained that 

her group was going to stay at Beit Olim for several days and then they were all being sent to 

Ayelet Hashachar, the kibbutz that they were going to join. She and Nathan had been given 

permission to stay at her parents’ house for these few days. Mother and Father looked at each 

other and tried to understand. The apartment was small. They could certainly make room for 

Fanny but where would this strange young man live?  

That day, the clientele at the restaurant, some of whom felt like at home, joined the family’s 

happiness. They did not complain that dinner was different, and even released Father from his 

role as waiter and volunteered to serve themselves.    

In the afternoon, the family sat down to talk. They reminisced and recounted their 

experiences. Nathan told them about himself. He had completed his studies in law at the 

University of Berlin. His family had lived in Germany for many generations. His father, who 

was an officer in the Kaiser’s army, had been killed in WWI. When he completed his studies, 

he was influenced by the ideas of the Zionist Movement, and joined its youth group. His 

mother had adamantly opposed the idea, and almost cut off all contact with him. Nathan 

decided to live as a pioneer in Palestine. No one mentioned the matter of the fictious 

marriage.  

A solution had been found to the matter of Nathan’s lodging. After cleaning up, two 

matresses were placed on the kitchen floor for Nathan and Hillel. Hillel, who immediately 

found a lot in common with Nathan, enjoyed one more experience.  

In an intimate mother-daughter conversation, Fanny told Mother that she and Nathan had 

decided to continue to live together and raise a family. She saw no problem in arranging a 

Jewish wedding, making them an official couple. Hillel’s parents gave their blessing, of 

course. They liked Nathan, and were pleased by the titles of attorney, judge, and legalist. 

After all, that’s what every Jewish-Polish family hopes for. They decided that they would say 

to anyone who asked that Fanny and Nathan were married aborad, and give no other 

explanation. Father would arrange with the community committee to hold a modest Jewish 

ceremony with a few guests. The young coupled traveled to Ayelet Hashachar to settle in.  

At the end of the school year, Mother and Father were informed that for the following year, 

Hillel would attend the new Bialik School, whose construction had been completed. The 

moment Hillel got wind of the news, he ran with several friends to see the new building, he 
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couldn’t wait. He liked the large, white building, and when the boys told their teacher, they 

could not hide their enthusiasm. They did not realize that the new school would not have the 

same intimate, liberal atmosphere of their old school. They would have to enter and leave the 

classrooms according to a central bell, not according to any teacher’s desire or decision. 

Teachers would no longer excuse late arrivals or absences without cause, as they had in the 

old school. Over the course of the summer the children continued to visit “their” school, and 

check whether the preparations for their arrival had been concluded.  

Someone was building a new building on the lot opposite the family’s home. The lot was 

much larger than the other lots in the neighborhood, and the excavations for the foundations 

were also deeper than usual. Even the children, who were already “experts” in construction, 

noticed this fact. The iron bars delivered to the site were thicker than those they were familiar 

with. Ironworkers constructed tall, wide iron poles. The operations attracted the children’s 

curiosity, and they argued about what was being built. They offered a host of strange 

suggestions. After all, they were on summer vacation, looking for something to do, and they 

found it. They would not settle down until one of them came up with the answer. From his 

father, this boy had heard that an ice factory was under construction on the site. The tension 

subsided, but was immediately replaced by another source of restlessness: how is ice made?    

They were familiar with the ice cart that came to the neighborhood every day, with its tin-

coated box, with a thick padlock on its doors, and always dripping water. With an iron ice-

pick, the iceman would pierce holes into the large block of ice, breaking it up into smaller 

chunks. They knew about the concepts of quarter, third, and half from him. These were the 

dimensions of ice that his customers bought. The older children knew that “quarter” meant 

one quarter of the large block, and so on. The ice cart was also a locus of entertainment. The 

children would wait until the iceman broke up the large block and would jump to seize any 

little shard of ice that scattered around. Sometimes they would even get a large piece of ice, 

and would quickly take it aside to suck on it. That was a real pleasure!  

But how do you get from an ice cart to an ice factory? Even the iceman didn’t really know 

how to explain it. He only knew that you pour water into molds, submerge the molds into cold 

water, and then you get ice.  

This was a challenge for Hillel, who was not content with this explanation, and wanted a 

better one. He had several friends among the restaurant’s patrons, workers who would come 

to the restaurant for their meals on a regular basis. He began to ask them questions and 

interrogate them. They didn’t know any more than he did. One of them thought he knew, and 

he offered his own contribution to the child’s “education.” “With machines,” he said, “they 

chill the water in the vat and add ammonia to them, and they place the molds with clean water 

into the vat and that’s how ice is created. Did you understand that, Hillel?” Hillel nodded. Of 

course he “understood” it all by now. The ice issue had occupied Hillel for some time, until 

other topics would emerge and push this one aside until a later age.  

The construction of the ice factory took a long time. The large concrete machines mixed the 

concrete that was lifted to the upper stories on the scaffolding. When the construction stage 

was over – machinery, installations, and pipes were delivered to the site. When Hillel tried to 

enter the building to see the works, he was sent away, admonished. Even the Arab 

nightwatchman, whom Hillel tried to befriend, wouldn’t even let him peek inside.  

 

Chapter 11  

What can you do for fun in the summer? Mr. Puterman and his family lived farther down 

Salame Road, in the direction of the large orchard. His yard, surrounded by a barbed wire 

fence, contained trees, many thick bushes, and two sheds. One of the sheds, which was 

handsome and well cared for, was for the family, and the other was the cowshed. Inside, there 

were four or five cows sitting in the mud, sometimes with several calves, and they would 

chew on their cud and rise only for milking. The couple milked the cows three times a day – 
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early in the morning before dawn, at noon, and in the evening. They would store the milk in 

cans that were placed in a row, waiting for the neighbors to come and buy them. Mr. 

Puterman also had “wholsesale” customers – milkmen who would buy milk from him and 

deliver it to their customers’ homes.  

A milkman was an important job and had its own methods. New milkmen, novices, would 

walk from home to home, with two heavy milk cans on their arms. They would sweat and 

breathe heavily. The more established milkmen usually had a donkey that could carry several 

cans, or even a cart driven by a donkey, but their selling methods were identical. At the 

Putermans, they filled up the cans to two-thirds or three-forths. In a hidden corner, they would 

add water to the milk, so that the milk wasn’t too fat, which would be bad for their customers’ 

healthy. After a brief stir, there was the new “healthy” milk. The can covers also had another 

function – they were used as measuring cups. The covers were made from a long cylinder of 

tin with markings that indicated the measured quantities. It was difficult to ask the milkman to 

hold the measuring cup steady when he was measuring. It always leaned a bit, and always 

held so that, from the customer’s line of sight, the milk reached one of the measuring marks, 

but on the other side of the cup, the surface of the milk was, of course, lower. Everyone was 

aware of this practice, they talked about it, and didn’t make a fuss about it. No one argues 

with a system that become the norm over time.  

Mrs. Puterman would make cheese and sour yoghurt from the remaining milk, and the 

neighbors were happy to purchase these products, too. They knew that the Putermans weren’t 

using any of the usual “methods.” Probably no one had showed them how. Their cans were 

rinsed thoroughly in water, dried, and ready to hold fresh milk from the next milking session. 

Whowever wanted “healthier” milk could add as much water as he wished. The children 

found themselves a new source of amusement: One of them came up with the suggestion and 

they all embraced it enthusiastically: They decided to introduce the Putermans to “the 

method.” They made a hole in the thick hedge that surrounded the family’s yard, big enough 

for the children to push themselves through. The group would gather around the hole, 

concealing it from sight, and when no one was around, one of the children would crawl into 

the yard with a small can in his hand, and added water to the milk in the cans. When the hero 

of the operation crawled out, they would all scatter, whooping with joy. At first, they added 

small quantities of water to each can, but they became bolder daily, and added more and more 

water.   

It was a while before the customers noticed a difference. One of the neighbors complained 

that the milk had a strange flavor, not the usual. Another neighbor joined in her complaint. 

Mrs. Puterman also noticed that there was something wrong with the milk when she made her 

cheese. Neither she nor her husband had an explanation. They examined the cows, they 

monitored the hay and the straw that the cows ate, and found no reason for the problem. Mr. 

Puterman became suspcisious and he discovered that the reason was water. He compared milk 

immediately after the milking to the the milk in the cans. He added water to the fresh milk 

and confirmed that it was identical to the milk in the cans. Clearly this was not the act of 

anyone from the family, and strangers were allowed in the yard only when accompanied by a 

family member. Mr. Puterman walked around the fence and discovered the hole in the hedge. 

The boy, whose fate it was to be the “hero” that day, was shocked when a pair of muscular 

arms caught him, pulled down his pants and in a spate of anger and frustration, the 

dairyfarmer gave him a through spanking.     

 

Chapter 12  

Fanny came to Tel Aviv without any advance notice. She said that a split had occurred in her 

group. Some of the members, including Nathan, supported an alternative concept. After many 

debates on the kibbutz and on its everyday problems, they concluded that a kibbutz was not 

the only way to settle and develop the country. They became interested in other forms of 

settlement – private villages, moshavim, work groups — and they decided to develop a new 
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model, the cooperative moshav. The majority of their group members were opposed to the 

idea, and so Nathan and his friends decided to make their way somewhere else. Fanny herself 

agreed with the idea because she, too, had discovered the defects and difficulties in kibbutz 

life, things that were hard for her to accept. Nathan and several friends would be coming to 

Tel Aviv in a few days, to seek assistance in executing their idea.   

The kitchen once again turned into a bedroom for Nathan and Hillel. During the day, Nathan 

and his friends rushed around from one institution to another, explaining their plans, arguing, 

and recruiting partners for their idea. They were a group of educated intellectuals with a 

vision. Some also had connections with important figures in the Zionist Movement. They 

were assured that their idea would be brought to discussion and they would receive an 

answer.  

Nathan didn’t have a grush in his pockets. He didn’t feel comfortable to have Fanny’s parents 

support him. He looked for a temporary job. One of the patrons of the restaurant heard that a 

new road was going to be paved in the neighborhood and they were looking for unskilled 

labor. Nathan was immediately hired. The road was paved using a different method than 

Salame Road. Molds made of wooden planks were placed on the leveled surface. Iron mesh 

was placed inside the molds, and a mixture of concrete was poured on top of the mesh. 

Nathan and the other workers were supposed to puh and compress the concrete into all the 

corners of the molds, and vibrate it to eliminate the air bubbles that developed when the 

concrete was poured. They stood in tall boots inside the concrete slush, and used their shovels 

and hoes to distribute the concrete evenly into all the corners of the mold, mixing the concrete 

with long wooden sticks.  

The work was hard, and Nathan rose to the challenge. Mother wanted him to take some 

bottles of beverage with him to work, but he refused. The cold water that the contractor gave 

them was enough for him. Mother wouldn’t give up: She refused to have her son-in-law 

suffer in his hard work without her taking care of him properly. After several days of pressure 

and refusals, Hillel appeared on the site of the new road, carrying a tray with a glass and a 

bottle. Nathan’s face, which was read from the sun, became even redder. If he could, he 

would have sunk into the concrete. He didn’t expect his mother-in-law to cause him such 

embarrassment. And the other laborers did, in fact, start to tease him. “The yekke is being 

pampered,” they laughed.  

After several days, Fanny and Nathan announced that they were moving to Ra’anana, where 

Nathan had found a job in an orchard, and Fanny was also promised a job too.  

Gusty also returned home. She decided that kibbutz life was too stressful and she wanted to 

return to the big city. A fold-away bed was placed on the roofed balcony. She didn’t have 

many clothes, and the few that she had were stored in one of the wooden crates that were used 

as a closet. Mother’s initial idea was for Gusty to join her and help her in the kitchen, but she 

was soon disappointed. This was not what the young girl had in mind when she returned 

home. Gusty pondered over what she would do. School was out of the question, she was too 

old to return to school. She had no specific profession. She started working as a salesperson in 

a store, and dreamed of a brighter future.  

The crates that they had shipped from Berlin arrived. First the machinery arrived and several 

weeks later, the furniture and the dishes from their apartment arrived. The crates of machinery 

remained in the courtyard, unopened. Father did not know what he would do with the 

machines and the appliances. If he had known at the time that he would have to change his 

profession, he would have saved Mother the trouble. He decided to see whether he could sell 

at least some of the equipment that he had no use for. The household goods, on the other 

hand, were needed. The cooking tools and dishes were put into the kitchen. The bedding and 

clothes were put to use immediately. Until now, the family had only purchased the minimum, 

but now they could indulge themselves a bit. The Hanukka menorah and other silver items 

were put in a place of honor in the restaurant, in a glass cabinet over the counter. Despite the 

difficulties, it seemed that the family was getting used to their new life. 
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In Ra’anana, though, things were not going so well. The work that was promised to Nathan 

was only for two or three days a week and the wages were paltry. No job for Fanny 

materialized either. The rent they had to pay for a small room with no kitchen or bathroom, 

was too high for them, and they were forced to use the Primus (sublet) method – Their 

“Primus” was a a border who slept in their living room and paid a share of the rent. This was 

a common method used in kibbutzim that spread to the cities. Fanny and Nathan’s “Primus” 

was one of the people who shared Nathan’s idea about a cooperative moshav, and like Fanny 

and Nathan, was waiting for an opportunity to put the idea into practice. In any case, he was a 

person who became involved in Fanny and Nathan’s intimate lives.  

When Mother learned about the situation, she started sending “first-aid.” The task was 

assigned to Hillel. After he visited them once, he had no trouble traveling alone. Mother 

would fill a large basket with foodstuff and cooked dishes, adding vegetables and even fresh 

bread, and the little messenger would go on his way. Hillel usually would take a basket to 

Nathan and Fanny on Thursday afternoon, bringing them a meal for the Sabbath. 

Once, Hillel even received a bonus: Since there was no school the following day, he was 

allowed to stay over in Ra’anana and return home the next day. Hillel walked to the bus 

station carrying the heavy basket, and waited for a long time until the bus filled up. The driver 

did not havie a set schedule: he would leave the station whenever he decided that the number 

of passengers justified it. Hillel sat down in the back of the bus, on the left. He liked that seat 

because he could see all the passengers come and go, and at the same time, see the scenery. 

The older passengers didn’t like this seat because it was very “bouncy.” The dirt road and its 

ruts and potholes would make the bus and its passengers bounce up and down.  

The bus left the station, packed full. Some of the passengers were forced to stand in the aisle 

between the seats. This upset Hillel. He couldn’t see the passengers getting on or off, and had 

to be content with the view of the road through the window.  

A big bang shuddered through the bus. People started shouting and screamning. Passengers 

jumped out of the windows. There was a commotion in and outside the bus. Hillel was 

stunned. Without much thought, he wrapped his arms around the basket, which had started to 

fall apart, and remained in his seat. At first, none of the passengers paid any attention to him – 

each person worried about himself. Only after most of the passengers had left the bus, when 

only the dead and the injured, who moaned in pain, remained between the aisles, was Hillel 

also taken off the bus. He insisted on holding the torn basket and wouldn’t let go of it. When 

one of the rescuers tried to take it from him, he started to cry. They confirmed that nothing 

had happened to the child other than the shock. Hillel sat down on the ground not far from the 

bus, whose entire right side had been torn away, and cried silently.  

Cars and ambulances collected the dead and the injured from the horrific accident. The police 

also arrived and commenced its investigation. It was a long time before another bus came for 

the passengers that survived the accident. Everyone took care of the child who was on his 

own. They asked where he was coming from and where he was going. When they learned that 

his family lived in Tel Aviv, they wanted to take him back there, but he insisted that he had to 

bring his basket to Ra’anana. He was so insistent that they finally gave up and put him on the 

bus.       

When the bus reached Ra’anana, it was already dark. Ra’anana’s single dark street bordered 

on orchards. Most of the small houses were surrounded by citrus trees. The driver and the 

other passengers wanted to know where they should let the child off. No one knew Fanny and 

Nathan, and Hillel didn’t know their landlord’s name. Hillel wasn’t worried. “I know where 

to get off,” he repeated. And through the darkness and the row of trees that concealed the 

houses, Hillel recognized the house. “It’s here,” he said, and got off the bus.  

Fanny and Nathan weren’t in their room, neither was “Primus.” They must have gone to the 

employment bureau for some work, Hillel thought. Hillel circled the house and entered 

through the back door to the landlord’s apartment. The landlords, who recognized Hillel from 
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his previous visits, were alarmed. The boy entered with his clothes stained with blood and a 

torn basket in his hands, and he was unable to explain what had happened to him. After 

Fanny, who meanwhile returned, managed to get him to talk, the picture of the catastrophe 

slowly became clear to them. They understood just how lucky the boy was.  

The next day, Fanny rode to Tel Aviv with Hillel. Despite his protests that he could travel 

alone, she firmly accompanied him to their parents’ house. If anyone thought that that was the 

end of Hillel’s travels to Ra’anan, they were wrong. The next week, Mother packed the 

“Sabbath basket” fearfully, with a heavy heart, and Hillel went on his way.  

The job situation in Ra’anana did not improve. The orchard owners preferred to hire Arab 

workers whose wages were lower than what they paid the pioneers and they were several 

times more productive. One of the amusing stories that passed by word of mouth, was at the 

expense of the yekke workers. One of the workers, much older than most of the pioneers, 

managed to get sent to an orchard after many days of looking for a job. He appeared for work 

wearing a suit and a felt hat. These were the clothes that he arrived in from Germany, and he 

had no others. The man perspired in the jacket, and the felt hat weighed down on his head. He 

took off his shirt, his coat, and his hat, and put them to one side, under one of the trees. The 

Arab workers laughed at the clown, sprayed water and mud on him to cool him off, and 

eventually hid his clothes. Only when the Jewish manager threatened to fire them did they 

return the clothes to the poor new immigrant.  

 

Chapter 13 

One of the things that Father had to get used to was the need to obtain a kashrut certificate. 

He was an observant Jew who prayed every morning. He had a regular seat in the synagogue 

and no one had ever questioned his religiosity. The bakery sign and the storefront window in 

Berlin stated “Kosher” in bright white letters. That was sufficient for all his customers, and no 

one had ever demanded that he obtain any certificate or supervision by a “masgiach.”  His 

customers and neighbors trusted him. When he went through the procedure to obtain the 

licenses and permits he needed to open the restaurant, he was told that he also needed a 

certificate of kashrut from the religious council. There he was interrogated about his past and 

his family, and he committed to maintaining a complete separation between meat and milk 

dishes. He had to pay a monthly retainer to the mashgiach to come occasionally to confirm 

that there was nothing unkosher, God forbid, in the restaurant. The neighborhood rabbi also 

took occasional interest in what went on in the restaurant, and checked whether Father was 

following the mashgiach’s instructions. Father paid the mashgiach’s fee with understanding. 

“He should only be well, if he can’t make a living from anything else,” he said to Mother, 

“but why should I be a suspect and be on the defensive, as if I am cheating God?” He was 

insulted that his integrity was questioned. With time, he became used to this, as he did to  

many other things that he found strange.  

Hillel attended Bialik School. It was a secular school where boys and girls were in the same 

class. Instead of studying Torah in the original, they learned biblical stories, interpretations 

and illustrations of the Torah. Before the holidays, they learned about them from the 

perspective of nature and landscapes, and less emphasis was placed on literal observance of 

the commandments.   

This was not to Father’s liking. He asked around and discovered that there was another, 

religious, school that was more suitable to his faith. In his third year of school, Hillel went to 

Tachkemoni. The main building of the school could not contain all the children that were 

assigned to attend. Some of them were sent to a branch of the school that had opened in a 

building far from the main school, without any yard or suitable conditions. Hillel was sent to 

this branch and was immediately reminded of his first grade under similar conditions.  

The curriculum and the contents were completely different from those that he had studied in 

his former school. Every morning, in the first period, the children prayed together with the 
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teacher in the classroom. The children’s voices in prayer and chants were audible from afar. 

At school they studied Torah, not the biblical stories. They also started to learn to read and 

write Rashi and understand his commentaries. They studied the prayers in the makhzor 

[prayer book] by holiday. All the students were required to wear “tzitziyot” under their shirts. 

No girls were seen on the school premises, not even female teachers. The only woman who 

would appear from time to time was the nurse, who came to check the children.  

The school branch was in the center of the city, thirty minute’s walk from home. Hillel got 

used to it, he didn’t complain. On the contrary, the daily walk along the numerous store 

windows on the way amused him and triggered his imagination and his thoughts. He would 

especially linger near the book stores. He would press his forehead to the window, reading 

and impressing the titles into memory, dreaming of how the books would come to be in his 

house.  

 

Chapter 14  

It was a beautiful spring morning. The children had just completed their prayers and 

exchanged their prayer book for a Torah when Hillel’s mother appeared in class, with her hair 

mussed, breathing heavily. She said a few words to the teacher, who also became excited, and 

took Hillel by the hand and ran home with him. The streets were bustling. Young people with 

iron and wooden poles, axes and other tools in their hands. Excitement was all around. Only 

when they arrived home did Mother tell Hillel that in Jaffa some Arabs had attacked Jewish 

passersby, and wounded and killed people without discrimination. The attackers tried to break 

into the neighborhoods bordering on Jaffa but were repelled. There was concern that they 

would also try to break into their own neighborhood.  

Father placed a long axe that he used to split bones, on the counter, next to him. He knew that 

many young men had stationed themselves along the neighborhood’s border, along the hedges 

surrounding the orchards, in order to stop the attackers, but he prepared himself for any 

possibility, in case the Arabs managed to enter the neighborhood. Hillel tried to imagine 

Father swinging his axe and hitting the attackers. He couldn’t imagine such a thing. In no way 

could he pair Father with violence.  

Throughout the day, grim rumors came in from all parts of the city. Over here, attackers 

charged a house and murdered its inhabitants, and over there, people attacked an Arab who 

tried to save a Jewish passerby from harm. Shots were also heard from time to time. You 

couldn’t tell whether the shots were fired by the police or by the mob. According to one 

rumor, armed Arab policemen joined the attackers.  

In the evening, the information passed by word of mouth. The Hagana organization was 

setting up a guard along the neighborhood’s borders. Alll the men who had not yet 

volunteered for the Hagana were ordered to show up for assignment in the defense system. 

Father went, too. He was not so young anymore, and so he was assigned with several other 

neighbors to the patrol units that would patrol the streets in case an attacker managed to slip 

through the defense line. Hillel was jealous of Father and the others. He, too, wanted to take 

to the streets with a stick, and be a guard. When he heard that one of the people in Father’s 

patrol unit had a firearm, a real pistol, in his pocket, his face gleamed with excitement. He 

became even more excited when he understood that the person who spread the rumor was told 

to stop talking about it because the firearm was illegal and if its owner was caught by the 

British police, he might be arrested and severely punished. Hillel was an accomplice, sharing 

the enormous secret of the adult guards. 

That night, no attempts to breach the neighborhood’s borders were made. In only one place 

did an Arab manage to slip through the orchard and throw a bottle of kerosene on a shed, 

setting it on fire. The tenant and the guards quickly had the fire under control, and they saved 

the shed and its contents.  
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The next day was a day of mourning. The dozens of victims were brought to burial in funerals 

attended by many. People stood in line at the entrance to the city’s hospital in order to donate 

blood. The Hagana improved its defense system and waited for whatever would come. At the 

same time, deliberations began about disconnecting the commercial and economic system of 

Tel Aviv from that of Jaffa. The first thing to take care of was the port. A decision was made 

to build a separate port for Tel Aviv.  

After several days, children returned to school. It was decided that it was better that the 

children go to school than roam around the streets. The attacks did not stop. There were new 

victims almost daily, and the injured were brought to the hospital. The situation persisted, 

with ups and downs, for almost three years.  

The defense mechanisms of the Jewish settlement were perfected, and the Arab attackers 

began to fear their own lives, too.  

During this entire period, the city of Jaffa was under curfew. The attackers had made a base 

for themselves in the Kasba – the ancient fortress overlooking the port: From there, they 

would leave to commit their attacks and to here they would return. The British police, which 

eventually also became a target of their attacks, was unable to breach the kasba. The site was 

constructed like as a warren of chambers and burrows, tunnels and caves, in many layers and 

stories. The concealed exits led to the sea on one side and to the orchards on the other. The 

British decided that they would destroy the nuisance. Explosions were heard for an entire 

week, and clouds of dust would fill the sky. The British police would lower explosives by 

rope into the tunnels and caves and detonate them. Eventually the “main street”, that narrow 

alley that extended along the kasba from north to south, was also destroyed. The “roof” of the 

street was blown high into the air, and landed as a pile of stones. Hillel remenbered that 

before the “events” had begun, the family would go visit the Kasba. His parents had also been 

interested in the knooks and crannies in the walls of the alley that functioned as shops.  

The night curfew in Jaffa had a significant impact on the children’s games in the 

neighborhood. Since the neighborhood was in the jurisdiction of Jaffa, the curfew was also in 

effect there. The British police refused to accept that the actions of Jaffa’s Arab residents 

were the reason for the curfew. The Jewish residents were obviously not involved in the riots, 

but they were punished because of the bureaucracy. Or, maybe the British had other 

considerations, the desire to restrict the Jews’ freedom of action? 

The children could no longer play freely in the streets in the evening. Joint patrols of British 

and Arab policemen would stop any adult or child and fine them. So the children played at the 

entrances to the houses, ready to run away as soon as they saw a shadow of a policeman draw 

near. In view of the circumstances, the children made up a new game that was a little 

dangerous, but very satisfying. Salame Road was the municipal border between Tel Aviv and 

Jaffa. The young men and women of the neighborhood were not eager to succumb to the 

restrictions of the curfew, they wanted to go out in the evenings. They did this by slipping 

from one house in the neighborhood to another, and after quickly crossing the border, they 

were free to walk as they pleased on the streets of Tel Aviv. They would return home late at 

night, using the same tactic in reverse.  

The younger children wanted to imitate them. Although they had no intention of spending 

their evenings in the big city, the act of crossing the border was a challenge for them. Their 

parents’ reprimands or punishments had no effect. The children would not stop. They would 

slip from house to house, and run across the border. Their satisfaction was even greater when 

they managed to pull off their feat close to patrolling policemen.     

Izzie’s letters from Belgrade became sadder and sadder. The young man missed his parents, 

and his family. Nothing that the carpenter’s family did to alleviate his loneliness or to care for 

him helped. The Spitzer family similarly couldn’t be a replacement for his own family. After 

inquiries with agencies in Palestine and by Mr Spitzer with the British consulate in Belgrade, 

they realized that there was no chance of getting a permit for him to enter Palestine before he 
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turned 18. Aliyat Hanoar was active only in Germany. Groups of youngsters were 

occasionally sent to Palestine from Germany, but there was no similar route from Belgrade. 

The family thought that maybe Izzie should return to Germany so that he could join one of 

these groups, but the parents refused. Every week there was news of Jews who were arrested 

and tortured in Germany, and no one could promise that their son would not be a victim of 

such persecution. The best chance was to join a hachshara group of young members of the 

Zionist Movement in Yugoslavia, which was expected to be set up in Zagreb. Izzie was 

assured that if and when a group is organized, he would be able to join and come to Palestine 

with it. For many nights Hillel’s parents could not sleep a wink because of their worry for 

their son, but there was no other solution.  

 

Chapter 15  

The situation in Palestine had turned into a crisis. Immigration was reduced in response to 

Arab pressure. Incoming funds also diminished. The extensive construction that had driven 

the economy for several years dwindled and finally stopped altogether. Workers sought 

employment, but there was no work. The workers’ council and other organizations opened 

food kitchens for the needy. The number of patrons in the restaurant decreased. When it 

operated, the business was not a source of a large income for Hillel’s parents. Although the 

restaurant had many patrons, the generous portions chipped away at the profits, and these 

were minimal. Father paid his debts to the bank each month with great difficulty. Interest 

rates were high and even the smallest delay would increase their debt. Father started to fall 

behind in payments to the bank. He realized that the restaurant’s operating costs were several 

times greater than the revenues. Hillel’s parents debated the issue and decided to close the 

business, sell whatever equipment they could, leave the apartment and rent another apartment 

at the outskirts of the neighborhood where the rent was lower. They had no idea how they 

would make a living, but at least their debts to the bank would not grow.  

The apartment they rented was in a small building next to the fence surrounding the orchard. 

It had one room, attached to a kitchenette that was big enough for only one person. The toilet 

was used by everyone – the landlord’s family and another family with several children. The 

shower was in a flimsy shack with an old blanket hung on the opening for a door. Next to the 

house was an empty lot – no one in the neighborhood knew who owned it. Father purchased a 

large container that had been used to ship merchandise from overseas, and placed it on four 

building blocks on this lot, put in a door with a lock on the side of the container, and created a 

storage unit where he stored the equipment that remained after he sold the restaurant. He 

never imagined that he would later use this container as a work room where he would bake 

cakes.   

Father looked for work but did not find any. Sometimes, but not every week, he would be 

lucky to work baking challas for the Sabbath. He was willing to swallow his pride and accept 

any job in order to provide for his family. He was not the only one in this situation. 

Thousands of workers crowded the employment bureaus, with no success.  

The Workers’ Union (The “Histadrut”) established a special organization called Mishan that 

provided aid to the unemployed. Vegetables, fruit, milk and dairy products were sold to these 

families at token prices. The sales organization was not always perfect. The cheap foodstuff 

did not always reach those who were truly in need. Long lines would wind around the sales 

points, with people pushing and crowded on line. Many of the needy adults were ashamed to 

stand in these lines, they felt that their poverty was humiliating. Hillel was his family’s 

representative for shopping at Mishan. It was his job, and he performed it faithfully. The sales 

points were not in permanent locations. A truck would come to a street corner, and the sale 

would begin. The children quickly developed a special network and would rapidly pass on 

information regarding the location of the sought-after truck, and everyone would run there 

with their baskets and containers. The family’s diet was based on the quantity and type of 

goods that Hiillel would bring home.  
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Hillel’s parents decided to try their luck at their own business, once again. They had no 

capital they could use to open a business, but they still had initiative. Mother started to make 

noodles. She would knead the dough on the table in the room. With a wooden rolling pin, she 

would roll out the dough until they were thin sheets. She dried the dough on sheets that were 

spread on the two beds and the sofa that almost filled the entire area of the room. After the 

noodles dried, the cutting “machines” were put into operation: Mother would roll the dough 

into long tubes, flatten them out, and very skillfully cut them into noodles. There were thin 

noodles and wide noods, long noodles, and small squares. She would stand like that for hours, 

kneading, rolling, and cutting.  

After Mother finished her daily quota, Father would start his part. With the kitchen utensils 

that were available, he would knead very hard dough. Compressing the hard dough, his 

muscular arms strained and contracted. He grated the dough to make flakes, using their 

kitchen grater. That was not the end of the process. The flakes had to be baked, but they had 

no oven. Neither did he have any room to store them, but a solution was found. Opposite the 

house was a small bakery. Early in the morning, the oven was still warm from the night’s 

baking. In their container warehouse there were some large tin baking sheets for baking 

cakes. Father would pay the baker for the use of his oven. He would spread the farfel noodles 

on the baking sheets and bake them into the oven.     

The profit was meager, it was not enough to live on, but the activity restored Father’s 

confidence and self-respect. He thought of another product. Honey was an expensive product 

that many families couldn’t afford to buy, but he could make artificial honey. Father knew 

that from his professional work as a cake baker. He even had the utensils he needed. So, he 

set up a large Primus stove in the entrance to the kitchen, and hung an iron caldon over the 

stove. With the large pots that remained from the restaurant, the “factory” was ready.  

When the water in the pot would boil, Father poured some sugar in and stirred it. When the 

mixture took on a yellow hue, the important part began, the part that was Father’s trade secret. 

He would pour drops of extract from several small bottles, giving the honey its flavor. He 

would pour some drops, and taste, add some more from this bottle, and a little bit from that 

bottle, until he was satisfied with the flavor. Only after he turned off the Primus stove, was it 

quiet again and you could hear what people were saying.  

Hillel’s parents worked hard from morning until night, and they hardly made a living. They 

would buy the materials on credit – flour, sugar, and eggs – at the local grocery, and the price 

was accordingly. If they could only purchase the ingredients wholesale, they would have a 

decent profit left, but… 

Father decided to add another product to his business – cakes. There was no room in the 

living room for another activity and Father discovered that the wooden container was a good 

place for him to work. He pushed all the equipment to one end of the container, and put 

several of the larger items on the roof. There was no risk of theft – who needed parts of 

unfamiliar machinery? Children didn’t have the strength to take them off the roof. He built 

the work table by himself, but ordered the large wooden plank for kneading from a carpenter. 

The first product he made was honey cake. After all, he already had his own homemade 

honey, and the advantage of these cakes was that they were not perishable and didn’t spoil 

easily.  

When Father worked in the container, the operations in the living room continued. The 

products had to be sold in an aesthetically pleasing package, and here is where Miri and Hillel 

joined in the efforts. It was Hillel’s job to go to the factory that produced paper cups and bring 

home some cups. Each package contained one hundred cups, and they had to be paid for in 

cash, even though the family did not have a lot of money. Hillel and Miri would arrange the 

cups on a vinyl-coated tablecloth on the table, and using a ladle, they would pour the thick 

artificial honey into the cups. Then they would quickly press the round covers on the cups, 

and the merchandise was ready for sale.  
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The honeycakes also were given proper treatment. Thin cellophane was cut into pieces, and 

the rectangular and round cakes would be wrapped in the transparent paper, with the edges of 

the paper fastened with egg white. This appeared to be the most effective glue, being both 

strong and transparent.  

Selling the merchandise was no easy feat, either. In the southern part of the city, they could 

not sell more than the noodles and the farfel. Cakes and honey were not the sort of things that 

the residents would pay money to buy. The family’s target was the grocery stores in the 

northern part of the city, where the population could afford to indulge in such products. They 

used a large carrying bag, lined with rigid cardboard, and arranged the cups of honey in rows, 

and two or three layers. Other bags were used to transport the cakes and the noodles. Father 

and Hillel would leave for the road twice a week in the afternoon. Each carried two bags, 

Hillel had the lighter bags, while Father carried the heavier ones. They would walk from one 

grocery store to another, selling and recording orders for the next week. Walking with their 

heavy loads was tiring, and when they returned home in the evening, Hillel had more work 

waiting for him: he had to do his homework for school. That was something that he was never 

willing to skip.  

 

Chapter 16  

The attacks and riots continued. The Arabs would devise different methods to cause damage 

and casualties, each method best suited to a different location. Knife stabbings were frequent 

in the mixed cities. The Arab attacker would rapidly draw out a long knife from the folds of 

his clothes and would stab someone and disappear. Fatalities and injuries became everyday 

incidents. People traveled on the inter-city roads in convoys protected by the British army. In 

the Jerusalem and Shomron mountains, the Arabs would perch on the hilltops overlooking the 

small winding roads, shoot at cars and then flee to their hiding places.  

In the neighborhood, unrest took the form of arson. The wooden sheds that had been built 

abutting the orchard fences were easy targets. Liker nimble cats, the attackers would slip from 

one tree to another, breach the fence and set fire to the closest shed. Every evening, the 

residents would wonder if it would be their turn that night. Efforts to uproot the row of trees 

adjacent to the fence were stopped by the British police. The Jewish residents who tried to 

protect their lives and property were, of course, arrested by the British police and put on trial. 

At night, adults and children would be woken from sleep by shouting and the site of flames 

licking at the shed that had been that night’s target. They tried to catch the fleeing arsonists, 

but they didn’t have much of a chance and didn’t achieve any results. They became 

accustomed to the tension and the fatigue, and continued their routine.  

Father was concerned about the container. The family’s living room was in a stone building, 

and the Arabs didn’t try to set those on fire. But the wooden container could burn easily, so 

every evening, Father took everything that he could into the house, and the next morning 

would return everything to the container so that he could work.  

Gusty had caught the interest of Yehezkel, a young laborer who lived alone in one of the 

neighboring shacks. Yehezkel was one of the happy workers who had almost regular work. 

He had a special profession – he would dig and construct septic tanks. The concept of a 

central sewage system was not yet common in Palestine. So, people had a deep hole in their 

yards that was lined with rounded perforated concrete blocks, into which the sewage was 

directed. Before the riots, this was a job strictly for Arabs but since they vanished from the 

Jewish streets, they were replaced by enterprising Jewish contractors, and Yehezkel had a 

steady job with one of these contractors. The workers would mark a circle three meters in 

diameter, and start to dig. When they reached sufficient depth, they placed a winch at the ends 

of the hole, which they would use to lift up the dug-out dirt. At the same time, they lined the 

sides of the hole with the special concrete blocks. This was the specialized job that Yehezkel 

did.  
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Yehezkel had followed Guty’s moves for a long time before he mustered up the courage to 

speak to her. He had fallen head over heels in love with her, but she was hesitant. He was not 

the man of her dreams, the one she had been waiting for. Mother actually liked him, and she 

persuaded Gusty not to reject him out of hand, maybe in time she would become interested.        

Like most of the young people, Yehezkel was also a member of the Hagana. He spent many 

nights in ambushes, patrolling the city’s borders and guarding. From time to time, he would 

pop into the family’s house, bring a small gift for Gusty, exchange a few words with her, and 

continue on his duties. His best meetings with her happened when he managed to free himself 

of his tasks on Saturday night. The city’s young people would typically go to the cinema on 

Saturday night. They would arrive in groups or in couples, and find a place in the long line of 

people who waited for the ticket booth to open. Meanwhile, hawkers would sell sunflower 

seeds to the people on line, who would stand, crack the seeds and spit out the shells, and this 

would continue inside the theater as well.  

Gusty didn’t want to go to the cinema alone with Yehezkel. She found a solution – Hillel. 

“Yehezkel has enough money and can afford the ticket for Hillel, too,” she explained to 

Mother. “If he wants me to go out with him, he has to take Hillel, too.” Yehezkel was not so 

fond of the idea, but he had no choice but to accept the condition. Hillel would tell his friends 

all about the movies he saw, and they were envious of him. Not many people had the 

opportunity to go to the movies so often.  

The economic crisis started to make its mark in Yehezkel’s line of work, too. The shrinking 

scope of construction reduced the demand for septic tanks and his offers of work declined 

until they stopped completely. His employer still owed him wages for a long period. When 

the contractor realized that the demand for his work was on the decline, he started to postpone 

paying his employees their wages. He would give all kinds of excuses for the delay, and his 

debts to the workers grew. When work dried out completely, he told his employees that he 

had no way of paying his debts. Their shouting and begging had no effect. He had nothing, 

the employer said, and he would pay them when the situation picked up.  

One day, Yehezkel showed up in their house with a bicycle frame in his hands. He proudly 

recounted that he met the contractor riding a bicycle, demanded that he pay his debt, and after 

an argument, when Yehezkel understood that he would never see the money, he beat up the 

man, took apart his bicycle, and threw the parts into the orchard. He saved the frame as a 

souvenir.  

Gutsy broke off all contact with him. “I don’t want to get involved with a violent person,” she 

said. Hillel was sorry that his Saturday night trips to the movies came to an end.  

 

Chapter 17  

Fanny and Nathan had significant news. The institutions approved the group’s plan and 

confirmed its entitlement to establish an independent settlement on national land. Their 

organization was also given a name, Moledet. Be’er Tuvia was designated as a temporary site 

for training and organizational preparations. This moshav was located at the southern tip of 

the Jewish settlements in Eretz Israel. A tent camp was set up in the center of the moshav as 

temporary housing, until a permanent camp would be built: this camp was supposed to be 

used as a training site for various organizations that planned to establish permanent 

settlements elsewhere in Palestine.  

For Hillel, this was a wonderful time. Every vacation, whether short or long, he would go to 

the moshav. The trip itself was not pleasant – the bus would pass through Arab villages, 

where rocks were almost always thrown at the bus. The passengers were protected by the iron 

mesh on the bus windows, but the passengers were upset whenever a rock was thrown in the 

direction of the bus. There were firearms on the bus, illegaql ones, but there was a strict order 
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not to use them unless there was real danger. Since there was a risk that the firearms would be 

confiscated by the British police, no one used them in the routine cases of rock throwing.  

For Hillel, every ride to the moshav was a reason for celebration. It was there that he put all 

his talents and proclivities in operation. He would help the members work on the area of land 

that had been allocated to them, where they grew various vegetables. Hillel would plod 

through the mud when the field was irrigated, and pick the fruit and help package it. On a 

donkey, he would bring meals to the moshav members working in the field.  

One day, he had an unfortunate incident. For some reason, the donkey was nervous. When 

Hillel tied on the baskets containing the moshav members’ lunches, the donkey started to 

stamp its feet in an attempt to free itself of Hillel’s hold. Two moshav members who were 

cooking in the group’s kitchen, held the donkey steady while Hillel climbed on it. At first it 

seemed that the donkey had accepted the bit, but its agitation grew, it stamped and kicked its 

hind legs, and refused to go in the right direction. Suddenly, the donkey broke into a run, 

shaking Hillel until he fell off the donkey’s back, and the food baskets tumbled after him. 

Hillel picked himself up. Luckily he was not seriously injured, he only had some cuts on his 

hands and legs. After the donkey had shaken off his load, he slowed down to a walk. Hillel 

looked at the donkey as he got away, looked at the contents of the baskets that had spilled all 

on the ground, and decided that it was more important to catch the animal, even if the 

members don’t get their dinner.  

It seemed as if the donkey had decided to mock Hillel. Hillel chased the donkey along the 

long road, and when he almost caught him, the donkey looked back at Hillel, kicked up its 

hoofs and broke into a trot once more. This was repeated several times. Hillel realized that the 

donkey was not such a stupid animal as they say. The donkey didn’t leave the boundaries of 

the moshav. When he reached the last house at the edge of the moshav, the donkey entered 

the farmyard, went straight to the stables, and started munching on the straw there. Hillel 

reached the stables gasping, out of breathe, ready for the animal to trick him again and run 

away. But this time, the donkey changed its tactic: He stood quietly and ate, and this time 

made no objection when Hillel mounted him.  

That day, the field workers didn’t get their meal in the field but no one was angry at Hillel. It 

was a work-related accident, they said, and after all, he came out on top.  

One of the group members received a box from Germany. After he unpacked the box and 

removed everything that he needed, he left the crate outside his room. On Saturday afternoon, 

all the members would rest, but not Hillel. He would walk around the moshav, looking for 

something to do, and this time he found it. The permanent camp had been constructed on a 

hill that was the former site of Be’er Tuvia, a moshav that had been destroyed in the 1929 

riots. In those riots, the entire moshav was attacked and burned down, and only the skeletons 

of the houses remained. There, among the ruins, Hillel found the discarded crate. He looked 

inside and saw a pile of small pieces of paper, thousands of old German stamps. He started to 

check them out. He had no idea about the stamps or their value, but he was impressed by the 

different pictures, the colors, and large numbers on them. He received very good marks in 

arithmetic. He had never seen such large numbers. One digit followed by six, seven, or eight 

zeros. He didn’t even know the name of numbers that were so large. He found a paper bag 

and filled it with thousands of stamps.  

Hillel showed the stamps to Nathan, who referred him to the crate’s owner. When he saw the 

paper bag full of stamps, the owner of the crate smiled. He sat Hillel down next to him and 

told him the story of the stamps. In Germany, there was terrible inflation after World War I. 

Money lost its value and prices would increase by hundreds and thousands of percent every 

day. The German Treasury would print new banknotes, and the cost of printing the notes was 

infitinely greater than their value. People would go to the grocery stores with bags of 

banknotes to buy a loaf or bread or a bottle of milk. When it was impossible to keep up with 

the pace of printing new banknotes, the government made a smart move and started printing 
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large numbers on old banknotes. They started with hundreds of thousands, continued to 

millions, and even reached billions.  

It was the same situation with postage stamps. It was impossible to print stamps with larger 

denominations every day so they printed larger numbers on existing stamps, and that’s how 

letters were mailed – with stamps in the value of millions of marks. This man’s father had 

sold postage stamps, and after the inflation abated, he was left with thousands of stamps like 

these. The man was an avid stamp collector himself, and among the things that his parents 

had sent him were his own stamp albums. At the last moment, his mother also put in several 

of these stamps into the crate. The bags had torn and the stamps scattered in the crate. He was 

not interested in them. If Hillel wanted to, he would teach him and explain how to sort and 

handle stamps. The young man didn’t have to repeat his offer. The next few days, Hillel sifted 

through his stamps at every opportunity. First he eliminated the defective stamps – and there 

were many. Then he started sorting them in groups, by picture, color, and denomination. 

Cardboard boxes, envelopes, and bags were all used in the sorting process. A new stamp 

collector was born.  

Summer vacation, which Hillel spent in the moshav, was a better source of information and 

knowledge than the corresponding period of time spent in school. The moshav members were 

forced to devote many days and nights to guard their village and they were under a lot of 

pressure. Volunteers from the cities and other established settlements came to share some of 

the burden. One of the volunteers was Yehoshua, a teacher from Tel Aviv, who devoted his 

entire summer to helping the moshav members. Yehoshua was a teacher through and through. 

His pupils loved him, and he loved them. The children in the moshav discovered him in the 

first days of his work as a guard. His face radiated kindness. The children would cling to his 

side wherever he went. When he patrolled around the moshav buildings, and after his shift, 

they would accompany him, or sit next to him, eagerly inhaling every word that came out of 

his mouth.  

In August, the children and Yehoshua spent a lot of time watching “falling stars.” Yehoshua 

used mirrors to explain about the stars constelations to the children, the planets and the stars. 

He taught them how to identify the North Star, the Big Bear, and Cassiopeia. They would 

practice and then compete against each other to be the first to identify a specific star. 

Yehoshua would proceed to explain about the solar system, different phases of the moon, and 

the various types of eclipses. They absorbed an entire chapter in astronomy in a short period.    

He even took care of the foundations of chemistry and physics. Without any preparations, he 

would use any incident or phenomenon they encountered to give the children an explanation. 

Nature around them was their laboratory and their practice field. The water flowing in the 

irrigation system, workers who lifted bales of hay, the fruit rotting on the tree, or the milk 

going sour – all received a scientific explanation from Yehoshua. To say nothing of stories of 

the history of Palestine that he told. Yehoshua was a treasure chest of information. Hillel 

especially loved to hear about the Shomrin and the country’s early settlers. His heroes were 

Avraham Zeid, Yisrael Shochat, Aharon Aharonson, and others. He dreamed about them at 

night, and during the day he searched for things about them to read.  

To the grief of both the children and Yehoshua, the end of summer vacation cut short the 

sessions of the moshav’s “walking university.” The nature teacher at school, when he 

discovered Hillel’s curiosity, helped Hillel in his searches, and lent him books from his own 

private library. There was no electricity at home, and Hillel would sit for hours reading in the 

weak light of the kerosene lamp, until Mother would force him to stop.  

The landlord, Mr. Ben Shalom and his wife, lived in the same building. They lived in a 

spacious apartment with two rooms, a roofed balcony, and a kitchen. A real kitchen, not just a 

corner. They were busy all day with their café in the city center, and would come home late in 

the evening. Mrs. Ben Shalom was a kind woman. She saw the difficult lives of her tenants 

and decided to help them. She consulted with her husband and made them an offer. Since 

there was a sofa on their roofed balcony that was not in use, Hillel could sleep there, 
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somewhat easing the pressure of the five of them living in one room with all the 

“manufacturing equipment.” The offer was accepted. Father felt very uncomfortable about the 

whole thing, his dignity had been injured again. He considered it charity, but the logic of the 

offer convinced him: At least Hillel would have a bit better sleeping conditions than the fold-

away cot that was opened every evening in the space between the beds and the cupboard. For 

Hillel, there was another reason to be happy. Every evening he would take his blanket, pillow, 

and book, and would turn on the electric lamp above his head, and read. Mother could no 

longer force him to stop.  

Mr. Ben Shalom had a strange habit. He would wake up in the morning and take the pile of 

newspapers that he had brought home from the café the previous evening, and shut himself in 

the only toilet in the house. He would stay there for a half an hour or more. The other tenants 

learned that there was nothing they could do about this. Initially, when they tried to talk to 

him about it, and said that there were children in the house who could not wait so long to use 

the toilet, he would answer shortly, “This is my house, and whoever doesn’t like it can leave.” 

They learned to live with the situation and scheduled their bowel movements according to 

their landlord’s schedule.  

But something good also came out of this. Hillel benefited from Mr. Ben Shalom’s strange 

habit. When the landboard heard about Hillel’s passion for reading, he started to supply him 

with more reading material – newspapers. Every morning after he came out of the toilet, he 

would place the pile of newspapers at the entrance to the family’s room. Hillel would dive at 

the newspapers like a pirate who found booty, and the newspapers added another area to his 

already numerous areas of interest – news from Palestine and all around the world.  

 

Chapter 18   

At school Hillel was a good student, one of the three leading students in the class. He loved 

his homeroom teacher, he loved school, but he didn’t like the obligatory prayers in the 

morning in the classroom. What made him most upset was the teacher’s habit of confirming 

that Hillel was wearing “tzitziyot.” One of the school’s requirements, and one that the school 

was very strict about, was that the pupils had to wear the four corners of their “tzitziyot” 

under their shirts, but the “tzitziyot” did not have to be visible outside their belts and on top of 

their pants. Hillel’s teacher developed a special method of checking whether a pupil had 

obeyed the order. Any pupil that the teacher would randomly meet, or would talk to, would be 

checked. Without saying a word, the teacher would—seemingly by accident—pat and feel the 

child’s back to discover the existence or absence of the “tzitziyot” and their knots. The knots 

protruded and were therefor easy to feel. Any boy whose back was knot-less was in trouble.  

Hillel and his two friends, Benyamin and Moshe, were the class stars. Not all of the other 

children liked this situation. Behind these boys’ backs, their classmates called them spoiled 

children who pandered to the teacher, but that was the normal situation in every class and 

every school.  
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Sixth grade at Tachkemoni School 

The homeroom teacher M. Raziel, father of Head of the Etzel underground David Raziel  

Hillel in the upper row, third from the right 

 

An apple of discord came between the three friends. No one knew or could later remember 

why Hillel and Moshe quarreled. They were mad at each other and stopped talking. Benyamin 

didn’t want to lose either of his friends, and he would go back and forth between them at 

recess. The incident became the talk of the class. Some of them even gloated. Benyamin tried 

to mediate and make peace between them, but he was not successful. Everyday, the quarrel 

grew worse. They developed such a hatred for each other that no one, even they themselves, 

could explain. The teacher learned of the quarrel, and he also tried to mediate between them, 

but failed. He gave up and decided to wait for time to have its effect.  

And, indeed, time did make a difference, but in a cruel way. Moshe’s mother became ill and 

died very soon after. Moshe sat “shiva.” Hillel immediately went to his friend’s house to 

console him. He went there every day, until the seven days of mourning ended. He would 

bring Moshe his homework and tell him about everything that happened in school. They 

never mentioned their quarrel, and everything between them returned to normal. When he 

heard, the teacher never mentioned it either. He kissed Hillel’s forehead to show what he felt 

in his heart.  

Hillel’s curiosity led him to investigate the intangibles of life. Hillel started to doubt his faith. 

He began to question the point of religious observance. He was afraid to pose these questions 

to Father or his teacher, and he kept his thoughts from his classmates as well. He became 

quieter. Mischief no longer amused him as it used to. He compared the free, open-minded life 

of Fanny and Nathan’s friends to the stict, rigid setting that he was used to at school and 

among Father’s friends in the synagogue. He felt that there was a chasm between the two 

approaches to life. He increasingly inclined in the direction of a secular life.  

Mr. Sptizer arrived in Tel Aviv in the summer of 1938. He came alone. He told them that the 

dark clouds over Germany had started to frighten him. He was afraid that the waves of Nazi 

nationalism would reach Belgrade, and he decided to explore the option of emmigrating to 

Palestine. He also told them Izzie had acclimatized well into the hachshara group in Zagreb, 

and there was a good chance that he would be coming to Palestine with his group soon. The 
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sight of the family struggling for a paltry living did not have a good effect on him. He 

returned to Belgrade, to consult with others and reflect on the matter. He did not manage to do 

very much. His family was apparently exterminated during World War II. No one survived.   

In early 1939, Izzie finally received the long-awaited permit to immigrate. The entire family 

waited at Tel Aviv port to welcome him. It was a real celebration. After almost six years of 

separation, the family was finally reunited.  

 

 

The united family years later 

Mother sitting 

From the left: Izzie, Gusty, Miri, Fanny, Hillel 
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Epilogue to the Kempler Family's story  

 

Debbie and Leslie, a Jewish American couple, visited their youngest son, Ben, in Berlin 

around 2005. Leslie's father, the late Sidney (Sigbert), left Berlin as a young man shortly 

before WWII and ended up in the USA.  

 

While visiting the Jewish Museum, they came across a wall with pre-WWII photos of some 

of Berlin's "bourgeois" Jewish families. Debbie looked at one of them and called Leslie's 

attention to her hunch that the eyes of one of the girls in the photo remainded her very much 

of his father's. It turned out that the photo was of a family that had the same name as their's - 

Kempler.  

 

Their letter to the Jewish museum, trying to establish connection with the Kemplers in the 

photo, was forwarded to Hillel by the curator, Mrs. Leonore Maier. Hillel's family joined the 

efforts to discover whether the families were connected in any way. They knew of no other 

Kemplers who lived in Berlin before the war. All the Kemplers they knew and were in touch 

with came from the same area in Poland – Bochnia and Wisnicz, east of Krakow – from 

where Hillel's parents, Ahuva and David Kempler, emmigrated to Germany. All the Kemplers 

Hillel's family knew seemed to be related to each other through that source. They wondered if 

Sidney Kempler belonged to part of the Kempler family of which they were unaware.  

 

Debbie and Leslie sent a few photos of the family from Berlin in the 1930s. Aunt Gusti – the 

girl whose eyes in the photo triggered this new chapter in the family's story – was startled:  

For a moment, she thought she recognized her father David in one of the photos. Then she 

said no, it's not my father, but I do know this man. The man in the photo was Josef Kempler, 

Sidney's father. Gusti recalled that her father had a cousin in Berlin who would occasionally 

visit Father's pastry shop in Grenadierstrasse with his son and daughter, who were a few years 

older than her. Back in San Antonio, Texas, Sidney also recalled his visits to a relative's 

pastry shop. Gusti thought that Josef Kempler was a painter of theatre scenery, but Leslie 

knew that his grandfather had been employed at the cinematic studio UFA. The mystery was 

solved! A new family connection was established.  

 

Before a family reunion could be arranged, Sidney and Gusti, both in their 90s, passed away 

in the summer of 2007. Debbie and Leslie visited Israel in 2013. They were the last guests 

that Hillel and Esther, his wife, accepted at home, shortly before Esther passed away in 

September that year. Hillel passed away soon after her, in April 2014. 

 

Important dates of Hillal’s life : 

Hillel was born on 26/10/1925. When the Nazis came to power in January 1933 he 
was attending the first class in school. The family left Berlin during this school year. 

The Nazis broke into the bakery in April 1933. The mother and children reached 
Prague and continued to Belgrad during the summer vacation of that year, and 
apparently arrived to Israel not later than September or early October 1933, when 
the weather still allowed people to sleep in the balcony.  

The elder daughter Fani joined them in Israel some time after the "Jewish Olympic" 
games that took place in April 1935 and the second daughter, Gusti, somewhat later. 
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Chapter 14 describes the beginning of the "Great Arab Revolt" (1936-1939) in April 
1936 . 

Chapter 17 relates to Summer 1936. In June 1937 the group moved from the 
temporary site to the new settlement Moledet. 

The family fully reunited in early 1939, when the middle son Izzie reached Israel after 
almost six years of separation.  

Recently an Austrian friend established a contact with an organization which collects 
documentation of maltreatments during the war and fights against racism and 
fascism, and they may translate it into German. We'll see... 

Ditza Kmepler 
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